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CHAPTER 46

A Proposal for Student Loans
W ilium V ickrer

T Is ONE of the most striking failings of the affluent Fociety
that it seems to be unable to find a may to finance to anywhere

near its potential economic limits the most productive inves/.ment
opportunity open to it: the education of its people to the full extent
of their capabilities. Expansion of State universities with no or
low tuition fees, ,though a large step, is not the complete answer:
It fails to meet the needs of students whose families cannot afford
to provide the with the complementary support in terms of board,
lodging, books, and other supplies. It fails, also, to strengthen our
private colleges and universities, whose role is w vital to educational
achievements in the United States,

The classical individualistic economic answer Willis problem would
be to arrange for loans to individuals who show such promise thatit is reasonably certain that investment in their further eklucati6
would be an investment capable of yielding at least the normal
rate of return on comparably risky investment.' The prese_nt chap-
ter is designed to outline a proposal that follows through on the
major premises of this classical economic answer. While this pro-
posal is here developed in some detail, it is not suggested as an
exclusive solution to the problem of financing higher education.
Rather it is a scheme which, if implemented, would supplement other
institutional arrangements for such financing. While the more
familiar sources of support for institutions of higher education need
to be, expanded, and aid to students greatly enlarged, there is also
need for new financial arrangements to facilitate the flow of capital
into development of human resources through education.

The trouble with student loans in the past has been that students
have on the whole been understandably reluctant to saddle them-selves with a fixed repayment obligation, and to a lesser extent that
potential lenders have been reluctant to make investments where therisk is so highly variable and subjective and where arrangements

ftofessor of economics. Columbia University.
I Milton Friedman, "Tbe Role of Government in Education." in Robert A. Solo, ed..Economics met the F44160 lottereet. New Brunswick. NJ., Rutgers University Press.1955. p. 1U-148.

268
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for enforcing claims for repayment over a long period of years (e
A) tenuous and potentially ectly. The fad, that many of our larger
universities find that student loan funds are under very light pres-
sure, if indeed they are not. in some instances going begging, indi-
c_ates that something is wrong with the terms on which these -loans

being made available.
The main difficulty seems to be the fear that. the obligation of

mpay-ment might under some circumstances prove a severe, burden.'
Though on the average it can be shown thal, the student's additional
earning power that is generated by better education can by itself
take care of this added burden with a wide margin, individual stu-
dents may have a legitimate fear that they will not come up to this
average. Furthermore, while the prewure for repayment tends to
be minimal, many of the potential beneficiaries of such loans feel
that the burden of repayment might possibly bc-Acome a heavy weight
on their shoulders which they could not conscientiously repudiate.
To be sure, there is sometimes specific provision for remission of
the debt if the beneficiary enters the ministry, or teaching, or some
similar line of public service that carries a relatively low salary.
But the line between such public service and other less specific lines
of low-paid service is difficult to draw. The funds available on such
terms are fairly limited in any ease; and the mere offering of such
funds would hardly meet the problem even if unlimited funds could
be obtained for loans with special remission. provisions.

Another difficulty is that such funds are still provided largely in an
atmosPhere of philanthropy rather than of financial investment. Sub-
sidized interest, rates tend, on the one hand, to limit the availability of
the funds, and on the other, to fix the charity stigma the more firmly.

A third factor, stemming from the first two, is that such loan funds
are rather severely rationed, both as to the level of scholarship achieve-
ment required for eligibility and as to the amount to be supplied to any
one person. Where the burden of repayment can become substantial,
it is natural to protect the applicant from getting in too deep; where
there is an element of subsidy in the loan, the worthiness of the appli-
cant becomes a considerati6n. In many cases the amount potentially
available is inadequate to meet the needs of a student under heavy
pressure to begin earning to meet family obligations.

In spite of this equivocal experience, given the high profitability
of investment in education both to the individual and to the community,
it should be possible, by a combination of the techniques of mutual
invettment, the limited-dividend corporation, pension funds, and in-
come taxation to provide whatever funds are needed to finance educa-

I flee Richard Bases. eh. S of this pthileatIon, tw menthe et aseeseseesits of the risk
of borrowing by diftnilit moms groups tad is ditowest regkoas.
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tion up to the point where the marginal returns ate comparable with
throe from other forms of investment. With ingenuity, arrangements
can be devised that will promise reasonable returns and socupty to
the investor, while at the same time offering the student terms at he
can accept as readily as he mortgages his house or borrows to buy an
automobile.

ESSENTIALS OF THE PROPOSAL

In brief, it is suggested that funds for the tinaneing of the student's
education be made available in liberal amounts in return for an agnv-
ment to return dividends, computed as a share of later earnin,T,
according to the concepts of income taxation. The evemptions
the rate'scale of the dividend repayments should ir so arranged that
the dividend with respect to the amount advanced at any stage of
educational advancement would mme out of that portion of his income
above the level of earnings that would be expected if education had
stoppel at that point, For example, for loans taken out to finance
the freshman and sophomore years, the return dividend could be com-
puted as a share of income after an .exemption of, say, $4,00--this
exemption being determined to reflect the average level of earnings*to
be expected by a student who is intellectually eligible for college but
who goes no further than high school. At th other extmme, funds
advanced to pay for*a third year of gradual-43 training might call
for a dividend share to begin only after an exemption of $8,000. In
this way the typical student who is on the verge of stopping his ()du-
ration for financial reasons can continue it with very little financial
risk. Even if the educational invMment fails to enhance his earning
power, he will be no worse off than before.

The principal exception to this would be a type of student who se(
'himself earning, say, $30,000 a year through his native genius even
if he goes no further than high school, but takes such a dim view of
the value (if a wilege education that he believes it would boost his
earnings only to $32,000. In this case, if he were to finance his edUCA-
tion in a manner that entailed the payment of a dividend of, say, 12
percent of.$26,000, he would be financially worse off than if he had
not pursued his education beyond high school, whereas even in this
case the investment would have paid off adequately from a social
Swint of view. Situations of this sort should be rare enough not to
constitute a serious problem.

One of the main difficulties with any such plan for student loans is,of course, that the ptijection for 40 years or more into the future of
the relation, between education and earnings is so uncertain that it
would be impossible to determine in advance a system of earnings-
dividend rates that would return any specified yield on the investment.
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Yet it is necessary to achieve at least some minimum yield in order to
pt.t,;erve from undue impairment any endowment funds that might

be diverted to this form of investment and pogsibly also to obtain

'additional outside funds on a compet it I V 0 basis from lenders of various

types. Too high a return, however, either as an "ex pote experience
or as an expectation, warranted or unwarranted, might give rise to a

feeling that the student borrowers were being unduly exploited.

APPLICATION OF MUTUAL-FUND PRINCIPLE

The problem of aasuring a net yield that is fair but, not exotx%ive

can be met by adapting the mutual fund principle, in a Lorm slightly

kiitTerent from that. used by cooperatives and mutual investment funds.

The earnings-dividend schedules could be initially *-) set as to yield,

on conservative amumptions, a yield of at least 6 pere5nt, and passibly

as much as 8 or 10 percent, The higher rates would he desirable at
least in part as a means of providing for the growth of the scheme

through internal accumulation, as well a..s making it possible to at-
tract outside capital on.a rea8onably low-interea basis. Suk;equently,
as experience make it pvisible to evaluate the equities of the various
participaiits in the scheme somewhat more closely, it would be powible

to adjust' matters by the payment of "patronage dividends" or the

downward adjustment of the earnings-lEvidend rates in such a man-

ner as to reduce the net yield to whatever figure is deemed reasonable..

This figure and even the procedure by which it. is to be reached could
be specified, if ("ired, in original contracts.

Even hers, the divergent aims of lowering the net eventual cast to
the students and at the same time accumulating capital' funds for
expansion can to a considerable extent be reconciled by deferring the
payment of these patronage refunds as long as possible. Indeed, an

appropriate form of refund would be in the form of a death benefit or

a retirement annuity. Then, in effect, if the net yield aimed at were
set somewhat high for the sake of rapid expansion from internal "funds,
this would be less of an inequity. While students on the average

ould be required to pay fairly !ligh rates of interest on their loans,
they would later be compensated by being able to invest in their turn
in the education of succeeding generations at similarly high rates of
interest so as to obtain their annuitiett at relatively low cost.

COORDINATION WITH INCOME TAXES

The fact that tho repayment takes the form of a share of income
above an exemption raises the problem of the relation of such re-
payments on earnings-dividends to Federal and other income taxes.
It would be at least awkward if the combined rates got up near 100

percent for any substantial number of persona. The simplest remedy,
41151041-43-111
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and one that should prove readily acceptable, would be to make the
earnings-dividends a deduction in computing net inc-nme for tax pur-poses. To the extent that this might be considered to constitute abreach of the basic principles of income taxation, it could well bejustified on the basis of the benefits derived by the community at largefrom a_ rise in the educational level of individuals.

Actually even the strictest interpretation of the situation would callmerely for considering the original payments to the student as taxableincome to him at that. time, pre_sumably taxed at lower bracket rates.Subsequent. earnings-dividend payments would then clearly be COM-pletely deductible. The analogous situation would he that of anartisan who borrows money to pay himself a salary to construct an
income-earning asset. Interest and amortization payments on thisloan would then be deductible, either directly or as amortization or
depreciation of the ccist, of the asset. over its life. However, it wouldbe proper to exclude from the student's taxable income the paymentsgoing to defray tuition and other expens that are dearly for train-ing and similar enhancement of earning power. Such exclusionwould not apply to educational costs undertaken for current satis-faction or future cultural enrichment unrelated to earnimg power.This is analogous to the exclusion from the artisan's income of thepart of the proceeds of his loan that is used to pay a.%istants or buymaterials rather than for his own living expenses. It is clearly diffi-cult to draw any sharp line between technical training and culturalenrichment. Here again the general public interest in cultural en-richment would probably justify a policy of excluding all tuitionpayments and similar fees from the student's taxable income, by al-lowing them to be deducted where appropriate. Whatever is donewould in any ease he coordinatefl with the tax treatment of educa-tional outlays financed by the student or his family. The principlesinvolved here are closely related to those set forth by Richard Goodein chapter 17 of this publication.

One could go further than this and exclude from the income of thestudent even amounts advanced for living expenses. This wouldindeed have the advantage of making whatever funds are initiallyavailable go farther. However, such a treatment would raise thequestion of the degree to which subsequent earnings-dividend pay-ments would properly be deductible. To make them fully deductiblewould clearly be something of a breach with the basic concepts of dm)tax. A satisfactory solution would be to/allow &Auction each yearonly for earnings-dividends exceeding, say, 10 percent of the aggre-gate amount advanced tax free for living expenses. When the non-deductible earnings-dividends have aggregated 110 percent of thetotal tax-free advance for living expenses, all earnings-dividends
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thereafter would be deductible. The use of 110 percent rather than
100 percent is to allow for the fact that in some individual cases the
earnings-dividends will fall short of the advance. The figure is in-
tended to insure that for the group as a whole, the aggregate amount
included in taxable income is approximately correct and that there
would thus be no "ex ante" expectation of ultimate tax avoidance
through the use of the plan.

There is also the possibility of deferring the payment: of tax from
the student years to later years. In general, this will shift income
from the low brackets of flip student years to the higher brackets of
the later years. The computations involved in a procedure such as
this should be no obstacle, as these can easily be taken care of by the
agency to which the dividends are to be paid.

Some question may well be raised as to whether it is the entire
later-life income that should be made the basis for the earnings-
dividends, or merely the earned income. Although again there would

m tO be no grounds for requiring higher repayments from a student
who receives a large inheritance subsequent to his graduation than
from one who does not, there is good reason for including unearned
income in the case of the individual whose income comes through stock
options or similar quasi-earnings, or who acquires a fortune by stock-
market trading, using skills acquired in business ehool. In practice
the two types of case would be difficult to distinguish sharply. On
full examination the argument for the more inclusive base seems com-
pelling. There are, of course, other problems relating to the treat-
ment of family incomes for this purpxse, but such details need not
detain us in this preliminary discussion.

Enforcement should not be too difficult. A condition of the orig-
inal advance would presumably be an agreement to provide on request
copies of Federal income tax returns, with stipulations that such in-
formation would be confidential. It might be n ecessary to limit the
scheme to citizens of the United States. Even so limited, it would
be a benefits to ftrign students in that it would permit more of the
outright scholarship funds and other student aid funds to go to
students not eligible for advances under this plan.

IMPACT ON FINANCING

The amounts available as advances under this plan should be as
liberal as the available financial support permits. Ideally it should
extend to sums intended to cover not only the ordinary costs of tuition
and books but also, in cases where even minimal evidence of such need
can be shown, amounts needed as a substitute for the earnings that
the student is foregoing to meet thligations for family support or
other necamities. A student ahouli be enabled to complete his edam-
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tion to the limit of his abilities without financial hardship. Ideallythis would mean being prepared to advance to a student amountsranging up to $4,ON for a freshman year, and scaling up to $8,000for a third year of graduate study.
Unfortunately, few if any colleges possess endowment funds suffi-cient to meet the potential demand on a scale such as this, even if

the institutional and testamentary obstacles to the diversion of funds
to such use can be overcome. Conceivably a university might be ableto borrow in the financial markets on the security of the earnings-
dividend contracts that it would enter into, or perhaps arrange forthe setting up of an auxiliary limited-profit corporation to do this.The novelty of the proposal, however, may make it extremely difficult
to finance it adequately on reasonable terms unless more substantial
backing is given to it than can be supplied by most individual col-
leges or universities. Somewhat more promising might be the setting
up of one or more "educational finance corporations" sponsore41
jointly by groups of colleges and universities.

It is rather hard to say just what the schedule of earnings-divi-dends for the various types and amounts of advances should be andhow the insurance or pension benefits should be arranged. It is
possible, nevertheless, to indicate some of the general principles thatit would be desirable to follow. It is of course important that, when
considered in relation to associated pension and other benefits, the
repayment terms not be so onerous as to appear unattractive to po-
t ent i al students. On the other hand, the schedule should provide
adequate security for the suppliers of the original funds, even in theface of considerable initial uncerta.inty as to the magnitude and dis-
tribution of the income base to which the schedule would apply. In
addition, it would be desirable that the derived funds provide scopefor a substantial amount of internal financing of growth in the magni-tude of the operation. To a considerable extent these objectives can
be met by borrowing from the insurance field two well-established
features: rating and mutuality.

MINIMIZING ADVERSE SELECTION
As with any risk-pooling plan, in the absence of risk rating there

would be a tendency for a certain adverse selection of risks to develop.
Applications would tend to run heavier from students who felt theirfuture income prospects to be below average for their level of educa-tion and who, in anticipation of future repayments based on compara-tively low incomes, considered the advances a Imirgain. Conversely,students with great confidence in their own economic future wouldtend to minimize their use of the plan, stretching their own resourcesto the limit, possibly to talu3 detriment of their stiAies, to avoid any
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large share in making up the deficits produced by the less successful
students. A cumulative adverse selection of risks might so burden
the plan with mediocre students that it would be attractive to the
better students only as a last resort.

The more liberal the amounts available, the more serious the
tendency toward adverse selection would be. Even among students
who did use the plan, there would be a possibility of wide variation
in the amounts applied for and advanced, and Nus for adverse selec-
t ion oAf amounts, as well as of students. The amounts advanced can
be limited administratively to estimated needs in individual cases,
unless the administrative standards are so stringent as to discourage
some students from continuing a potentially profitable course of study.
The standards would have to be flexible, rather than specific, so that
considerable range would remain for individual choice. In any case,
imposition of any such standard of need would infringe on what is
intended to be a basic philosophy of this proposal, namely, that funds
should ultimately be available on a sufficiently ample scale so that each
student could be left, free to determine for himself the amount of the
advance that he wishes to apply for, up to an amount equal to the sum
of his tuition fees and his estimated current earning capacity.'

While adverse selection of risks can seldom be eliminated entirely
in a voluntary risk-sharing scheme, rat ing of risks usually can reduce
its scope. If the rating process is an effective one, this can be done to
the point where adverse selection is no longer a serious problem. The
mutuality eleinents of the scheme can also be made to contribute to the
minimization of adverse risks if the "ex post" adjustments are made
in a way which reflects individual experience. But as long as there
is an important, risk-sharing element, the rating of risks must bear
the major burden of guarding against excessive adverse selection.

In the case of student. loans, we have available a readymade basis
for risk rating in the form of grades, twt scores, and other evidence of
ettucational potential; At the time of application for an advance (ta),
the applicant might be assigned a rating in terms of which an inmate

could be made of the expected earnings E (t) at each future time t
that the applicant might obtain if he terminates his education immedi-
ately, and also of the expected earnings potential P (t) that the appli-
cant might obtain at each future time t if he completed his education
to the full extent of his currently apparent potential. The student

I Kingman Brewster, Jr., In the June 1961 Yale Alumni Magarifte (p. 18-14), advances
a proposal for student loans very similar to this one. He, however, would limit loans to
amounts sufficient to cover all students expenses except turbo*. excludes tuition costs
because

. . . it is probably Impossible to draw up a loan or grants scbeme which would
subsidies the payment of tuition without driving a very harmful wedge between our
public and private institutions. That is why I would limit the subsidy to what can
be roughly calculated as the costs of higher education eluding tuition.
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would then be offered a contract. under which he might obtain anadvance with respect to the forthcoming school year of any amount he
chooses up to a maximum equal to the sum of his tuition fees and theamount E (t.) that he could be expected to earn currently if he termi-nates his education. The contract would then specify that the corre-sponding future earnings dividend to be paid back at time t would
be computed on the basis of an exemption equal to E (t) , with mildlyprogressive rates applied to income in exce. s of this exemption, suchthat if the future income is actually P (t) , the earnings-dividendswill, over the lifetime of the student, amount to, say, a 9-percent, rateof return on the amount of the advance.

Each succeeding year a new contract could be made available, basedon the rating provides by the further record made by the student, witha new exemption level and schedule of rates dependent on the amountof loan requested. In this may at each stage the student who showsany promiw of being able to benefit adequately from further efluca-tion would be offered a chance to finance this further education on avirtually "no cure, no pay" baths. The redistributive element in thescheme would be iirrAteiLroughly to the unpreklictable element in thevariation of future incomes. On an "ex ante" basis, the applicantsmight well be brought to feel that the potential advantages of the plan
are reasonably comparable for all concerned. Adverse selection wouldthus be limited to cases in which the student has a genuinely betterbasis for the appraisal of his prospects than that provided by the rat-ing. The number of cases in which students have a superior basis ofappraisal should not be sufficient to cause difficulty. At the same timea direct and tangible incentive for wholastic excellence would be pro-sided, both as to the amount of advance available and as to the termsoffered. This incentive would not be limited as it is at present to thestudents who are now prospects for scholarships, but would be ex-tended to a major fraction of all students'

It might be desirable to move somewhat cautiously in this directionlest more pressure be placed on the grading or rating system than itcan stand. But if the plan is to remain voluntary and be liberal in
scope, some degree of risk rating would seem to be essential to pre-serving its financial integrity. It might be necessary to borrow an
element from the field of property taxation and have some form of
grade equalization process among institutions or even among instruc-tors. This equalization in turn might have its own salutary effects.But these are ramifications that would take us too far afield at thisstage of consideration.

a If this aspect of the proposal sounds a bit reminiscent of the praetices of UpperUpanishad University, as reported by William R. Mueller, this is not entirely a randomcoincidence. See "Report from Upper Upanishad," AAUP Sulletino American Assoeiatimof University Professors, 48 : 477-483, September 19417.
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MUTUALITY AND RETIREMENT BENEFITS

Of course, the percent return aimed at in the setting of the earn
inzs-dividend schedules would not repre.wnt the net cost of the advance
to the student, by reason of the mutuality element in the scheme.
Records would be kept of the total amounts advanced to, and the earn-
ings-dividends returned by, various groups of student beneficiaries,
and beyond a certain point further earnings-dividend payments would
generate rights to retirement pensions. For example, amounts cred-
itkd to the account of a given cohort of students could first be use41 to
amortize the amount advanced by investors at 5 percent interest.
When this amortization has been completed, further earnings-divi-
dends could be divided in some specified proportions, say one-third
for the account of investors and two-thirds to a "cohort equity ac-
count" until such time as the payments to investors have become
equivalent to an amortization at 7 percent interest, after which all
further earnings- dividends would be credited to a cohort equity act,

count, Amounts thus accumulated in the cohort equity account would
then become available to be invested on behalf of this cohort in the
making of advances to further generations of students. The older
cohort thus assumes the role of investor vis-a-vis the younger cohorts
of students, and the advances thus made would in their turn be capable
of yielding up to 7 percent in favorable circumstances.

As the members of the original cohort reach retirement age, earn-
ings would cease to be subject to the earnings-dividend payment,
and the amount standing to the credit of cohort would become the
basis for the payment of retirement benefits. If it is desired to
keep the redistributive element of the scheme to a minimum, a step
that would assist materially with the problem of adverse selection,
these retirement benefits could be made proportional to the excess
of each individual's earnings-dividend payments over the sum needed
to amortize his advances at 7 percent In this way a student who
felt that his economic prospects were considerably brighter than his
scholastic record indicated would then be able to feel free to make
full use of the scheme, since even if his earnings-dividend payments
turned out to be much larger relative to his advance than for the
average student of his rating, he would in turn benefit through higher
retirement payments

If the numbers of student beneficiaries in some of the cohort or
groups are too small to prevent significant random fluctuations among
the experiences of different cohorts, it is desirable to provide for the
fitting of smooth curves to the experience of the various cohorts,
and for equalizing intercohort transfers to bring the funds into line
with what would have obtained if each cohort had had an experience
equivalent to that shown by the smooth curve. This is essentially
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no different in principle, but perhaps wimewhat more complex in
application, from the methods actually adopted for the determina-
tion of dividend schedules on mutual life insurance policies.

AMOUNTS OF LOANS AND REPAYMENTS

The possible variations on a plan such as this are of course mani-
fold, and there is room here only to sketch out roughly some typical
possibilities. As an example for a student of averve capabilities,
one might set the exemption level E(t) for the freshman and sopho-
more yearo at an amount averaging al-)out $4,000 a year over his
working lift, varying po&sibly from one period to another from
perhaps $3,wo to $6.0(X). The exemption level might be raid for
the junior year to an amount averaging $4,5(X): for the senior year,
to $5,000; and for the subsequent 3 years of graduate work, to
$6,000, $7,0(X), and $8,(W. Then as a rough order of magnitude.
for each $1,000 advanced during any particular year of studv, the
earnings-dividend rate might be 0.5 percent of the first $1,())0 of
income above the corresponding exemption level, 1.0 percent of the
next $i,000 of income, and 1.5 perce_mt on all income in excess of
E (t) +$2.000.

Such a schedule is at least of the right general order of magnitude.
Miller estimattic that the lifetime earnings of the average college
graduate amount to $435,000 at 1958 earnings level& Taking
account of advances in average earnings, a lifetime-earnings figure
of at least $500,000 or an average of #1*.500 a year over a working
lifetime of 40 years Exhems reasonabte. for students graduating in
1963. On that basis if an average student were to borrow $2,0N to
complete his senior year, he would be paying an earnings-dividend of
$195 on an income of $12,500 ($10 on first $1,000 above the $5,CXXI
exemption, V20 on the next $1,000, and $165 on the remaining $5,500.
the rates being of course twice the rates for a $1,000 advance).
After allowing for lower earnings during the early years, this should
provide a gross rate of return of between 9 and 10 percent, 90 that
after the amortization of the advance at 7 percent interest has been
completed, there should be a substantial margin for the financing of
retirement benefits through advances made to succeeding gelferations
of students.

An average-rated student completing 4 years of college and draw-
ing an advance of $2,000 for each of the 4 years, or a total of
would on this basis be contracting for an earnings-dividend payment
of 2 percent on the first 000 of any income above $4,000 (in a year
of average exemption level), of 3, 6, 7, 10, and 11 percent, respectively,
on the succeeding $500 brackets, and 12 percent on all income above

Atm Borman P. Miller, chapter 9 of lithi publication ; also Richard Gooft ehaptar 1?.
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on an aver income of .12,500, this would amount to $_855.

an extreme c a student who went through 7 years of under-
crraduate and graduate training and contracted for the maximum

vance obtainable would be receiving Advances ranging from
fair fmshman year 1( o a a sul*Ititute for earnings forgone and

,000 for tuition fees) to _)0 for the third year of graduate work,
a total of $S8, WO; in return for this he would b cont r sting for
earnings-dividend payments on a K.ale ranging up to 5 7% percent on
that part of his income in eicANiNTi of $10,000 for the years in which
his emirsrs are expected to reach their average annual lifetime level.

The income level above which this rate would apply would be some-
what higher in the yeArs of his peakVearning power, and womewhat
lower in the yeirs before his full earning power is expected to be
achieved. Also, for students showing the degree of prornii. typical
f thixie for whom graduate study is usually considered warranted,

the exemption level and the income brackets might tend to be some-
what higher than in this exa_mple, which applies to students of average
tv_holastic rating. While this may even so seem at first glance to be
a fairly stiff price to pay for an education, yet for students who have
no other means of financing their education and whose immediate
financial news whether arising from family obligations or other
svurev_is, are such as to make the completion of their education difficult
or impassible without athltrIMS of this magnitude, even such a sched-
ule should not be a prohibitive obstacle to the full use of the loan
plan, particularly as the offer is practically on a "no cure, no pay-
basis and is likely to provide as a byproduct a substantial amount of
additional old kge security. There is, of courfm-, the possibility that
the 64-percent dividend rate on the exce. over $10,000 when com-
bined with rat = of the income tax proper would add up to a serious
incentive problem at the higher earnings level even after allowing
for the deductibility of the earnings-dividend in computing taxable
income. But the n of cases in which this amount of financing
would be required is likely to be small enough not to make this a
serious problem The example is use' ful chiefly as an illuAration of
the lengths to which educational finance on a liberal scale can profi
ably be pushed.

ULTIMATE SCOPE

If funds can be made available to students in adequate amounts on
such a leis, then, of course, the way will be open to raising tuition
fees to levels that will make it possible for faculty salaries to be raised
to levels more nearly in line with earnings in other comparable
occupations. (This would eventually make it possible for professors
Co make significant earnings-dividend payments on the cost of their
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education.) If the prtwrvation of private and independent cone
and universitiesa significant segment of our educational sy-Aam
is important, as insurance against impairment of the spirit of free_
inquiry and as an element in the basic freedom of our culture, some
such method of financing may well be an important means to this end.
To continue t-Tely solely an private philanthropy, plus the paying of
fees by students on their own, is likely to keep private educe ion from
fulfilling its proper role, Besides=, such reliance places a heavy strain
on igulanthropic resources that can be usel etiVaively in many other
amts. Even if State support for private higher education can be
arrange(' in a manner that will pre,_*-!rve the independence and specific
character of thetheme inAitutiolis, it wenis doubtful whether the amount
of such support actually forthcoming 144.4 prove sufficient and timely.
Equity investment in education may well provide a major part of the
solution to this problem.

But a plan such as this need not be limited to private universities
and colleges, though this is perhaps the area of mogt intense need-
The financing of nontuition expenses and of family maintenance
requirements for students in State universities is an even greater
problen4 in terms of the numbers and amounts that could evelually
be involved. Given the availability of such a plan, there woulci even
be the poibility on equity grounds of making higher education more
nearly self-supporting in terms of tuition fees. An individual who
earning power or social position had been enhanced through public
expenditures could well be considered to owe an extra quantum of
financial support to the State, as compared with an individual reach-
ing a comparable status by his own relatively unaided efforts. Such
financing might also induce a more liberal attitude toward the fulfill-
ing of educational requirements on the part of budget- minded and
tax--conscious legislators.

Such equity investment in the education of individual students on
a mutual basis that is nevertheless fully competitive with other invwt-
ments will not provide the entire answer to the financing of higher
education, but it would seem that the availability of some such proce-
dure on a scale limited only by the demand would be capable of greatly
improving the financial basis for utilization of a vast store of potential
intel liQence.



CHAPTER 1

Educational Expenditures and the
Richard Goods*

X ET INCOME hou1d provide for tax-free rwovery
of the anditu. -res entailed in earning income, including inves
outlays. Although this principle is generally: applied in the Fed-

eral income tax, it is not applied consistently with respect to the costs
f acquiring an income through personal service& Among these

CfSL art educational expenditures that increase earning capacity or
are made for that purpt_. In computing taxable income, no

ilowance is made for the costs of general education or of basic pro--
fe4-Aional or vocational education, and only limited deductions are al
lowed for other educational expensm

The present tax treatment of educational cost to inequi-
.ies and is especiailv questionable at a time when the need for highly
trained persons L growing. The income tax discriminates again,
persons whose earned income reprft;ents in part return of capital pr&
viously inv&tzteti in education compared with persons who have invested
little in preparation for their occupations. There is also discrimina-
tion anst= perms who invest in themselves compared with those
who invest in physical a&iets. For example, a person who attends
engine*ring shool is usually not allowed to deduct his educational
expenditures from his earnings, whereas a taxpayer who buys a truck
can recover the cost through depreciation allowances. A physician
who takes graduate wurws to qualify himself for a new specialty
snot write off the cost against taxable income though he can amor-
tizi outlays for office equipment, laboratory facilities, or waiting room
furniture. When income tax rates are high, discrimination against
investment in education may discourage entry into occupations re-
quiring expensive training, and may discourage peens already at
work from preparing themselves for more skilled and responsible jobs.'

Senior stir Member a Brookings Institution. The author calls attention to the fact
that interpretations and opinions are his own and do not necessarily reflect the views a
officers or other staff members of the Brookings Institution.

I Richard Goode. The Income Tax and the Supply of Labor. J otirsel of Pattiesi
Boossentgo 57: 42R-437, October 1949. Reprinted In American Economic Association.
illetaings thxioeskessicis of ravettwas, Richard A. Musgrave and Carl S. Shoup, eds.,
ffoinewood. fiL. itiekard D. Irwtn. 1959. p. 456-469.
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I. Present Treatment of Educational Expenditures
The Felieral inckinie tax makes no provision for current or future

doductions for expenditur incurmi for eAlucation or training under-
taken to prepare orlivielf for a vocation or profeasion or to mew= the
minimum qualifications for any employment. Deductions are allowed
for expenditure6 for certain kinds of supplementary, continuation, or
refresler con Official regulations adopted in 1958 provide that

Exi-nditurf--11 made by a taxpayer for his education are deductible if they
are for education (including researrh activities) undertake_n vinaarily for
the purpcme of

(1) Maintaining or improving &kills required by the taxptyer in his
employment or other trade or basil:ma, or
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an advanced degree to do so. While working toward the degree G isa part-time teacher at the university. His educational erpensw are
not deducAible since he has not completed the education required to
beoome qualified as a regular faculty member.

in attempting to limit deductions to educational expenditures thatare clearly related to the taxpayer's income from his current employ-
ment) the authors of the regulations have excluded educational out-lays that contribute to future earning capacity and which for this
reason have great economic significance for the individual and for
society. If a similar attitude were taken toward physical capital,
deductions from taxable income presumably would be allowed for
maintenance expenditures and capital replacement costs, but would be
denied for depreciation on capital outlays intended to establish new
firms, to enlarge existing enterprises, or to introduce new products.The regulations concerning educational expenditures discriminateagainst the new man and the ambitious, compared with the estab-
lished and the tim&server. Unsatisfactory as the present rules may
seem, readers may wish to suspend judgment on the regulations untilthey consider the difficulties that would be involved in formulatingmore liberal rules without, opening loopholes. These problems are
examined in a later :acct ion of this chapter.

Two other featurfts of the income tax that relate to educational
expenditures are the provision excluding scholarship and feilowshipaid from taxable inmme and the provision allowing parents to claima $600 exemption for a son or daughter over 19 years of age who is astudent and who receives more than half his support from his parents,
even though he would otherwise not qualify as a dependent becausehis gross income exceeds $600.

H. Possible Plan for Deduction or Amortization of
Educational Expenditures

The logic of the net income tax seems to imply that persons whomake expenditures for education that increases their earning power,or that is intended to do so, should be permitted to capitalize these out-lays ,and write them off against taxable income through depreciationor amortisation allowances., Income-producing educational expendi-tures are investments with a limited life and, if it is feasible, theyshould be given the same tax treatment as other investments. Failureto allow tax-free recovery of educational outlays means that the incometax falls in part on the return of capital rather than on net income.
Though they may suffer discrimination under the income tax,

persons who obtain much formal education benefit from the fact that
Internal Revenue Cods, see. 11T.
Internal Uvulas Cogs, saes. 1111. 1St
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tuition cliarg are generally far lower than the cot4s of in4ruction.
On balance, the who attend a college or university no doubt rec-v.ive
fa'vorable tmatmeilt from wciety_ The pr ant income tax treatment,
however, do not re-feint a conscious rvcog-nition of the subsidy
received by student,q.. The income tax discrimination i.8 1110st Severe

against dux* with mvive the smalles1 sulxsidy in the form of below-
cc.74- tuition chardm Low average tuition charges do not wipe out
inequities that are due to failure to allow educational expenRos to be
written off ai.,-raing taxable lrlc olne but lownem of tuition char-g-as

reAuoe the advers effect of the in-once tax on private
invstrnent in edut.ation and on oecupational

Although an allowance for ineorne-increasu etiu real expendi-
tures is cons. _tent with the theory of net inet7art e taxation and might

hi l desirable from the point of view of cia1 policy, great
practifal difficulties would be encountered in devising a.nd administer-
ing an acceptable plan to put the prin Able into effect. The difii-
cultiml are attributable to the mixed nature of educational expendi-
tures, which include consumption as well as invemment elementts the
lack of legal and a4ounting miventitinis formalizing the economic
alpects of education, and other complications. In order to bring
out some of the more significant issue4A, f shall attempt. to give th
broad outlines of a plan that might prove aco-yptable. My suggem ions
are highly tentative, and on F,ome ix),nts I have not lien able to make
definite reoommendatiorm I reccvnize the nood for further debate
and technical work on the subject,

ALLOWANCE TO WHOM?

The geners1 principle is that costs incurred to acquire a taxable
income should be charged against taxable inot-ime_. ApplieA to edu-
cation, the principle indicates that the personal costs' of that educa-
tion which increaseA earning capacity should be written off against
the taxable income attributable to the education. This means that
the writeoff should be available to the person receiving the education
and the income.

Students might properly be allowed current or deferred deduc-
tions for their own educational expenditures and for outlays on their
behalf by their parenta, relatives, or friends. Expenditures by par-
ents or other persons could be consitiere4 as equivalent to gifts to the
student.. He would be allowed to recover free of income tax the
value of these gifts just as he can now write off against income the
cost of a depreciably asset acquired as a gift or through the expelidi-

The phrase "perscal eortfr Is intruded to mess eves oat by otodeilbo or by parents
or other Dais on behalf a etudezta, u diotIngutabod from costs met by publicly or
prtvately oostrellail edlimaticmal laotitutiouss tai Oodles, touodatious, or odor
orgaidliatiosa.
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tare of money received as a gift.8 As a rule, no gift-tax Problem
would b involved because the amounts advanced by parents and oth-
ers for :moll zable expenditures would ordinarily fall within the
$3.000 annual exemption under the gi f-t= tax. (Logically, this ap-
proach would imply that eligibia educ4ttionai expenditures should
not be considered
dependent.)
value of gi
to the value t =lscholarships an r received from educational
institutions, govermr.ent units, corporations, or other organized

pport" in determining whether a student is a
ege of writing off taxable income the

-e form of education probak = should not extend

bodies. These awards are presumably intended to promote the gen-
eral welfare rather than the onomic interests of the recipient

Most past discuss s of the relation between the income tax and
educational expenditures have centered ti the question of who pa
the persol costs rather than who receives the return. This approach

led to proposals income tax deductions or tax credits to par=
eiits or others who finance education. Deductions r credits allowed
to paruits, however, cannot be justified an the basis of a general defi-
nition of income; they must be regarded as a means of subsidizing
and encouraging family support of students. Proposals of thi
nature are brief. _n a later section

ELIGIBLE ITEMS

If an allowance is to be made for e uc- at_ional costs,, dec. sions will
have to be made concerning the kinds cif education that will be eligi-
ble and the components of total educational expenditures that will
be charged against income. General income tax principles suggest
that deductions should be granted, either currently or through amorti-
zation allowances, for education that is undertaken for the purpose
of adding to efirning power. The emphasis on the purpose of the
expenditures, rather than on their results, is in accord with estab-
lished practice. "Ordinary and necessary" business and professional
expenses are deductible without a showing that any grms income is
directly attributable to the particular items of expense. In doubt-
ful eases and in respect of nontrade or nonbusiness expenses for the
production or collection of income, the intent of the taxpayer is
highly important in determining deductibility, although not always
controlling. Usually some = reasonably objective evidence can be
adduced to corroborate or refute a claim that an expenditure was
made in order to obtain income.°

Internal Revenue Code, sees. 167. 1011, 1015.
* Internal Revenue Code, sees. 162(a). 212 ; Regulations 1.162-1, 1.212(1). The intentof the taxpayer is highly significant in indicating whether an activity is a busineu or ahobby and in determining whether deductions will be allowed for expenditures for itemssuch as professional as lotion or club dues, specialised books and journals. attendanceat conviiiilons, travel, entertainments and rental of safe deposit boxes.
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In determining whether expenditures for a class of education
ould be considered costs of earning income, primary reliance might

be placed on the intent of the taxpayer. The apparent influence of
the education on earning capacity would constitute an important
secondary criterion that might be decisive when motivation was un-
certain. A precise measure of earning capacity would not be required,

t merely an indication whether a significant influence could reason-
iNcT be expected on the basis of the experience of other persons who

e acquired similar education, or other evidence.
Basic professional. technical, and vocational education may be pre-

sumed to be motivated primarily by economic considerations, and the
san-e may be said If a refresher course and supplementary training
relating directly to the occupation of the person taking it. The con -

nect ion between such education and earning capacity is 'fairly clear,
aid current deduction or amortization could properly be allowed so
long as the amounts were reasonable. On the other hand, elementary
education seems to have little economic motivation and to have no
claim for consideration as an investment for income tax purposes. It
is much more difficult to classify college liberal arts education and
high-school education. General college education increases earning
capacity and is surely motivated in part by this consideration even

len pursued primarily for its cultural and civic values. An attempt
to distinguish clearly between general education and vocational or
professional education in colleges and universities, furthermore, would
encounter serious difficulties. Undergraduate students in business
administration, teacher-training, engineering, and other professional
fields take general courses as well as specialized courses, and many
courses are hard to classify. General education, moreover, is less
subject to obsolescence than highly specialized training and may often
constitute a better investment from the strictly economic standpoint.
The high-school curriculum also combines general education with
vocational training, but economic considerations seem less important
in high-school than in college. Rising standards of living and com-
pulsory attendance laws, together with the development of public
high schools, have greatly extended secondary education and reduced
its personal costs.. Although high-school attendance is still not uni-
versal, children can go to high school in their home communities at
little direct monetary cost to their parents. 10

" Ttfrodore W. Rchults outlines a somewhat similar ranking of attitudes toward different
kinds of education, but places more emphasis on the investment aspect of high school at-
tendance ("Education and Economic Growth," in National Society for the Study of Educa-
tion, 60th yearbook, Nelson B. Henry. ed., Social Force. istftwencing American Education,
1111, Part 2, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, p. 52-68). In his 1960 presidential
address to the American Economic Association and in private correspondence, Schulte sug-
gests that educational expenditures be classified as investment or consumption by reference
to their Influence on earnings rather than by the purpose of the outlay. See his "Invest-
:mat in Human Capital," A Illeri041* 'cosmic Review, 61 1-17, March 1961. I hesitate to

635105--62-20
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Perhaps the best plan would be to allow the deduction or amortiza-
tion of educational expenditures relating to : (1) any program of study
leading toward a degree from an accredited college or university; (2)
vocational training at a recognized trade school, business college, or
similar institution; and (3) a supplementary, continuation, or re-
fresher course of a predominantly professional- or vocational nature
taken at a recognized or accredited institution. Presumably the new
treatment should apply only to expenditurffi made after its authoriza-
tion. "Degrees-credit students" at colleges and universities, in the
terminology of the =Office of Education, would qualify regardless of
whether they obtained degrees or not. Part-time studies and corre-
spondence courses as well as full-time resident study should be eligible.
Expenditures for ordinary high-school audies would be classified as
personal expenws rather than costs of earning income,

As regards college and university studies, this plan would err on
the side of liberality. The allowance for all kinds of college and
university mums would cover some educational expenditures that
are in the nature of consumption, as judged by presumed motivation
or apparent influence on income. At the pres*nt time, however, most
college and university education seems to add to earning capacity,
and it is difficult to rule out the pcesibility of economic *ivation in
connection with any part of it. The rate of private mon6ary return
on total private costs of college education appears to be highabout
121/2 percent net of income tax in 1940 and 10 percent in 1950, accord-
ing to Becker's thitimates." If large fraction of college costs were
classififtl as consumption expenditures, the calculated rate of return
on the remaining outlays would be high indftd. The imperfection
due to a liberal allowance for wllege costs ems less objectionable,
from the point of view of income theory and broad public policy.
than that due to the present practice of permitting virtually none of
the expenditures to be charged aping, taxable income.

The diversity of trade schools, business colleges, and similar ingi-
tutions and the absence of a comprehensive accrediting system for
them would complicate the application of administrative checks to
assure that the expenses of study at these institutions were legitimate
educational expenditures. Under the veterans' educational program
recommend this approach for taz purposes for fear that it would diftriminate againsteducation, particularly sew and unusual kinds of education. and because most existingmeatinygn a educational yield are very crock. litme estimates indicate higher rates ofreturn on elementary education than on high-se hocd and colkige educatkm Mauna."Education and Iconomk Growth," op. cit., p. Si) ; this 'Mini seem 100411184)k andof doubtful relevance for tax Ponel.

It Gary 5. Becker. Underinvntnunt Coliew Educatkat Asserktan ICOUVIth,Papers and Proceedings 0 the Amerkan Coale Assoelatkm, 50: 1140-W. Kay 11000.Beeker's stimatim are for urban white auks. His figures on eosta iadu forgot,strains, and returns are adjuktsd for dillereatbd ability. The Iodise I. the rate ofreturn betwem 1 MO and 1 1NO is du anima mtireiy te Milker imam tax rates.
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after World Wax II, difficulties and abuses were reported with respect
to many of the institutions, particularly proprietary schools below
college level. Standards were tightened in 1948 and again in the
legislation providing benefits for Korean war veterans.12 The need
for controls of quality would presumably be less acute under a tax
deduction or amortization plan than under the veterans' program
inasmuch as the Government's share of the cost would be much
. mailer under the tax scheme.

The principal difficulty in connection with supplementary training
and continuation or refresher courses, which are often undertaken
on a part-time basis, would be to .distinguish vocational courses from
other courses. Many extension courses, evening cla.ws, and corre-
spondence courses are almost entirely consumption, dealing with sub-
jects such as hobbies, arts and crafts, current events, and music
appreciation. Courses cannot always be distinguished on the basis
of their content. A music course, for example, may be vocational
training for one person but avocational for another. It seems that
the best rule would be to allow current (reductions or amortization
charges only for expenses relating to education which the taxpayer
represents as being primarily vocational or professional and which
the authorities consider reasonably related to his occupation or occu-
pational plans. The difficulties in applying this standard would be
greater than thou arising under the present rule, but they seem little
if any more serious than the problems associated with deductions for
items such as entertainment, travel expenses, and club memberships.
The amounts involved may be smaller and many may feel that it is
better public policy to be liberal with respect to educational expenses
than with respect to some of the items now deductible.

The suggestion that no income tax allowance be made for ordinary
high-school education is debatable. .There is considerable overlap
between high-school courses and the training offered by trade schools
and business colleges, on the one hand, and by liberal arts colleges,
on the other. For pupils in public high schools, however, the amount
that could be written off would be small even if the plan were extended
to them. Since most young people now go to high school, the prin-
cipal effect of an income tax allowance for the personal 'oasts of
secondary education would be to encourage attendance at private
schools."

An alternative plan would be to treat as investment varying pro-
portions of the personal costs of different kinds of education with

" E.L. Pr4M&nro Caniainial on Veto's's,' Pessimist Readiustssoat &wilts: Slues-
Hole and ?rabid:ifs iatd Rinploposeset mod UneisOogneent, Waif Report IX. part R. House
of Rewesentatives Committee at Veftranst Affairs, Howe Committee Print No. MIL
84th Ong., UI seas.. 1100.

a In 1INNI. 10.9 permit a iftli-otilmW 1mM' were enrod In private actooki (8 eft-
tiool Abstract of the flatted itatft, AMP. p 101).
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the objective of reflecting differences in normal contribution to future
earnings. For example, the proportions to be capitalize/ might range
as follows : 100 percent for profeesional schools, postgraduate courses,
and vocational training; 75 percent for general college and university
studies; and 25 percent for high-school courses." This approach
has the merit of recognizing the mixed nature of educational expendi-
tures. Any set of percentages chosen for the scheAule, however,
would be alm(xst as arbitrary as the all -or-none rule previously sug-
gested. The difficulty of distinguishing between professional or voca-
tional studies and general studies would remain.

Current or deferred deductions might be allowed for expenditures
for tuition and fees, books and equipment, and necessary travel relat
ing to eligible education. No deduction should be granted for normal
living expenses since these expenses would be incurred in any event.
Although additional living expenses necessary to the educational pur-
po should in principle be dekluctible, the difficulty of distinguishing
necessary additional expenses from normal or optional expensw would
be great, and it ems advisable to deny deductions for living expenses.
Alternatively, a small, fixed allowance for additional living expenses
might be deductible for students while they are away from home.

Although foregone earnings of students are a large part of the real
cost of education, it would not be necessary to allow this item to be
written off against taxable income. This part of educational costs
is already free of income tax. Students and others who directly
invest their time and energy in the creation of an income-yielding
&RR:4,, in effect, enjoy an immediate riteoff of investment costs. Be-
cause of time discount and uncertain y, an immediate writeoff is more
valuable than a series of charges. urthermore, the income tax does
not directly reduce the capacity of a student to invdst, his time in his
education. In contrast, a person who works for wages must pay an
income tax, which leaves him less to invest."

INCOME AGAINST WHICH EXPENDITURES ARE
CHARGED

A strict rule would be to allow educational expenses to be charged
only against income earned in the occupation for which the education
prepared the taxpayer. This degree of refinement does not seem feasi-
ble or desirable in view of the great difficulty of establishing a clear
connection between different kinds of education and activities. Pro-
fessional education, for example, may be adaptable to the requirements
of work in fields that are only loosely related to the specialty. At000liPlIONO

" I am Indebted to Prof. Theodore W. Schultz for this suggestion.*The student's advantage is reduced If, as Is likely, the marginal tax rats that wouldhave applied to his awnings while he Is a student la WWII than the rate that apOlis tohis later earnings.
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striking illustration is legal education, which has often been the route
to leadership in business and politics. If a specific linkage between
the kind of education and the source of earnings is not required, inter-
ruption of professional or vocational studies before completion of the
course or failure to pursue the occupation for which one prepared
should not disqualify one for the allowance for educational ex-
penditures.

It would seem reasonable to limit the deductions or amortization
charges to earned income. Although education may make one a better
investor, the relation between property income and amount of educa-
tion is rather tenuous. If educational expenditures could be written
off against property income, this might give an undue advantage to
persons with inherited wealth. Even with the earned-income limita-
tion, the applicable marginal tax rate and hence the value of the
deduction would be influenced by the amount of property income
received.

A politically sensitive problem would be presented by the case of
housewives who do not work outside the home. It is suggested that
no amortization allowance be granted for a housewife during any
period in which she has no taxable earned income. Although the
housewife's services have economic value and her contribution to the
family's economic welfare is enhanced by her education, the value
of her services does not enter into taxable income. Hence denial of
a writeoff for educational costs that qualify the housewife to perform
her services more effectively cannot be regarded as discriminatory
in the same way as failure to take account of costs of earning a tax-
ble income. .

TIMING

By analogy with the treatment of the cost of physical assets, edu-
cational expenditures should be capitalized and written off against
taxable income over the period in which they contribute to earnings.
Ordinarily this period would be the whole normal working life of
the person. This approach, however, might be cumbersome for major
expenditures and ridiculous for small items.

It is tempting to suggest that the taxpayer be allowed to write
off expeliditures at any rate he chooses. This would leave him com-
plete freedom in selecting the beginning date for amortization and
would permit him to deduct his expenditures currently if that were
most beneficial. Most ttudents do not have enough income to be
liable for tax, and in professions such as medicine and law, earnings
are often small in the first few years of practice. Usually therefore
students would wish to postpone the beginning of amortization until
they left school or perhaps a few years later. On the other hand,
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students who earn enough to be subject to income tax would find it
especially helpful to deduct educational expenditures currently. If
the deductions were taken currently, much of the recordkeeping that
would be involved in amortization over a long period of time would be
avoidExi. Complete freedom to the taxpayer in timing the amortiza-
tion of educational expenditures, however, may be considered too lib-
eral so long as similar treatment is not accorded to OK** who invest in
physical a&sets. Ilecaue of time discount, an immediate writeoff of
the cost of a capital investment may be much more advantageous than
a writeoff extending over a long period of time At a compound
interest rate of 5 percent, for example, the prelvilt value of a series
of annual deductions of equal size extending over 20 years in the
future is only 62 percent of the face amount of the deductions. A
precedent for liberality rpecting the timing of deductions exi5t2
in the treatment of research and experimental expen.vs of a trade
or business. 'Met* expens may be currently deducted, or capital-
ized and written off over a period of 5 years or more, at the option
of the taxpayer.

A possible compromise would be to allow persons incurring major
educational expenses to capitalize their outlays and amortize then
over a fixed period of say 20 years, or the period ending when the
taxpayer reaches age 65 if that is shorter. The taxpayer could ap-
propriately be given w)me leeway m to the date at which amortiza-
tion would begin. Taxpayerp incurring minor educational expenses
might be given the option of capitalizing their outlays or deducting
them currently. Major and minor expenses could be defined in term,
of percentages of current income. Outlays by full-time dudents
would nearly always be major expenw*. Most expenditures for sup-
plementary training or refresher courses would qualify as minor
expenses and thus would be currently deducted or capitalized at the
taxpayer's option.

Persons who die before the end of the amortization period would
not have completed the writeoff of their educational expenms. In
such cases it would seem reasonable to allow the unanwortized balance
to be deducted in the last taxable year." If this deduction reduced
the income below zero, a carryback of net low might be allowed and
a refund of taxes for prior years granted. Similar treatment ci
be justified for person who becomes totally and permanently dis-
abled. It might be ,turged for women who marry and withdraw
from theslabor force, but the termination of the amortization period
would not be clearly appropriate in these caws since many marries
women leave their jobs but later resume employment outside the how.

34 internal RevInnw t7odo. see. 174.
"Under Present laws 'rim' tUtwertnale ProPortY (tax dThle Or ratans} 01411y USNlte usefulness end Is dtokeerded, the dleerenee betvreon Its &Predated test and salvagevalue, If any, say be iWdftted hut Income (Imam, Tax RelpthitiMI 1.187(0-11).

O's
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I I Effects of Revised Treatment of Educational
Expenditures

The effects of allowing educational expenditures to be char
strainst tnxable income may be considered from the standpoint of
Government revenues, college and university tuition chargcw and en-

rollments, and occupational choice.

REVENUES

vernment revenues would be re1ueedun1ess offsetting increii
in tax rates were adopted. Under a plan allowing current deduc-
tion of minor eclucational expense/3 and amortization of major out-
lays for education, the full impact would be felt only after a period

Fears roughly equal to the amortization period. Over the transi-
tion period the annual charges would build up year by year. They
would incrsa.w thereafter to reflect the growth of population and of
educational expenditures.

The available data permit rough estimates of expenditures for
education in colleges and universities, but na for trade schools,
correpondenco lloioL% and other educational initutions. Reliable
statistics are available for tuition and fees paid to colleges and uni-
versities, including tuition and fees for extension cour" adult Eakin-

cation, and instruction by mail, radio, and television. There are
data on which estimates of other expenditures of students at col-
leges and universities can be based. Some of the relevant informa-
tion is summarized in table 1. The ettimates given in the table for
books and supplies and for travel may be somewhat too high. Mean
expenditures of full-time students were used in developing the esti-
mates, but were applied to enrollimnt figures that include part-time
students as well.

In estimating the revenue loss, an allowance has to be made for
the expenditurn of women who marry and withdraw from the labor
force before completing the amortization of ir educational outlays
and for the expenditures of those who die before completing the
amortization period. In March 1957 one-half of the women in the
age group 25 to 64 who had one or more years of college education
were in the labor force." Rates of participation in the labor force
were higher among younger women who had attended college but who
were not currently enrolled, and were also higher among women with
4 or more years of college attendance than among those with briefer
attendance. Many college women who were not in the labor force
in 1957 had previously been employed or would be employed in the

* U.S. Bureau at tbe rum, Cowed Peptiletio* Reports, Berke P-20. No. 77, Pop-
gleam ataraetwistles (Dee. 27, 1007), aid IkPrkta P-40, No tit. Labor Force, November
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future. On the other hands me of thc who were employed would
work only a short time I aume that one-fourth of eligible expendi
tures of women students at coUeg and universiti Wd not be
amortized under a gnera1 plan becau of lack of earned income
against which to claim the deductions. In recent yrs women sth
dents accounted for about one-third of c11ege and uthveiity enrol1

ment119 on the aumption that average expendittiree of women
students are equal to tho of men studeths, it follows that the
"wastage" of amortization deductions of women students would
amount to about 8 percent of tot&1 outlays for eligible items by college
and university udents. Even with a finalyear adjuinent, u aug

ed above, death or disability would prevent &me men and womi
from completing the amortization of their invement. An allow
ance for unemployment should perhaps be added, but this ihould not
be large if prosperity is fairly ve11 maintained inanuch as shoit

* U.a. D.p.rtmsnt Commerce, Burtu ot tk Cenius, ttUifl.I £kfrsW J tk
U&gt.d HtstN p be.
* o ths b**Is 1 NI mortality ra t.s for WbItS mahi ( It.tI.S4..I A htre* t

U.u.d It.s.. iu, p. 10). It aty be ctleulatsd that, a rovp ag,d 25 about 4 pret
would die before rescbtng age 45, and that on the average about 98 p.rcsnt would bi
living during the 20yetr period I han not found eimparaM .t&tlstic, of di.sb11tty.

v
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term unemployment would usually not prevent amortization.
told, the w&i4age of amortization deductions might be about
Fie

It AVMS safe to acme that so long as rnincome tax exemptions re-
main at appmximately their present level in relation to aver-4,-FP

income, nearly all former college students will have incomes large
enough to be subject to tax when they are employed. Selection of an
ppri-Triate marginal rate of income to is more difficult The averaze

-x)me of per-Ins who have attendmi college is considerably higher
ilin the average income of others, but apparently not high enough

to rai a large proportion of them into upper tax brackets. In 1958
per ent of male college I-raduates with money income received niore

than $10,000; only 1.5 percent of women graduates with money in-
(k-mile were in this cla...21 I aitsume that., with pre-uit rate schedule ,

the weighted average marginal rate of income tax applicable to former
college students is about 2.5 percent. (Under present law the marginal
rate for a married couple with. two dependent children rises from 22
percent to 26 percent at an income of approximately $12,000.)

These eAirnates and amumptions indicate an ultimate revenue hxis

of roughly $300 million if amortization or deduction had been allowed
for 1957-48 erpenditur of college and university st udents for tuition
and fem., books and supplies, and travel (see table 1). The total
revenue lass would be a.%ociatea with I year's expenditure, but would
occur only over a period of 20 years if the sugget4 ions made above
oncernin_g amortization were adoptekl. After introduction of the
plan, the annual revenue loss would increase year by year as suct-7es.sive

groups began to claim deductions or amortization allowances for ex-

penditures made in later years. If students' eipenditur remained
constant at the 1957-48 level, the annual revenue to would stabilize
at approximately $300 million after 20 years. Educational expendi-
tures, however, can be expected to increase rapidly with the growth of
enrollment and with probable increases in tuition charges. On the
basis of projected increases in enrollment and tuition charges, but
assuming no change in prices of other items, amortizable or deductible
expenditures made in 1969-70 may be placed at $3.1 billion or more.
On the assumption of a 25-percent marginal tax rate and 10 percent.
"wastage" of deductions, the ultimate revenue loss with respect to that
year would mount to $0.7 billion, spread over two decades. These
estimates make no allowance for an increase in' taxable income due
to a stimulus to education provided by tax revision.

5

11

0.1. Department of Ccearneree, Bureau of Um Cams, Current Pepidation Reports,
Soria PM, No. U, cow Income, Jan. 15, 1960, p. 88.
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INFLUENCE ON TurnoN CHARGES AND
ENROLLMENTS

The adoption dbf a pla_n allowing educational e_xpellditures to he
written off a_gfainA taxable in=c-orne would probably encourage
and universities to rau3e their tuition cliarg and fees. TIE
-charges are well below Instructional ebtAs at mcw4 imstitutions, an
institutions face financial problems. The extent of the increa.sv in

ir

charges cannot be foret7ast with conhdence but informed onirs
have gvinerall v agrevd that tax relief for parents of Ftudents wol
lawn the reluctance of colleges and universities to rai. char
Amortization for students i lem cictsviv related to the abilit
parents or students to meet incrmsd cliarge_s, but the adoption o
amortization plan would .no doubt increase to some tgrtNe cap=a-
and willingnmi to pay tuition chargm

The amortization plan would complement an arrangement providi
higher tuition charges and long-term credit facilities to anatile needv
students to pay the charges,_. That Kystem Would fortnaliz_e the rf-
ilmbla_nce between educational expenditures and inve-stment in physi

cal tvw-t.i. If liberal credit and tax amortization were available, much
=mild be said for a policy of raising tuition cliart,-.-res high enough t

cover the full marginal ct-_--&4s of instruction in courses that are pre-
dominently vocational or profftisional in nature," The argument for
higher tuition charges would be especially persuasive in regard to prxl-
fessional fields such as medicine, where educational ms1.8 and earnings
are much above the average, Students in the fields now pay only A

small fraction of the eols- of their education.
Any action that rekluces the net cs-t of tuition payments or facil-

itat borrowing to cover educational expenses should induce same
students who would otherwise have attended public institutions to
apply for admission to private colleges and universities. Adoption of
an amortization plan would resultin tax savings ultimately amounting
to perhaps one-fourth of expenditures for tuition and fecs and other
eligible items. As already noted, however, the fact that the tax
savings would be realized in installments over a period of years
would considerably reduce their significance. Although it seems
clear that the plan would stimulate enrollment in private institutions
compared with that in public ones, the probable extent of this influence
is hard to appraise.

;t1

a Milton Friedman. &Prbe Role of Government In lidneatUn, In BOOS011ik41 ea4 1144
Public latuviest, Robert A. Solo, al. New Brunswick, NJ., Rutgers University Press.MAL p. 1211-144.
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INFLUE?CE ON EDUCATIONAL EXPENDIT1JRES AND
OCCUPAT IONAL CHOICE

in pr:&nt cirurnLam it ms unlikely that adoption of a pl&n

mortizat=ic}n of euctiona1 exjianditur would have a rt
t1:ienct on th total invtment in &hucwtion &nd on tht= choic

.:twfl c)cCupntiOn rtTuiring differtnt of such invtimenL

L::H nde of iinomic c1cu1&tioim in ductionAJ and oxupt.ionJ
I S Uflt3!Rfl, nd th iLl ?ntJits uf LII ftThOrt1Latofl p1rri would

tp_]I only a rnall pr:qixirtion of th total pernal ects of cJ)l1cpi and

1iTvertv education. Forgone earnings of eo11eg and university

tudent whidi ftrS a part of ç*rnal ccts but which wou11 n&t E,

1nrtiz*ble &r much I&rr in the aggregau than e1*ritl4tri f

:!Pfl which might proç*rh' bt ubjct t &mortiztion (tuition axid

ftic booka and ppli. sid travel In cd&nic year:: I3-it3 id
i]7-:, the mortible items: accountetii for only Ix'ut 1 to 17

?Mrcf?nt of ctimatoi total ptrson1 ocs of cIleg &nd university

,M1uction, exc1nsiv of any additioaai hying içnt of udknt;
tie rmaining 83 t8 "3 wrc*nt of pernaI c*t4 nis1 of forgone

trnings'='

(Th tht anmption of a 2-xrnt marginal tx it pçwrs
TI:t tiu tax sving uributftble to rnortiLn2ion of etiucttiona1 ex-

sndittires would have u]ed onv about 4 iwrcent of total perwn
.1:ts of cofleg and univearsity educion under conditions prevailing

k=ntiy. rn ftgure should be di&nted beu of the diribut ion

!f the ta saving ove' a perkd of year& An itrn as rn1I as t}us can

htrdy t= a t.rong influtinc*= cm the amount of educational eii*ndi

tiiroron oxnpationa1 choice

The tai nefi from amoriiaticn would not reprent a rnjor

fraction of perniI coa of even the mct exi*n:jve kinds of duca-

lion. Although udents outlays for tuition and f& and other

exIx?ns at certain pritig co1l's and at profionaI hcwIs of

private universiti are much 1argr than average- expenditur for all

ito)Ieg &nd university students, forgone earnings &r stithe largest

it4n of perrnaJ educaiion costs. For ex&mple, I eint that. at

tpproxirnateiy 199-6O pric and wage r&t, üm total r*rnal co:
of a medical education at private initutio induding a 4year pre

Tne4ical ur at an "Ivy 1ngu&' co1Iege, 4 ars at a private medical

sehxil, and a iyear internship, aver&ged roughly $4540. (Many
phvsician8 aI aerve ridencies in oror to qualify as specialist&)

* B.. e*dm*t p.,ditur for tuItIon and t*... books and uppIIe&. and travtl.

t&bI. 1. Tbodore we Bebults .sttast forgon. arntngs of eoHe ind unlvrslty tu

denta at $5.821 million La 164-64, R P1t&I Formatko by Bdneatlo*," J..i of
PoUtfrsJ Io.*o*y, U : 180. Dse.br 1NO. Applying Scbultsa method. I sati far
fOM eamJ*gs La 1957-U s.t $e,5TO 1111o*. My t1sfs bewem. riIu on tbe D.parV
mint of Labor Igr. for u*$oym..t ratb thu on the series eompiled bj Qarne,
a Long4 whiek Iek*Itz e tot 1-.U.

*
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Of the about $3,&X rt'pnsented forgone earnings and $1cxX
tuition and fts, books ind suppi and equiprnent and travel

(

table 2). Under an amortiiation plan, $1ZX could I wriUen off

against taxable income at. a rate of, say 8C) a year. Although this

sum is not
insignifictnt1 th trtx saving, asiiming a 3Opercnt

marginal t&x rat&\ wou'd amount to only 8 of thc 'rna1
inve3tThent in th physician's educition.M
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If tuition and fees were increaANd to cover a much largvr fraction
of total educational ck-*;ts, the amortization plan would become mom
s4,-rniiicant; neverthelemi, amortizable expenses would still represent
only a minor part of total co:, tA owing to the importance of for
earnings, If, for example, in ltd--,56 and 1957--- tuition and
had covered all educational e4x4:s of collegvs and universitie amor-
tizable expenstAs of students would have equaled only about 40 to
-14 percent of total costa." In fields such as medicine and dent st ry,
w, ere instructional COSTS MN) highi, the fraction might be somewhat.
greater but probably not strikingly tio, inasmuch as forgone earnings
a ro largvr for students in proftwtional *Moots than for the average
st udent,

It could be argued that in appra 11 the influence of amortization
of educational expemim, students- benefits from the tax provision
should be related to their money outlays for education rather than to
total pemlnal cosle%,including forgone earning_FL One Imisis for this
tipproach might be the hypotht-bsis that, in decisions rvlating to du
-at ion and (-)ccupational choice, opportunity co48 are given much less
weight than money expenditur& Grants mi that many students and
parents may not carefully calculate forgone earnings, 1 do not believe
that we should assume that opportunity costs have no influenc-e. (Op-

poqunity cixsts are taken into mount partly in the form of students'
living expenses, which are included in most published material On

Niuc,ivtional costs, but not in the estimatee presented in this paper.
The calculation of opportunity costs requires less sophistication and
foresight than the evaluation of the tax benefits due to amortization
of educational expenses and those who ignore opportunity costs might
also overlook the more mmote &than tagtvi of amortization.

A more persuasive re=am for concentrating on money outlays.
including)iving ezpen* but not all forgone earnings, is the possl-
bility that the costs will be financed by bormwing. The availabil-
ity of tax amortization might incre-ase the willingness of students to
borrow and might cause creditors to regard the loans as better risks.

Iv. Deductions orfrax Credits Allowed to Parents of
Students

In recent years there has been considerable discumion of the pcesi-
bility of allowing income tax deductions or credits for certain educa-

Based on estbaated total toms a wen volition In 11M--I41 and $11,661 s II In
1957-U. These totals include my estimates of st udeu,tf expenditures on books sad
sops acrd Ow* (tab)* 1) ; ecbults's t+stimatee of f Naming, and institutional
tests k 11)111-56 ("Captle Formation by likinestion," o p. 5T9-660) ; and, for
11157-46 m estinotteis of forgone arming, ($6,570 minim) and to costs
(HAIO million), made by Sclitdtsse-method. The figures for Institutional comb Watt& all
soilage tad university operating costs (oxen* imos of auxiliary enterprises) AM implicit
Wariest and depreciation on gthysieal plopmity, thwk **Tering costs c research ILAW
administration as well u eons by hist:rutty&
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_pals fort e d ileum from taxable
expenditures have en criticized on the grounds
grant proportionately more relief to high-income
thou with low incomes. The tax saving attributable to any ded
Lion Naries directl with the marginal tax rate, and in the graduated
scheaules employed in the United Statt.s marginal rates rise to high
levels for lard n __Imes. Critics have pointed out that a deduction
for college expensesex would give the largest benefits to families with
the least need for financial awistance and they have expressed the fear
that such a plan would accentuate the tendency for college enrollment
to be drawn from families with incomes much above the, national
average.

_T)S;

r
f

=UM . 83d Long., lit tf-gx, part I Geltroeva Rev-miss Roritrion. Rmringv before the
Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representhtivm 1913_ p. 177 =201.

U.B., The Press is Committe on Education Beyond the High School, Reeved R4u
port to the President, July 1957. p. 11.

le Platform of the Densooratir Party es d the Republican Party, 1960 (Ralph R. Roberts.
Clerk. U.S. House of Representative& September 1960). p. 68.

a U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of gelncation, Coate of
Attending College, Ernest V. Hollis sold associate., OOE Buil. 1957, No. 9, p. 46; Jobs B.
Lansing, Thomas Lorimer, end Chikaaht Morigoebt, How People Pop for MAN*, Ann
Arbor, Mich., Survey Research Center, Institute for nodal &mean*, University of Web-
Way 1900 ; American Dental Association. Hoop Modest, Pisosee Their Dental /141.eatios,
1956. p. 49 : U.S. Department of Health, ilkincation. and Welfare, Public Resift aorries,
Physioiene for a Growing America, Report of the Burgeon tileserars Consultant Group
oa Mottl eation, PIM Pub. No. 709, 1N$, p. 10.
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have prompted the suggestion that paren s or
tax credit equal to a stated rcentage of certain

than a deduction for thethese expenditures. A
from the tax liability otherwi due rather than

ctime. To illustrate, a 30-pereent credit would give
_ax- reduction to parents who incur $1,000 of eligible expenses

(iU1t 1_14

I or aau ter in cclle For persons why tax liability
punt of the cr&Iit, a uniform credit offers benefits

e fraction of eligible expenditures regardlew of income
tax rate, Parents whose incomes are so low that

.e tax would receive no asz3-1.4ance and thou whose
an the amount of the credit would not be able

f it It appears, however, that only a small
of co legv students would be subject to the lim=

of the tax credit proposals. A considerably
al tax reduction would accrue to low-income and

under a tax credit than under a deduction plan
-ng the Goverment the same amount of revenue." The credit

proach has been endord by the American Council on Education"
ha been enibodieti in Raveral bills introduced by Members of

The jMOPC

1 t

_

Ions un#
t t pat
dle-income fa

its or deductions allowed to parents of col
students would provide immediate tax relief. Government reve-

nues would therefore be reduced more quickly than by an amortization
covering the same expenditures. In the long run, however, the

revenue effects of current deductions and amortization allowances
would be much the same, provided the same items were charged
against Lncome. A tax credit for particular items would bring about
more or le of a revenue lees than a deduction of the same items,
deivnding on whether the credit .rate was higher or lower than the
eighth marginal rate of income tax. The two approaches would

have qualitatively similar influences on the amount of educational
expenditures, enrollment at public and private educational institu-
tions tuition charges, and occupational choice. But in all these

S an immediate deduction or credit allowed to parents, would
oubtless be more powerful than amortization allowances for stu-

For a statistical comperloon, seek itieseletteg Totiontery 04.611 to Metter idweetton
end Other Progroluts prepared for the eras Amoetation for the Advancement of
Selene*, Washington. Surveys and Research Corporation, 158, p. 106-1110.

21 *The council's proposal (galled for a be-pererat credit for college tuition and fees, sb-
ject to a limit ot $450 of credit per student year. lee 17.8.. 86th Cong., 2d sees., pt. I.
°emeriti Itemise Reelekost, bearings before the Cuisines on Ways and Maine, House of
Reprimentatives. ISIS p. 1081-1088; and John P Meek, mThe Tax-Credit Proposal." in
Higher idoestion le the Mined aisles: tie leis Problems, Seymour N. Harris, ed.,
supplement to *Mew el Seeliositim mid Restisliee, Cambridge. Mass., Harvard University
Press. 190, 42: 98-05, August 19.0.
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dents that would bring about the seine low of revenue over a period
of years.

As already asfvrted, tax credits or deductions for parents or others
who meet the expenses of students cannot be regarded as an improve-
ment of the definition of taxable income. Granted that certain edu-
cational expenditures should be considered an income-producing
investment, general income tax principles indicate that the cts
should be charged against the yield over the life of the investment.
Credits or deductions to parents are inconsistent with theme prin-
ciples be muse they apply to the tax liability or income of the par
ents rather than to the investment yield in the form of students'
earnings. Neither the internal Revenue Code nor popular opinion
treats parents and their adult sons and daughters as a single economic
unit. A second criticism of credits or deductions to parents is that
the tax relief would accrue before the receipt of the investment in-
come. A less fundamental objection is that nearly all of the pro-
posals that have received public attention have been limited to college
and university expenses and would therefore discriminate against
other kinds of thining. This defect could be eliminated by broaden-
ing the credit or deduction.

The proposals for credits or deductions to parents are intended ti
subsidize and encourage socially meritorious activity. For this re-
son, questions about the efficacy of the plans in stimulating additional
expenditures, the distribution of benefits among income clasiw, and
the needs of beneficiaries are more pertinent to these plans than to
the proposals for refining the definition of income by allowing stu-
dents to write of certain educational expenditurffi.as A deduction
or tax credit granted to parents can be justified only on the grounds
that educational expenditures are more meritorious or more burden-
some than other socially desirable expenditures that do not receive
special tax treatment.. It is also necessary to argue that tax relief is
more efficient or otherwise more acceptable than additional Govern-
ment expenditures as a means of encouraging education. Some such
considerations seem to underlie the approval of deductions for chari:i
table contributions, and several personal deductions have been at-
tacked for failure to conform to similar standards. Deductions that
are recognized as necessary for the computation of net income, on the
other hand, are not usually expected to meet such exacting
requirements.

The difference between a current deduction or credit to parents
and a deferred deduction to students may not .;pm important to
most of those who are eager to do something to help education.

al C. Harry Kahn. Personal Deductions in the Federal Income Tow. Princeton, N.J.,
Princeto niversity Press, 1 960. p. 15-16.
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Although the general public can hardly be expected to be as con-
cerned as tax experts are with refinements of income concepts, the
public should reeognize that there are important advantages in ad-

hering the general principles of the income tax. These principles
set up a desirable bulwark against erasion of the tax base. Many
of our difficulties and discontent with the income tax can be attrib-
uted to the lack of adherence to a logical and consistent definition
of income. Modification of the income tax for the purpose of RI

sidizing a desirable activity invites proposals for more questionable
tax subsidies.

No great difficulties of administration or compliance would be in-
volved in the tax credit or deduction plans if they were rwitricted,
as is usually sub 1, to tuition and fees and perhaps a few other
lesignated expenditures of full-time students at recognized ctilleges
and universities. If an effort were made to extend the plans to
expenditures for part-time studies and for courses at trade schools
and other institutions, many of the same difficulties would be en-
countered as under the amortization and deduction plans discutkqe{I
in a preceding section of this chapter. The same marginal distinc-
tions between eligible and ineligible expenditures would have to be
made. Aug plan providing current deductions or credits would have
one sd.ministrative advantage over the amortization plans: it would
not require the maintenance of accounts for individual taxrayers
over a long period of years. This advantage may lxvoine less sig-
nificant with the installation of automatic data-processing systems
by the Internal Revenue Service.

V. Conclusion

More liberal deductions and amortization allowances for educa-
tional expenditures can be supported as a refinement of the income
tax and as a means of encouraging investment in education and
entry into occupations requiring expensive education. Current and
deferred deductions for students pursuing education that increases
their earning capacity are consistent with income tax principles,
whereas deductions or tax credits for parents of students must be
regarded as a special subsidy or incentive device. The design and
administration of an acceptable scheme of current deduction and
long-term amortization of educational costs would be difficult but does
not seem impossible. The case for modification of the income tax
would become stronger if tuition charges were raised to cover a
larger fraction of collet and university instructional costs. Even
in those circumstances, forgone earnings, an item which could not
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properly amortized, would be the major component of the cis
of education beyond the high-school level. It seems unlikely that
the adoption of a tax amortization plan would greatly influenef
educational expenditures. Neverthele, the recognition for tax pur-
pkxses that certain educational expenditures are invmments would
help ita.blish an important principle that often overlooked. Fur
ther gudy and public diirmwton of the subject are _7_cw-,irabie.
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=a eh and the Financing
Education

Herixert H. flusenber

ST YEAR the Nation spent about $1.4 billion for rftvarch
in institutions of higher educationan incrm-se of $300 million

over the $1.1 billion level of 1960 (table 1). This represents $1

t of every $5 spent for higher education in 1960, as compared
ith $1 out of $10 in 1960 and $1 out of $2 in IMO. Between

1930 and 1960, expenditures for research increased 5.5 times as rapidly
as total expenditures by colleges and universities. This trend dearly
indicates the mounting significance of research in the financing of
higher education.

Higher Klucation in the United States has bien defined as "that
nvenient ahstraction which permits one to deal coherently with

not far from 2,000 institutions of learning, diverse in character and
involving millions of people engaged in a bewildering variety of
activities." "rhis abstraction is not, however, very convenient for
appraising the impact of research upon the financing of higher edu-
cation because 186 universities and technological schoolsless than
10 percent of the 2,000 institutionsconsistently account for 97 per
cent of the research funds.

Research activities do not now affect in any major or direct sense
the financing of other equally vital institutionsliberal arts col-

leg, teachers colleges, theological and other professional schools,
junior colleges, and technical school& But research does play a
powerful role, sometimes the dominant one, in financing the activi-
ties of the 186 universities and technological schools. These insti-
tutions award more than one-half of all 1 the bachelor's degrees granted
in this country and constitute the Nation's main resources for grad-
uate and professional training. In these institutions, research in-
fluences the intellectual climate of graduate and undergraduate
education, the character of physical facilities, the size, composition,
and ambitions of the faculty, tAe nature of instruction, the aspira-

scale of the &mums Anal Section, Office of Program Planning. National Insti-
tutes of Hailtt.

National Manpower Couseti. Ihketdies mut Mettspowfsr, Henry David. ed. New York,
Columbia Univeranty Prow 1.0). p 210.
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Growth of Research
As a component of university expenditures, r-arch was of little

consequence prior to World War IL In 1440, the institutions of
higher education in the trniteti States spent V28 million for organized
research-5 percent of their total expenditures for educational and
general purposes.2

For the three periods for which data from the Office of Education
biennial surveys permit closer scrutiny by type of institution and
control, 1953-54, 1956-56, 1957-58, it is evident that (1) Universitiffi
and technological schools consistently account for about 97 percent of
organized research expenditures by institutions of higher education;
(2) the distribution of research funds among public and private uni-
versities closely approximates their numerical !Relationship, 81 public,

t of Health, Ed
,itncd--'s estimates

a Expenditures for educational and general pummels do not Include Item such as stu
dent aid and auxiliary enterprises not directly rtaevant to financing educational activitiott
per to, and therefore provido a more apprwitta base for eompftrison with ozponilltures
for organised mean& lima do total szpeMitures,
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During this period of growth, reeearch has expanded in two distinct
patterns. One pattern is represented by the creation of large-scale,
ff-campus research centers wholly supported by the Federal Govern-

ment and staffed almost exclusively with full-time researcher& About
one-half of all the expenditures for organized rtmearch conckntrated
in a few major research centers such as Los Alamos. the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory, the Applied Physics Laboratory, and Argonne La-
boratories, operated and managed as off-site installations by the Uni-
versity of California, California Institute of Techtology, Johns
Hopkins University, and the University of Chicago, respectively.
These university-managed operations contribute significantly to the

Nation's research effort. They do not, however, usually engage in

the instruction of studeats or impinge upon the use of classroom and

laboratory space.
The other pattern provides support for the work of individual

faculty members, usually in research part time, on campus,
usually in the timdition setting where graduate and
postdoctoral training is y integrated into the warp and woof of

the total research activity. This pattern also provides support for
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full-time rervarch sta
tute framework, and invo1v. a ubsantia1 number of graduate stu-
dents and postdoctoral rcarh fi1ows. The distinction _weelii the
large-scale center operation and the faculty rtwarrl pattern is not
a matter of black and white; there is a gubstantial gray are A where

neither fits precisely. Nevertheless I have focuw4.1- upc
support of the rewtarch being carried on by individual faculty mem
beN and have excludecl nniverity=rnanageid rtve_arch miters; from t

n a departmental or rtwarch nsti

first two
the leading educ
alm(--t all of the ma
faculty rftlearch affe

t is analysis for two &n 1) Only a few
1 institutions operate rezvari-th ckrite
jflStitUt.iOfl sponr faculty rftl-eary )

the financing of virtually all departments and
activities within a universi the ruAcruitmen compensation, and
retention of faculty ; the utilization of f -acil'ties. and the instruction
of students and the training of in

In its quadrennial surveys the National Sai ,n-ze Foundation identi-
fies the support of remarcit carried on by individual faculty members
as "Separately Budgeted ReAftrdi by Colleges and Universities,
Proper." Expemditums for such researcii increawa from t205.5 mil-
lion in 1954 to $3fl.5 million in 1958-4 years ago (table 3). The
number of institutions reporting such researth jumped 75 percent
tween 195-4 and 19. while march expenditures rt. perv-vn

Analysis by expenditure interval (table 4 and chart 1) shows: (i)
Increasing concentration of rtv,arch expenditures in fewer institu=
tions : about 6.5 percent of the institutions accounted for 7 perct of

the total in 1068 as compared with 45 percent in 194; (2) growing
participation by a much larger number of colleges and universitit
with modest expenditures for research: 48 percent of the repo n

spent under $100,000 for research in 1958 as compared with
in 1954; and (3) substantial increase in the nu_mber of institutions with
research expenditures exceeding $1 million and, in particular, in the
number exceeding $5

TABLE S.Expenditures for and number of Ina talons repo
budgeted research by colleges and universities, prover 1954 &nd 19511

Itewn 1964 I
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ship of reseArch. Since 1952, this situatith with rptt to Fe
support for faculty resarth has changed raduallyfilinotA
cptibIy-as theL. facts show:

(1) Support by the military agenclft has dropped from
percent a federally gpcinsored r~Areh In universltiem;
The nonmilitary agende* now support more than two thirds of ate

itud
The National Institutft uf Health has emerged as the ieada_. Frdemi
sponaor of univervAty rev*arch, the National Institutes of Ilealth arid
National Saenee Foundation together now provide nesrly one-had of

Federal funds for separately budgeted rftearch by eolleges and uni-
versitim, proper weaning reare-b by indi 'dual faculty members
( table 5 and chart 2).

This radical but little-heralded shift in the compcition of Federal
agency support has been accompanied by an equally significant shift

This analrab Is limited to support for rim-WI rfttaimb. It eicia
aged reareb centers inch as those desernaed earlier.
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Linked to the two changes has been a third development
ignificanm The agimcies involved, their advisf)ry groups, a.

cornmitte have taken the view that support of e.trh iii
universitiw xmpa support for resvarth facilities and t..p tran=
ing of manpower for tomorrow's rawarch. To implement this objec-

tive, the National InAitutee of Health, the National Science Founda-

tion, and other agencies have initiated manpower and facilities
resouroes programs designed to strengthen the Nation's twk-axcli struc-

ture and to increase its capabilities for future growth. Taken
togetir, the three devdopmentsthe rising tide of civilian agency
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substantial resource programs aimed at enlaiging the supply and
improving the quality of scientific manpower and providing research
facilities and equipmenthave exerted a profound influence upon the
financing of higher education.

Impact
The general impart of research on the financing of higher educa-

tion is self-evident. In some institutions the cost of this reseamb
represents more than half of the university's total budga. It amounts
for over one-fourth of the Nation's expenditures for educational and
general purposes in universities. But to daemaille the impact of
reenrch funds upon the financing of higher educticat, we must
look behind these aggregates and examine theft infiumce on costs,
staffing, facilitial, and students.

THE ISSUE OF PAYING FULL COSTS
Many university officials claim that the funds received for the sup-

port of research do not corer the full cost to the institutions of such
activities.' To remedy this oondition, universities have sought by
negotiation with the military agencieE to : (1) Obtain reimbarsenment
for the full indirect oogs, and (2) dev-ise formulas which are now
embodied in the "blue book" for emablishing universitywide rates that
could vary with the unique ooh conditiorls at each institution. How-
ever, a new situation has arism as National Institutes of Health and
National Science Foundation resmirch grants have beoonu, du) dani-
nant mode of Federal support for faculty research in universitioa
Such grants provide a flat rate for indirect costs as a percentage of
total direct amts. This pchooedure differs from the military practice
of paying a Separately negetiated gate that varies from institution to
institution.

The issue has shifted from reimixusernent for indirect costs to
reimbursement for the full coi4 both direct and indirect, of grant-
supported research. By and large, this issue has been answered in
the affirmative insofar as the Federal Government is concerned, with
the reservation that cost sharing is always subject to negotiation. I
say "by and large" for the reasons

(1) nm, Howe Apimvpitions Oommittes4, inenovineed that a Sat lb-
percent rate is inadequate for Indirect costs of research supported by tls,
National lagitutes at Health grants. has rejected proposals to raise
that rate; and

(2) The National Mabee roundation has comistently favored a Sat rats
far all grants indsad of riming rates negotiated with each Institutim

11100111MININMMINIIIINIMM

Adam:tans. this !tamest oversimplifies a aespki problem', wideal slime bunraveled intldn tbe 'boope of tile ellkapter.
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The reservation of the }louse committee rests in pert updb the
knowledge that : (1) Funds for direct coes may be u9eld to pay faculty
salaries, including the institution's contribution to social security and
other insurance and annuity plans; (2) title to equipment purchased
for use ms. research-grant project is vested in the institution, and
such equipment is lik-ely to be used by many scientists and scienoe
graduate students not connected with the project ; and (3) advanoe
payments provide a tangible fringe benefit in the form of ahort-term
investment& The nductanoe of the oommittee is rix-Aod deeply in

convictim that meral aid constitutes a better solution for bridg-
tng the gap baween income and expenditures than ralaing the indirect
ooet rate.

Thus, the issue ahead with respect to full coots is not teltetor they
are to be paid by the Federal Government, but how they are to be
determined and Aote sntieh they may amount to. Approximations
that am nmghly equitable, administratively feasible, and politically
ackleptable may prove adequate. On the other hand, it may be neoes-
sary to meort to met &germination and negotiation pr000dures such
as aloof, etu-remtly applied to rese.arch contract&

STAFFING

The terms and conditions of spon&ored rekvarch in universiti%. have
influenced oollege and university staffing in a number of ways. They
11AVe---

(1) Attracted raseanliworialted scimtifts to academic careers, but me-
dominantly in non lure potitions ;

(2) Increase4 t number of faculty-research staft far out of proportion
to enrollment growth, svecially at the graduate and mutational levels ;

(8) Reduced the teaching workload of individual faculty members;
(4) bwreased tbe proportift of faculty time devoted to research as com-

pared with teaching ;

(5) Shitted a larger share of the salary burden to tbe simsore of research,
and especally to the Federal Government (To some extent this is
social boakeeping pure and simple. To the extmt that universities
use this ommtunity to expavil their faculties, thetl ach dollar of tl*
inatttutionsa tunft buys a lamer quantity of total faculty effort) ;

(6) Enabled the institutions to, cope more easily with the 6-perrent annual
increase in faculty salaries., especially where a rising proportion of
tretence-tacniti salaries is paid through research grants and contracts;
the added coats are absorbed by a third party not invAved in the
negotiatices; and

(7) racilitated the reernitnwnt of Junior faculty members through sub-
Wising their period of postdoctoral training either through employ-
ment as research associates or more directly as postdoctoral research
fellows.

Research has had a substantial impact in terms of the sheer number
of university scientists and engineer, engaged in this activity tither
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ScientifIc Inc! prole lentai pAArsonnel_ _ ________
Graduate students

19M total- National Sciencei Foundation. "went ists and Enginetirs inanent in Colleges and Univerties, 1968, a Preliminary Repcni," Reviews on Rawer Develop-rat, No. 27, April 1961, table p 4
I In 1968 gradu3te students ongaged 1n resvarch wine included in the total but not idenJfk.Nd separateI 1954 Scientific and professional personnel from National Science Foundation, Calves and UniversitiesErpenditures and Manpower, I Wia- p. 03-61.
4 19,g4 Graduate students: National Mem, Foundatice, Graduate Sludent Enrollment and .-qupport inAmerican Universe:tits and Olives. 1964. P. 35-

TABLE 7e---Scientists and engineers engaged in research and development in3i7, colleges and universities, by source of salary support, 1958
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60,-204 100.0
Entirely by grant or mntract _

17, 866 34. 9Partly by grant or contract, and partly by institutimL ___________ 11,600 23.0Entirely by ___________________ ____ 21,169 42.1

I National Science Foundatioc, "Eielmtists and Engineers Engapd in Research and Developrmit inColleges and Vnivalltles, 195 a Preliminary Report." Raiewo of Dote on Renard and Deoellment, No.27, 4,pril 1961 table 3. p. 4.
I 71,01u4es.F.Adtwal research miters and agricultural expioinxtnt staff

*National Bernce Foundation, "scientists and engineers Engaged in R andDevelopment in Collegft and Universities, 1958, a Preliminary Report," Reviews o gaffResmrch avid Development No. 27, April 1961.
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Information for a breakdown of faculty and graduate students in
rewlarch is available for medical schools. In the acadeinic year, 1959-
F0, about 25 percent of the full-time faculty members in medical
schools were paid partly through support from Federal research or
training grants; more than 50 percent of the salary of roughly one
out of every seven came from such sources (chart 3). These data
indicate the average for all 85 medical schools taken together. Such
an analysis does not differentiate between thou institutions that paid
faculty salaries from Federal grant funds and those that prohibited
this practice. If the analysis were limited to the former group only,
the proportion of faculty paid more than half their salaries from FKI-
eral grant funds would increase, perhaps substantially.

The wisdom and propriety of paying faculty salaries with research
funds were touched upon only gingerly by the National Science Foun-
dation in its 1958 report, Goverment-University Relations. How-
ever, in 1960 the Seaborg Panel of the President's Science Advisory
Committee firmly grasped this nettle when it recommended that uni-
rersities, as a matter of national policy, should "Arengthen their fao-
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ulties for both research and graduate teaching by accepting and using
Federal as well as non-Federal support for faculty salaries."

In the interim between the two reports, many institutions had al-
ready changed their policies with respect to payment of faculty sal-
aries from grant or contract mirecla; others may be expeted to follow
their lead in the direction recommended by the Seaborg Panel. As a
consequence, the continued availability of research funds for the pay-
ment of faculty salaries is crucial for budgetary playing in a steadily
increasing number of institutions of higher education.

FACILITIES
As research activities have expanded and exerted pressure upon

limited space, some institutions have responded to this space squeeze
by allocating to research some space previously utilized for other
activities.

in recent years this pressure has been alleviatedthough by no
means adequatelyby the availability of matching funds for the con-
struction of health rewarch facilities and computer facilities, and the
purchase of costly laboratory equipment. The Health Research Facil-
ities program, for example, has awarded more than $180 million in
Federal funds to universities since 1957. This program has resulted
in capital expenditures of nearly $500 million for health research
and related facilities, and assisted more than 300 academic and rewtarch
institutions, in every State, in constructing or renovating approxi-
mately 20 million square feet of research space. Thus, every Federal
dollar has stimulated the investment of nearly two non-Federal dol-
lars. The construction of modern, well-equipped research facilities
not only enables the institution to expand its research effort but also
provides sorely needed space for graduate research training in the
sciences.

On the one hand, the availability of matching funds for research
facilities has channeled university building funds away from con-
struction of new classroom space. On the other, this availability of,
funds has stimulated large-scale fundraising campaigns so that many
institutions have been able to take advantage of the booster effect of
matching funds. All in all, however, there can be little doubt thatthe
university's building priorities have been strongly infidencomi and per-
haps distorted because Federal matching funds have been available
for research space but unavailable for classroom space.

STUDENTS
The rapid growth of research activities has generated fellowship

and training programs designed to expand the supply of research
*The President's Science Advisory Committee, Scientific Progress, Universitiee and theFederal Government, 19 60, p. 28.
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ientists. The programs, which are inextricably linked to the sup-
port of research itself, have revolutionized the financing of graduate
education. For the most able students in the science*, graduate &Weft-
non is almost entirely subsidized. More than 30,000 graduate students
in the sciences in 1960 were employed as research assistants on projects
supported by Federal grants or contracts.' About 5,000 full-time pre-
doctoral students in stlted science fields were receiving stipends
through fellowships and under training grant programs at 80 leading
aools.
Thy programs have

(1) Relieved universities of a substantial burden of support of graduate
students;

(2) Released funds that can be allocated to support students in nonscience
fields;

(3) Accelerated the flow of students through gradnate training and thereby
expanded the supply sooner than it could have been expanded without
such support ; and

(4) Provided In some programs a cwt-of-education allowance paid to the
institution, and thereby directly aided the university in financing its
graduate training programs.

IMPLICATIONS

Available data indicate that federally sponsored research programs
have brought tremendous benefits to universities and technological
schools in terms of staff, facilities, students, and fringe benefits, and
that such programs now constitute a vital form of aid to higher educa-
tion. However, it must be noted that research has been purchased by
the military agencies as a service or commoditynot to aid higher

'education, but rather to utilize the most competent suppliers. Simi-
larly, research of interest to the sponsoring agencies has been supported
on the basis of scientific merit or promise in the arena of national com-
petition. Support of research in higher education strictly on the basis
of competence or merit has avoided the issues of racial discrimination
and religious preference that have stymied nearly all attempts to pro-
vide general Federal aid to higher education.

There are many indications that federal agencies have dropped
their laissez faire attitude toward the effect of Federal sponsorship of
research upon higher education. Civilian agencies such as the Na-
tional Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation
have become increasingly concerned with the "university u a whole"
and with the total effect of Federal research programs upon the

Pipet el tie Visited Metes Government for Fiscal Year 1901, Special Analysis of
Federal Reward' and Developmatt Programa, p. 10.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service, National
Institutes of Health. "Trends in Graduate Enrollment and Ph. D. Output In Selected
Schuice maids at SO Ltbading Schools, 1959-60 and 1960-61," Resources Analysis Memo,
No. 3, dune 1961.
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structure, character, and financing of higher education. We can
understand their concern if we consider the probable future growth
of research in higher education and the problems that will very
likely result from it.

PROJECTION FOR 1970

This projection treats higher education as a sector of the re.%arch
economy. Hence, it includes Twearch in university-manazed awar-11
centers as well as = the type of faculty research which has been the
main focus of the preceding discussion in this chapter. A 1970 pro-
jection of $3.5-$4.0 billion for such ra*karch expenditures by inst.' u=
bons of higher education seems reasonable. The projection is limited
to current expenditures for research. It does not include outlays for
research plant and equipment or the costs of research training, both
of which are classified as capital expenditures for rewarch resourtivs.

The 1970 projection has been developed by assuming that (1) the
Nation's expenditures for research and development will continue to
rise as a percentage of the gross national product ; (2) the proportion
of higher education's expenditures going to research and develop-
ment will increase slightly, from 9 to 10 percent of the total ; and
(3) expenditures for research in higher education will continue to
grow at the rate of $250 to $300 million annually, whether or not
total expenditures for research and development grow as rapidly as
my projections indicate.

Such projections are useful in establishing probable ranges of ex-
penditures in terms of general orders of magnitude; they are easen-
tial in appraising the potential impact of research upon ti.3 financing
of higher education in the decade ahead. Inevitably, such projections
draw upon past experience, take account of prevailing trends, and
then reflect the judgment and the bias of the person making the
projection.

The Nation's total expenditures for research and development more
than quadrupled during the fifties, from $2.9 billion in 1950 to an
estimated $13.5 billion in 1060 (table 8). Expenditures for this re-
search in institutions of higher Mucation more than kept pace, rising
from $227 million to $1.2 billionan increase of 430 percent as com-
pared with 365 percent for total research and development. College
and university research expenditures fluctuated as a proportion of
total research and development---hovering around 8 percent between
1950 and 1955, dropping to 6 percent in 1957, and then moving up-
ward steadily to 8.9 percent in 1960.

Expenditures for research and development have increased steadily
as a share of the gross national product, from 1.02 percent in 1950 to
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CHART 4

ALTERNATIVE PROJECTIONS OF 1970 EXPENDITURES FOR R & D
AND FOR RESEARCH IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
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'Based on Gerhard Cvini's "Judgment" Model for 1970, National Planning

Association, Lang flange Pro ertiona for Ewnomic Growth Oct 1g69,

2.68 percent in 1960. Simple extrapolation of this 0.166 percent aver-
age annual increase would raise the research and development share
to 4.34 percent by 1970. I have taken a more flexible approach by
developing a range of projections, assuming that expenditures for
research and development will approximate from 3 to 5 percent of
the gross national product by 1970 (chart 4). For this purpme, I
have used the $790 billion judgment model published by the National
Planning Association. If gross national product stated in current
pric*reaches ':::0 billion by 1970, as suggested earlier in this volume,
the ipper range of the projection shown in chart 4 would rise roughly
10 percent to $4.4 billion. Application of the same projection technique
suggests a range of $5.7 to $7.5 billion when carried forward to 1975.

National security needs provided the impelling force for the
growth of research and development during the fifties. Conse-
quently, I have assumed that any reduction in research and develop-
ment expenditures for national security will be offset by increased
expenditures in other areas such as space exploration, atmospheric
sciences, oceanography, automation, protection against environmental
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hazards, and the development of new products for the civilian market.
Admittedly, this assumption cannot easily be tested.'

We can, however, examine the feasibility of the deri projections,
which assume that research expenditures by institutions of higher
education will approximate 10 percent of the total. The ultra-low
projection of $2.37 billion anticipates a doubling of college and um=
v ity rese_arch expenditures in the next decade, in contrast to a five-
fo d expansion in the fifties; it would call for an average annual
increment of $lik) milli* as compared with the present increment
of $250 million. For all practical purposw, both the ultra-low projec-
tion of $2.37 billion and the low projection of $3.16 billion are prod-
ucts of an arithmetical exercise. I regard them as outside the range
of probability.

The high projection of $3.95 billion would require an increase of
$2.8 billion, or an average annual increment of $280 million. Even
if the Nation's total expenditures for research and development
should expand lam rapidly a% a proportion of the gross national
product than is projected, it seam likely that expenditures for re-
search in institutions of higher education will continue to grow at
the rate of $250 million to $300 million per year.

While I am personally inclined toward the probability of $4.0 bil-
lion or more for college and university reeearch expenditures by 1970,
a range of $3.5 to $4.0 billion takes into account the growing partici-
pation of more and more educational institutions in rftearch, the
continued expansion of research facilitiftt, the future supply of man-
power now in the graduate and postdoctoral research training pipe-
line, and the mounting attraction of research careers for the Nation's
youth. Such a projeaion offers a feasible framework within which
we can identify the rues likely to confront college and university
presidents, faculty, and research staff, on the one hand, and Federal
agencies with major investments in university research, on the other.

THE TASK AHEAD
Rapport between higher education officials and Federal adminis-

trators has greatly improved as they have recognized tlA bond between
science policy and higher education. The national interest in research
is firmly established. These considerations increase the Nation's
ability to confront the issues posed by a continuing expansion of
research.

* My assumption differs, for example, from Dexter Keeser's as expressed In "The Out-look for Expenditures on Research and Development During the Next Decade," Ameriome
Noostomio Review, 50: 356-1107, May 190. Kammer's estimate of $22.2 MIAs for total

by the aminmption that defense resatreh spending will decline and not be cots

research and develement expenditures in the United States in 1909 Is strongly le
for by increase In nondefense research.
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TAB LE SeGrowth of gross ruitkmai Ott and of expenditures for research
and development in the Nation and in col-Ines and universities, 195040
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FULL COST

Payment for the full cost of research by sponsoring agenciffl is the
immediate bread-and-butter issue that dominates the attention of col-
lege and university businws Am.& The more priming problem,
however, is how to bridge the gap between the mounting costs of
higher education and the revenues received from reiwarch and all
other sources. Higher indirect cost rates will help, but I strongly
believe that attion taken on other issues inherent in the expansion of
research will alleviate the situation sooner end_ more effectively.

MORE GENERAL SUPPORT FOR PROGRAMS AND
INSTITUTIONS

Supix)rt, for individual project applications on the basis of scien-
tific merit without reference to institutional considerations has devel-
opiA a top quality netaonaZ research .program. However, exclusive
reliance upon the project system has engendered some problem with
respect to the optimum development of remarch in college; and uni-
versities. To overcome the* problems, several Federal agencies have
moved toward new and less restrictive forms of research support,
bearing in mind the President's Science AdviKtry Committee's admo-
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ninon that : "Not only the Nation's security, but its long-term healthand economic welfare, the excellence of its scientific life, and qualityof American higher education are now fatefully bound up with thecare and thoughtfulness with which the Government supportsresearch." "
These new forte of support provide general assistanc* to programsand institutions in a variety of ways: (1) training grants, (2) pro-gram grants, (3) inftitutional grants, and (4) generai research sup-port grants.
The training granm for example, provide general support forrw-*arch training in specific fields of science. The grants, awardedto academic departmews, include provision for faculty salaries,equipthent, supplies, and stipends for graduate and pcetkioctoral stn-dents. Training grants invest in academic strength at the point ofmaxim= leverage. in the sense that the faculty transmits knowledge,instills competence, and evokes the spirit of inquiry that must providethe essential foundation for research training. A strengthened uni-versity department not only gives better research training t ay, butwill also be better prepared to take larger numbers of hate andprofessional students in the future and to give them better trainingthan it would otherwise be able to. In this connection, the ViborgPanel took note of the succeEnful pioneering experience of the NationalInstitutes of Health and urged both the Government and the unirer-sitim to take energetic action to broaden the scope of trainingprograms.

Program grants are another mode of more general support forretvarch in a broad field of science or a problem area. The grantshave been made, for example, to biology departments and to centersfor the study of aging. Such grants may also arise from the pack-aging of individual projects that have been awarded on a piecemealbaths over time and have come to constitute a coherent, integratedprogram of research. Program grants provide a broader, more flex-ible basis of support than grants for separate research projects andreduce the -administrative minutiae encumbering bah the sponsorand the institution.
Perhaps more significant than either of these two is the movementtoward institutional grants and general research support grants. Thismovement recognizes that (I) institutions have encountered difficultyin maintaining control over the content, emphasis, and direction oftheir reeearch and training activities; (2) lacking any significantamount of unrestricted money for research, some schools attempt toexpand in areas where funds are readily available, while Sher Fob-
The President's &knee Advisory Committee, Dirsegthosing Asterism Hoienge, 1958,p. 2.
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lems of a lam dramatic nature but of no less scientific significance have
been given leaser priority ; (3) etrong departments with outstanding
rtvcearchers attract grant support and grow stronger, while weak
departments experience greater difficulty in oixaiming research suppo
that could give them the netvssary impetus for improvement.

The real issue is not that restriction of Federal funds to certain
area; has cautvid some Erhools to develop programs that they do not
want, It is, rather, that them is a Iac_k of financial rvburevis to develop

important aeivitim that may beof 1ms interwt to Federal
rencies, but which the dean, faculty, and researth staff know would

give greater balance and direction to their rewarch and training pro-
gram& In rmponse to this need for more general support, the National
sciene* Foundation has initiated an institutional grant program aimed
at strengthening the scientific potential of co1Ii and universities re-
ceiving rre_h grants from the Foundation. The National InAitutes
of Health is authorized by Public Law 86498 to Pet aside an amount
not exceeding 15 percent of its research projea funds to be imd for
grants-in-aid for the gemeral support of rewarch and rewarch training
in the sciences related to health. Under this authorization, NM has
awarded general march support grants to strengthen research and
rearcli training capabilities of institutions of higher education and
other nonprofit research organizations.

In the early years, them) two general support programs will pro-
vide substantial fluid funds$40 to $50 million in fiscal year W8&
for universities with large-scale rwarch programs, but only "boot-
strap" money for lamer institutions, because the procedures currently
governing the amounts to be awarded to eligible institutions
are clmiely geared to the level of current research activity. In sub-
sequent years, however, as the total amount available rises, grants
for the general support of resmich and research training may well
become one of the more significant forms of aid to higher education.
Each of the new developments illustrates the significant strides that
have already been taken toward meeting the need for more general
support of research in institutions of higher education.

Scientific merit,the criterion of exmllence---govenis today's de-
cisions to support university research. If the projected expansion
of research in the university sector i to be realized, many new centers
of excellence must be developed. To some extent this development will
take place in the natural muse of events as weaker institutions are
enabled to provide opportunities for topflight teachers and scientists
and their young et proteges, who in turn will attract better tudents.

However, the Nalion can ill afford to leave this critical transition en-
tirely to the forces of tAe marketplace. No Federal agency now has
a mandate to facilitate either Me upgraing of faculties, buildings, and
equipment of weaker inetitutione or the creation of note ones. This
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EXPANSION OF THE RESOURCE BASE
Achievement of a 14 billion college and univerai

by Urn will demand subeantial cx-pinsion of the Nati hal
and trained manpower for re4mtreli. Fortunately, the device of match-ing grants has_ proved its worth as an incentive to tricourge
construction of needed research facilities at colleges and uni
Applicatiow for suth anistanct6, however, clearly indicate th neuNifor wider latitude for matching requiremmts, for more nearly adequato
authorization, and for longer range planning. The prevailing
matching ratio now imposes wvere burdens on the lea affluent schoolsand States, and often divexts funds from congruction of educational
facilities. This drain upon inetitutimial finances will be reduced ftsmatching requirements are modified and the insevambie relation be-tvreen research and mearth training is recogniteli

The matching inmitive, however, is not appropriate for
ckittly, highly specialized facilities, emstnwted and operated in Ownational intereft, such facilities, adequate for saistained and cmnplez
research activities, are becoming iwressingly strategic for the td
vancement of science in an ever-wideming range of &this. Althoughthese facilities are utilised by university atientista and contribute tograduate and pof4doctoral training, they are wholly financed theFederal Government and, in all likelihood, will continue to be w
financed.

With rftspect to the expansion of manpower mources, tiv5 outlook
is generally favorable. There are abundant opportunities for caremin research. However, it will probably be wry to modify existing
mechanisms for the support of fellowship and training prcwrams inorder to provide a more nearly adequate and flexible framework for
expanded 'activities at the graduate and postdoctoral levels. More-over, the potential pool of talented youth for research (and for allother intellectual endeavors) could be dramatically expanded if the
incentives and opportunities now available for graduate educationwere extended to the undergraduate level.

MORE SPECIALIZED ORGANIZATION OF RESEARCH
ACTIVITY

Universities have sought to encourage research aa a necessary andfruitful complement to teacliing by emanipissing it within the ma-
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FEDERAL POLICY

We an witinsaing a basic tum in the rok of tlw Federal
mat in in the advaimemect research in higher eduratkm. Moving
from a limited base of cTerlaicnis ooftwoned with pro*t---type research
support fcr itxtividual seientids, tiA Federal Government is under-
taking a more difficult role aimed at bringing into being a mg cmceiA
and framework fcniD the support of university reasnrth in the years
ahead. This more creative role involvft anticipation of future n
stimulation and development of reeBirth resources essemtial to future
growth, concern with terms and conditions that increase the vigm of
inftitutials and foster the freedom and productivity of investigators,

t1,7. L iltrattift Repeart4 awl tbe University. Chemical moil istriguvr**/ News,
1582, June ft. 115S.
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and expansion of internaticaal rimearch activities in
the National intereet.

In this new roles, the Federal Governmfmt will have to
w Rtvmelle the virtues at direralty pourmi of }were wurwt andmultiplicity of migraine with the myths nomegtty few cmitraldirectim apd control Fet Utral mograms within the executive brace;(2) Develov mechanisms that will worlds a mit:Juana. effective appraisalof the tete' impact of resestreb upwl all major affects of tastier edtws-Um, iixitxiing financing ;
(8) Provide a focal pant where universities can iresivat ttwir total wedsand repourrdse ;

(4) Develop a method canmunkiafion wlukreby all lintituticnut tai hightlyeducstim may be lammed about tlw 'bawl rrospeete of all rektextirtan directly involving the ataikenie cominnzit7.
I shall na labor the first three points col:teeming hich Uwe issufficient consensus to permit me to amutne they have beemm self .evident proposition& With to the ire of systantic cam.munication, it has been slid the,

To reitlise the pouribilitUte for Feckral rapport, a uniresidt7 Deedsanda small college cannot afford one-4 full-time arpecialia in Wiiihinstea,perhaps more than 01W_ who has eztries into doses cni more agencies. Theuniversity lacking 'web a utikuItowo figure la ixt rented as auni vend ty.11

Although ch. view may exaggerate the situation, it is true thatmany institutions have been unable to keep abreast of rapidly evolvingopportnnities scattered among many agencies and spurning a widevariety of programs and mechanisms. To help cope with this problan,I would propose an annual assembly of university representativvis andFederal officials. Such an assembly would : (1) emible Federal offi-cials to lurid unive_rsity representatives on major new developments,and (2) provide each institutim with an opportunity to obtain cwn-plete information on programs of special relevance to its interestsand capabilties. The assembly perhaps might also convene in work-shops, each devoted to a major topic; for example, facilities, coopera-tive studies, international programs, research centers. When =li-
p/Lied with the potential benefits of improved oommunication, wiserchoice, and more effective utilization of university research resources,the obstacles to staging such an enterprise seem small indeed.

GENERAL AID

Educational ingitutions desperately need new &arms of sump, tomeat ANA:lily risingoperatingexpenditures. Although federally 'pm-=11180mwMflaw

Ammteas AsamaNyz The 'dorsi Gimenmasit 414 Mew 1144sosSoc New York*Ce1ambia Thdyenity Pry 10400, p 111.
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sort-A research eiontributes a cash flow of oongidexable dimensions and
ha a ctucial impact upon the financing of many institutions of higher
learning, it is no gubstitute for general aid. However, as the Federal
Government moves toward general aid am'umulatei rarvb
nee is both relevant and masuturing. It has deznonrated that Fed-
eral funds can b provided without reAricting the freod -In of at-a
dt?ifljC institution

cal



CHAPTER 19

Financing Higher Education in the Unite
a =s and in Great B tain

Dennis S. Lees

TILE DEMAND for higher education is rising sharply. In theUnited States total milege and university enrollments rase from1.5 million in the academic year 1938 -39 to 3.5 million in 1958t-59, andare estimated to rise to 7 million by 1970. In Great Britain enrollmentin universities alone doubled to 100,000 in the 29 years before 1958-59and may rise to 1 0, ) by the early seventies. In part this is a naturalresponse to the war rise in birth rates, higher per capita realincomes, and increasing awareness of the payoff of college educationin terms of increawd earning! and status. But the factors are power-fully reinforced by a growing realization on the part of governmentsin the free world of the fundamental contribution of higher educationto strong and growing ettonomies. This gives urgency to the currentquest of free societies to seZsure adequate resources for institutions ofhigher learning and that mikes international comparisons of morethan academic concern. Its most recent txpressionlin Britain is theappointment of an official committee under the chairma4hip of Lord.
Robbins, formerly professor of economics at the University of London,"to review the pattern of full-time higher education in Great Britain,and in the light of national needs and romources:136Advim Her Majesty's
Government on what principles its long-term.develapment shouldobebased."

FINANCING EXPENDITURES: POSMON IN THE
FIFTIES

F

It is a remarkable fact that there are in Britain no bonsolidated
official statistics on higher education. The data are scattered in numer-ous published dmuments, both official and private, or tucked away inthe files of governmental department& To get anything like a com-plete picture would require a major piece of remarch, and this I havebeen unable to undertake. For the most part I shall be concerned with

*Senior lecturer in economics, University College of North Staffordshire, England,
328
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tIte universitiml As the account for over half of the total annual
expenditure by institutions of higher learning and are the main focus
for increasing student numbers over the next decade, it should be
p(vs-vsible to identify the major differences in the financing of such
istitaions in the United States and Britain and to establish their

_ significance.
In 1958-59, the latest year for which adequate data are available,

the number of students aged 18 and over in all institutions of higher
learning was 3.5 million for the United States and 190,000 for Britain,
repmcenting 20 percent and 4 percent, respectively, of their young
people 18 to 24 years.2 From this point of view, Britain in
that year was in the position held by the United States in 1820; and
it had the smallest proportion of young people in institutions of
higher learning in the major countries on either side of the Iron
Curtain.' Differences in quality may narrow the gap somewhat but,
with that taken into account, there can be no question that the
quantum of higher education in the United States is far greater than
in Britain.

The same can be men for expenditure. Again in 1958-59, current
expenditures of colleges and universities in the United States were
approximately billion, representing almost 1 percent of the gross
national product, or6123 per head of the population. The correspond-
ing figures for Britain were £112 millionrepresenting 0.5 percent
of the gross national product or rather more than £2 per head.* In
other words, such institutions in the United States spent twice as much
in proportion to its groffi national product and four times as much
in proportion of population' as did those in Britain.

There are marked differences between the two countries in the way
this expenditure is financed. This can be seen from the table 1. For
the United States the latest year for which complete data are pub-
lished is 1957-58; this is compared with 1958-59 for Britain.

I Twenty-one universities and three colleges. This greatly understates the number ofInstitutions concerned. For example, Oxford is made up of 31 self-governing colleges,and Cambridge of 22. The University of London includes 33 self-governing colleges and10 Institutes directly controlled by 4 university. Invtltutiotwo of higher Mutation otherthan universities include BOO teach -4 tiling colleges, a eolleges of advanced technology,22 regional colleges of technology, and in addition almost 500 other recognised institu-tions of higher education, which vary considerably in size and Importance.
I The student population of British universities amounted to 100,000, of wlynn all but10,000 were residents of Great Britain (Great Britain, Central Statistical Mee, AnnualAbstract of Stonstios, 19f*, table 124). The figure of 90,000 students in other institutionsof higher learning is a necessarily rough eats, eonvsrttng what are mainly part-time

courses into 9-year equivalent courses.
See The Hoonomisto London, 197 : 1211, Dee. 17, 1960.

I The methods of estimation of the British figure are indicated in table 4, notes andnfirm, given at the end of this chapter:
I At the current rate of melange (PAO), British expenditure per head is approximatelyso.
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The major differences lie in the roles of students fees and govern-
mental payment& In the United. States a quarter of the institutions'
income- is derived from fees; in Britain, less than one-eighth. Pay-
ments by government at different levels make dip slightly more thanhalf of the institutions' income in the United States as compared with
over two-thirds in Britain.

TABLE 1.Percentage distribution of current fie' of institutions of higherlearning in United States and Great Britain, by source

Source of income

All sources

Student fees
Governmen t:

National
State
Local

Endowments, etc _

()thee

United States,'
1%7-68

100.0

26.0

I &9
30.7
&4

13. b
&

Great Britain,'
1068-49

100.0

}

12.3

67.1

16
&0

10.0

Represents income mums for all educational and geam.al purposes and Is not limited to income feestudent higher education.
I U.S. Department of Health, Educe. and Welfare, Office of Educatim, Biennial Survey of Educs-tion data km. 1967-6&
I Great Britain. Univirsity Grants Committee: Rstuross from Universities and Univers*/ Calve; isRecetpt of Treasury Groat, Ars/teak Years, 116848, lAmsdca, Het Majesty's Stationery Onto. (Cmnd.1168. 1960, table 11); amounts reported plus authces estimates for oolleges at Odwd and CambridgeUniversities.

The contrast becomes even sharper if we exclude the Oxford and
Cambridge colleges (as distinct from the universities), whose income
is derived solely from fees and endowments. Student fees in Britain
than fall to one-ninth of the institutions' income, and governmental
payments rise to nearly three-quarters. Endowments fall from 8
percent to under 5 percent, compared with 13.5 percent in the United
States. Furthermore, these proportions are virtually uniform for all
the universities. Except for Oxford and Cambridge, no university
depends on student fees for more than 16 percent of its income, nor
on endowments for more than 9 percent, nor on governmental pay-ments for less than two-thirds. In the United States, on the otherhand

For 1,025 privately sponwred colleges and universities, it is estimated thatin the academic year 1957-68, student charges provided 46 percent of edu-
cational income. For 864 publicly sponsored colltges and tmiversities, theproportion of income for educational purposes obtained from student chargeshas been estimated at 8 percent'

The variation in governmental payments for operational budgets
can be inferred from the fact that less than 4 percent of such pay-
ments goes to private institutions.' Thus, although British univer.

*John D. Millett. "The Role of Student Charge.," in Assonant Higher ildsoatiese11111-70, Dexter M. Keeser, ed. New York, McGrawalii Book Co., 1969. p. 1S2.I W. Bonier Turner. "11.1w Pumped* for Private-Sector Support of Higher Education,"is ibid.. p. 244.
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shies are private, autonomous institutions, all but the Oxford and
Cambridge colleges resemble U.S. public institutions of higher learn-
ing in their sources of finance. How, in spite of this, they retain their
independence of governmental control is an issue to which we shall
turn in a moment.

This extremely heavy reliance by British universities on govern-
mental payments is a post-1945 development. As table 2 shows, in
prewar years fees and endowments together provided over 50 percent
of the universities' income, with governmental payments constant
around one-third. Since 1945 the position has been revolutionized,
with governmental payments rising to two-thirds of income in 1959
and fees and endowments falling to less than a quarter. Further,
the Central Government now accounts for virtually all governmental
payments, whereas before the war its share was less than four fifths.

There has been a similiar trend, though far less marked, in the
United States. From 192940 to 195546, revenues from student fees
fell from 30 percent to 25 percent and endowments from 20 percent
to 16 percent; governmental support rose from 36 percent to 50
percent. And a growing proportion of governmental support has
come from the Federal Government, principally in payments for
research. This last is the opposite of the pceition in Britain, where
Central Government support takes the form of grants to meet oper-
ating expenses in general and where payments for research equal only
3 percent of university income as against percent in the United
States.

TABLE 2.--Peramtage distribution of income of British universities, by source,
specked academic years, 192445, to 1958-591

Source vt income 1924-25 1984-35

Alice
Student fees_
Parliamentary grants_

governments..
Endowments, etc_
Other imam s

Total biome (In pounds)

1947-48 1%4-66 195849

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

100.0

X. 3
06.9
1 9

24.6
9.9

100.0

AO. 9
2.0
7.3

X.8
13.

100.0

22.2
47.2
4.2

118
116

100.0

1&
62.4
& 2
& 7

12.2

100.0

12.8
64.0
2.6
8.0

18.1
IINIMMI.IMal.1.==1111.1111.

AMOUNTS IN MILLIONS

& 3 & 0 1&2 67.0

I For 1934-25 to 1954-86, yeas eked Mar. 31; for ini-ast the year gelded Sep. 30.
Includes laments by eentral Government kr research, &mound,* to t1.8 million In 1966-M.

Soma: Data for 1931-26 to 106446 from John Vit 110 Cdr Alecation, Londwit Gems Allen &
Uniting 1056, p. MO; 1958-39 source givei In tat* 1, ketmote St this ehaptiff.
41a.0.1.1.1110IMNOMINSMIW

I Robert D. Calkins. "Goverment Support of Higher Education," in Ptiminoing of
Hither Ildetesti MO-70, Maim IL lamer, ed. New York, McGrewMU Book Co.,
111.6. p. MM.
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FINANCING STUDENT MAINTENANCE AND FEES
The amount of public support in Britain is understated in table 2,as the figures do not report governmental payments to persons as dis-tinct from institutions. In 1958-59, 79,000 resident British studentswere taking first-degree courses in the universities, and over three-

quarters of these had received awards from public funds that paidfull student fees, Although fees differ somewhat as between uni-
versities, we shall not be far in error in assuming that three-quartersof the institutions' income from fees comes from public funds. Thisworks out at roughly 15 million. Governmental payments to uni-versitiesdirectly or through student feesin 1958-59 were made
then as follows :10

Per to waver/WesSource of income o f positds)
Total

Oentral Governmect:
ParliaMentary grants._ W.4Payments for research 1.8Local governments.. 1.5Students fees paid from public funds 5.0

44.7

Since British universities' income is equal to their estimated ex-
penditure of 257 million (see table 4 and notes), they as a whole are
dependent on Government for almcet, four-fifths of their current
income. When the figures for the Oxford and Cambridge colleges are
excluded, this proportion rises to 85 percent, and for some universitiesit is over 90 percent.

The total cost to public funds of university awards in 1958--59 was
217 million." Deducting the estimated f5 million for student fees,
this leaves 212 million for maintenance. Any figure for annual main-
tenance costs of the 79,000 first-degree students must of necessity be
a guess, but f300 per student seems reasonable, amounting to an annual
total of 424 million." Thus public funds bear something like half of
student maintenance and 55 percent of maintenance and fees combined.

Likewise, the amount of payments to institutions in the United
States understates the Federal Government's support for higher edu-
cation. In 1957-58 these Federal payments for student education

. Great Britain. Grant* to Students, Report of the Committee appointed by the Min-istry of Education and the Secretary of State for Scotland in June 1958 (the "Andersonreport"), London, Her Majesty's StatWnery Office, Cana. 1051, May 1960, par. 311 andappendix 3.
Great Britain, University Grants Committee, op. cit., table 11. Fees for universities,excluding Oxford and Cambridge coneys, amounted to 15.7 minion. One and three-tenthsmillion pounds has been added for Oxford and Cambridge colleges, making a total of 17million. Three-quarters of this amounts roughly to million.

21 "Anderson report," op. cit., par. 11.
The ZINO is based tut data on tar tom maintenance eras* gives in 44AndersonMort," op. eit., app. O.
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purposes are ettimated at less than $100 million.is But Federal wn-
tributions for higher education excluding research are estimated at
$616.4 million, of which $863.8 million originated in the Veterans'
Administration and consisted largely of payments to veterans." The
proportion of this and other public funds that went for student fees
is not known, but it is cleAr that, in the financing of students' main-
tenance and tuition expenses, the United States differs radically from
Britain.

In 1959, 40 permit of U.S. college students' expenses came from
family income, W) percent from long-term family savings, 25 percent
from prt-time and summer earnings of students themselves, and the
remaining 15 percent from scholarships, veteran benefits, and loans."

It seems reasonable to suppose that a small proportion of student
expenses came from public funds in the United States, compared with
our estimate of 55 percent for Britain. The British proportion rises
sharply beginning October 1N1, when the parents' contribution to
maintenance and tuition cats will be reduced and the governmental
contribution correspondingly increased.

FINANCING EXPENDITURE : OUTLOOK FOR THE
SIXTIES

The requirements of higher education in the United States over the
next decade and alternative methods of financing them have been
widely discussed, and a brief summary is all that is necessary here.
Enrollment is estimatAxi to rise from 8.6 million in 1960.-61 to 7 million
in 1970-71. Current expenditures for student higher education are
estimated to increase from the $2.4 billion level of 1957-58 to ',8! billion,
and total educational and general expenditures to increase to about
$10 billion without inflation and to about $14 billion with a price rise.
(See ch. 11 of this publication.)

There is wide disagreement cm the beg or most practicable ways of
financing the increase in expenditure. This is brought out in table 8,
which summarizes projections from four economists.

Harris, for example, argues for a steep increase in tuition feet
financed mainly by massive long-term loan programs. Ilis grounds
are practicability (sufficient finance cannot be expected from the other
sourcesgovernmental payments and private philanthropy) and
equity (higher education is a form of investment in human beings
which pays off in higher future incomes and is thus most appropriately

floo ob. 11 of this pubileatios.
14 See eb. 1$ of thla pWkatloa.
ig Demers C. Joaspbs. College os fit. _274.14 : & May 1959.
is Great Britain. Parliamentary Deloakt (lisuard). Bowe of Commons ()WIC Re-

port, vol. 694, No 50, Feb. 9, 1961, Loudon, 1961, colt 88-10.
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financed by loans rather than grants). In his view, tuition fees will
rise from 25 percent to 40 percent of the institutions' income, and
governmental payments will fall." Even so, the absolute amount of
governmental contribution will more than double.

TABLE 3.---Percentsge distribution of income for educational and = general pur.poses and for student higher eaucation: United States, 195 7 -58 and projected1969-70 and 1970-71

Rouree of tneoim

917-MI 1959-70, educatimal andn_ 1M-7i
whim
higtxv
'du**.
tkin

Educe.
timid
and

rentiral I

intvien
itighw
edam-
Ilbon I

Harris I I Mu-
!Olive 4

Calkins I

All sourcea_____-_ _ . _ _ _. _ - _- - - - ________

St:Lida:Mew

Federal Gout_
Fcr research
Tor other purposes.,

State governments_
Local go vernmealta.
Endoirownta, 0,c_
Otlud. income

100 100 1o0 100 100 10:1

as 40
==__

3,5
v.-___

25
____..

Illa
13 27 14 4

13
6

5
V

3
11

SI
3

14
8

UI
15
3

17
2

12
11

19
3

12
b

}
1

V

41

15

3

I U.B. Department of Health, Education, arid Weafore, Oftko of Zduostkin Bitambil Burvel of K-dtxvb-tkm. data kw I957-68.
}Used an ch. 11 cd pablieedm

I Seynxsur R. Hard& "Thaselehig Higher lidocationt Broad Imes" in FilliSICIA4 Wier Beams**1960-70, Dexter M. Keene, *4. New York. ItioGraw-R1/1 Book CO.. 1969# table Q. p. 72.4 Robert D. Canino. "Govenunest iluppert of Education: ibta" tat* p. 197.B. rd A. Muigrave. "Higher Education the rocking MAW." Review of &monks an4Stetistkst 42: II (sup. Awnot 1NO,
Dented from data wW oh. 11 of this pubtiostion, awl baled co peromitae distritatke of first swotnatkui of bow*, nation L

Musgrave also expects fees to provide a larger share of income
(though he does not expect so large an increase as does Harris) on
the grounds that "Not only will rising family incomes be available
to pay for tuition, but a growing awarenee3 of the profit of higher
education may be expected to increase the parents' willingness to
contribute." is In mama to Harris, he expects the governmental
share to remain roughly constant, with a sharp tendency for the share
of the Federal Government to increase. Again differing from Harris,
he expects the bulk of the increased Federal support to be in the
form of contributions to general operating expenses rather than
payments for research.

Calkins, on the other hand, is at odds with Harris (and by infer-
ence with Musgrave) in assuming that student fees need do no more

IT etymonr B. Harris. "Financing of Higher Education : Broad loonos," in Pinotoin.Higher Edssaistios, 111.-70, Dexter M. Keener, ed. New York, MeOraw-H111 Book Co.*1959. p. 85-78.
Riebard A. Musgrave. "Blew Education and the Federal tudget." Soviet ofIkettessies and Statistics, 42 :98, (sup. August MO. pt. 2.)
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than maintain their share of the institutions' income. "Professor
Harris," he says, "assumes tuition increases for private institutions
that are higher than will be necessary or likely, if present forms of
public support-are

are
and his assumed tuition iiicreases for

apublic institutions re higher than seem to be feasible or probable in
view of the low-charge tradition of many of the institutions." la He
differs again with Harris in assuming both that the share of the Fed-
eral Government will fall ( though biased more in favor of general
contributions rather than research) and that the share of State and
local governments will rise." Indeed, the only settled point in the
controversy seems to be that income from endowment will double over
the next decade and will do rather lees than keep pace with rising
expenditure.

The projections of expencrittues for student higher education as-
sume that income from the various sources will expand roughly in
proportion to previous income, with the substantial proportion of
needed additional funds being supplied from the other sources, public
end private.r'

Harris, Musgrave, and Calkins emphasize the need for growing
Federal support of a general kind for higher education. The obstacles
in the way are set out by Musgrave:

. Federal aid to education involves collateral issues a highly con-
troversial sort. Time. include coffin over infringements of caitralized
direction on edtwational freedom and with it the States' rights bow. There
is a fear that Federal aid be made contingent on compliance with ixacies
for racial integration, . People are aware that publicly financed educa-
tion will be supported by more or less progreadve taxes if the finance is
Fedfsbal, and by more or less rtirressive taxes if the finance is State and
local. Hence, queitions twos* distributim are involved. Also, Uwe
is a further aspect of redistribution between high- and low-income States.
And last but not bast, thwe is a question of how Federal aid will affect
the relative positions of public and wives institutions."

To the extent that obstacles to Federal aid to colleges and universi-
ties prevent an adequate flow of tmeh aid, tuition fees will need to
be increased furtiwir. As the increase is likely to be more pronounced
in private than in public institutions, the effect will be to divert more
students to public institutions, thus aggravating the, problem of State
governmental support.

Britain avoids most of these problems through its unitary consti-
tution and a responsibility for higher education placed firmly in the
hands of the Central Governmsnt. There is not, as yet at least, much

2° Robert D. Cantina. Vomarawit Support of Higher Education," in ristonoing Of
Higher Irdscatiost 1110-71, op. tit., p. le&

"Md., p. 1811-210.
1114ce proitetloas by Selma I. Musbkln in eh. 11 of this publication.
al Richard A. Musgrave, op. eft., p. 100.

41381011-42-23
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st.

!maim awl to name Mgr control in a way which would certainly change
and, the Treasury believed, be prejudicial to the present harmonious rela-
tionship/ between the unlyersities and the UGC."

And there for this tinml being the matter rests, with the emit
functioning as sucetesfully as ever. But we shall have cause to doubt
in ft mment whether evm this remarkable administrative device will
be capable of withstanding probable future strains.

Students in the United States are fortunate in having a plethora
f &itimatee of future requimusnts about which to disagree. in

Britain there are no estimates at all ; in same way, to look ahead as
far as MO is to be thought lacking in proper pragmatic spirit. The
figures that follow are thus necommuily rouel, though they shmid
illuminate the major issues.

The Government's aim is to expand university enrollments from
their present 100,000 to 170,000 (not including enrollments in other
inmitutims) by 11/70." The financial implications would seem to be
as follows: If cost per student remains emstant, current expenditure
by universities will rise from Uri million to 1 million. But sal-
aries will need to rise sharply if a sufficiaa number of faculty of
quality are to be recruited, and the emphasis on science counes will
raise opersting costs. It seems reasonable to assume that cost per
student will increase by 60 percent (a similar assumption is being
made in the United States), bringing total expenditure up to MO
million. This assume* no,infiation ; if prices rise, as they are likely
to do, the expenditure will be so much greater.

How will this sum be financed! Let us assume provisionally that
tuition fees will remain unchanged at their present average of 170 per
student will produce k12 million in 1970. Endowments, and so forth,
now amount to approximately 25 mace and they have barely doubled
since 1930 (can with a more than fourfold imrease in the
United States), they are unlikely to do more than this in the next
10 years. Let us put them at 110 million by 1970. All other income,
excepting governmental aid, will do well to maintain its present pro'
portion of income and might reach £18 million in 1970. This leaves
a gap to be filled by governmental aid of 1110 million, or about triple
the present amount of such aid. The great bulk of this would come
from the Central Government. This means that over three-quarters
of the universities' income would be derived from direct govern-
mental aid, compared with tilothirds today. Payments for research
and public support for student fees bring that proportion to over
four-fifth& If the colleges at Oxford vid Cambridge universities

mi I ow m 1 I ml I Mu e

261 IbId, p.
r Great Britain. Universit7 Grants Committee. Rotorua frees Usivereitilea end U*4-

reretty Casio* 1 RODehot 0J Tressiwy Grant Academic year 1151-1,51. London, Her
Majesty's Stationery OW* ilkbuse, 191M, par. T.

11111111.1.1ii
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are excluded, the proportion of expenditure financed by Govern-
ment approachm nine-temths. For all practical purposes British
universities would be wholly maintained out of tax-financed public
funds and would be akin to whools and colleges4tinanoed directly by
the Ministry of Ethication end local governments.

It is extrtAmely doubtful if the independence of univtrsititi could
survive thew circumAanet or, from the constitutional point of view,
whmlier it should do 90 . The curious mystique of the UGC, s*) suc-
mmful up to now, may prove an inadequate shield. As we have
the Public Accounts Committee grew restive as pa.rliamentary
increased from their prewar level of million to 22-7 million in
19M-Za. Since then it has been quiwocemt while grants have beim ris-
ing to E36 million. But it is difficult indeed to belie that it would
not insist on detailed inquiry into the spending of well over £100 mil
lion of the taxpayers' money. From then on, detailed state_ con-
trol of university affairs would followand emstitutionally should
followas a mattex of course. The deep-rooted forbearance of state
interference with universities may hold this up for a time, but it is
hard to w,le that it could be long delayed.

Nor would the prewires come 1-1e.1y from parliamentary concern
with the proper use of public fund& There is a wowing and articu-
late demand by the general public for a rapid eipansion of university
places to promote equality of opportunity, to diminish wasting of
talent, and to lift Britain from the bottom of the list of wealt.hv
nation& Even the expansion to 170,000 students by 1970 will pro-
vide a univertrity education for only 3 percent of persons aged 18-24)
little more than the 2.5 percent of today. Institutions almost wholly
dependent on compulsory levies from per9ons making the demands
are in no strong position to resist. At best., the pate of expansion
will be out of their hands; at worst, a type of expansion may be
forced upon them which they deeply believe to be against the long-
run interests of the universities, Only the colleges of Oxford and
Cambridge, secnre with their fees and endowments, would be immune.

The obvious answer to this threat is to raise student fees. If the
prewar share of 30 percent could be restored, the present need for
Central Government aid would be cut from £6 million to 224 million,
and the estimated need in 100 from £110 million to 275 million.
Although large in amount, this latter sum would represent no more
than half of current income. Universities would then at least have
more of a chance against parliamentary 'control. But, while this
course is evidently feasible for the United States, it is not for Britain.
The reason is that the bulk of the few are themselves paid out of
public funds.
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meat in /lumens capitala neglect which is now fatt being remedi
persceal profitability of an inveament in college edutatihas been established by several studies." Whim due allowance hasbeen made for such factors as the greater natural tart of wilegrsdaates and education by experience after leaving college, collegeeducation would still ern to yield a subgantial mawlary rate ofrtturn on investmemt, and it may rstulily be presunwl that the psy-chic rate ih terms of more oongenial employment, high-social _ 'eo ia evett maw.

It need hardly be said that higimr education ia eminently defensibleon noneconomic ground& But tiu3 hard fact in that most students goto college primarily for ecoacanic realms. This, even if higher edu-cation conferred lame benefits on society in general as well as on ti*individual in pirticalar, time would be no justificatim for a mbsidyas long as the rate of return was attractive and was known to be sa.
"Neighborhood effects" are a necessary, but in my view not tmfficientcxxidition, for public intermation. But the fact that the majority ofstudents take vocational degrees means that the benefits SCOW over-whelmingly to the individual. It is for the reasons----profitability,motive, and individual benefitthat the costs of higher education areappropriately financed by loan&

Two conditions would be neided to enable the loan system to workwell. The first is adequate information given to students on theerpected yield of the various mums. Only if this were providedcould rational choices be made. The semnd adequate capital. it isunlikely that private capital markets would be esiAble, for some timeat least, of supplying at reasonable rates of interest, all, or even themajor part of the money required. It would be up to the Governmentto make the funds available.
In Britain there has been virtually no discuissiiin of a stmknt leanprwram** The Anderson ommittee on studest grants dismissed theidea in a paragraph

a See. for cramp* Theo:xi-ore W. admits, Investment is Mau: An Irocascemtatli WitSocial Service leviese, 1C4-11t, /use 1960, tad Cardtal ?tornados by rodsaatton.Journal of Political lemma', 68 571-0011. December 1960; Moses Abramovits, "Betiouretsad Output Trim's in the united MU* slam MO", New York, Net44)**1 of Nowooly Sesoareho Occasional Paper No Olt 1900; Saimata Pabrktante "Basle Paete onProductivity Chugs," betiesol Parime el iconoado Rosearek, Ocessimal Paw No. U.1948; Rime guimta, "Towszd a Tbeory Secasoade Growths" is National Policy tor1 Vetter*, IL Leitaeluaaa, ots New Twit, Dimideday Os Con 10-42.a Tor emalalik J, L Walsh, Capital Concept Applied to Maas Qmortsrly Jowls& ofBoonoiniot 49 : Vie-285, Febnaary MI5; Kiltm Freedman and Mama Kota. /wowMoo iadopendeisi pryfseeimal Prootioe, New York National Bureau a meonomat Resonra.1941. Per a eeittrary ie*. see Girl L Bedmr Illukriartstawat is Collide ado"nation ? Smoriosa Beessosaie Metes, 114.4154, miir MO, Palmy as Proteedin"American Zemmol. Asseelation..The only retsteseee I east IM on this 'abject are J. Wissakaa. The Noconconics oflidaeatioae toottieh Journal of Pei Booteomoy, (February 1969). sad A. T. Peacod.rho WeVais Reefer (Vaawvile State Group, taikkon), Both favor a stalest Maa program,
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We were . . . struck {TY the ciSeial sae at the gram a loam to flUblentsi
tn among other eiountrte& .i-ay and the Unit tx1 State* and vire felt it
right to (onside the merits of SOU* ittiCil RPstn ; but, thourb we rek-N-4-ntmle
that a loan may oms.shmaily be a reaacmahle vrtty tweiting 'a particula.
dmlty, we hare bad no hasitatim In rejtict- lug loans as an integral vart
a the ruitkInal awards tram Ta* principle of using loan* aa a standard
masa no of 111311_11ring studetts his riAlw tvun at4rnifitteki by va bite a u thy rl tie*
in Great Britain, and our egri&mnee atacioned uo wisb to one it revived The
obligatkIn t rntoky, no matte bow earl the teitua must revre4vAut an un-
timely burde-n at chp cut art of a car. We ti pretet the ayatem cit ovt-
rig:tit MIA* with the satyr against misuse, mutained in our recom-
mendationies

A nisjoritv of the cimnmittele ree4)mmended larger grants to studt\nt&"

CONCLUSION

In both Britain and the United States the current eapenditure of
institutions of higher learning is tirnatd to in/IV/449k by approxi-
mately three tinwe or =Ire during the durtie& While large in alx4o--
lute money terms, 0* Runts rtiquirvid are comparatively small when
related to growing national products and governmental bud
Raiging the sums should present no fundamental problmns to in-
creasingly proeperothi oulcietiel. The difficulties lie rather in the devis-
in_g of Appropriate means.

in the aimpleA tAenns, the principal d&igr is that, in the United
States, gov-e=rumezt will provide too little money, overstraining pri-
V ate SOUreaS a they are at present organized and, in Britain, that
government will provide too much money, threatening the preser-
vation of academic freedoin. In both countries the most hopeful
measure of reform is a loan program for financing student cosi&
This would enable tuition he to be railed sharOy------in the United
St&tes to mea the expectea deficiency in governmental payments and
in Britain to reduce a growing and unhealthy dependence on public
funds.

Nor, as we have seen, is the proposal for a loan program field to
the contingencieg. Higher education is in large measure a per9onal
investment, an.d, while there would continue to be ample scope for
public funds and private philanthropy, it is therefore right in princi-
ple that loans to students should play a major role.

is "Andaman report" op eit., psi 4 24.
64 Through the abotitiou of the pumas. emtributton.
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TABLE4 Estimated current expenditures of British institutions of highereducation, academic year 1958 -59 4

All institutions

A. Universitiee
0

Type of institution

1. Colleges at Oxford and Cambridge_
2. Other universities _

B. "Further education" establishments

1. In England and Wales
2. In Scotland

C. Teacher-training colleges
Nona AND SOURCIM

A-1. P. J. D. Wiles estimates expenditures for 1962-63 at £3 (The Naticeits Intellectual Invest.ment, Bu Wan of Oxford University institute of Statistics, 279-2811, August 1966). We assume thatexpenditures by the colleges at Oxford and Cambridge increased at the sum rate between 1962-M and196649 as did those of the universities.
A-2. Great Britain, University Grants Conunittee, Retwyss Prom Unbersities and University Colima inReceipt of Troutui Grant, Academic Year 108-19459, London, Cmnd. 1166,1900, table 12.B-1. Great Britain, Central Statistical OftIce, Ann betrad of Statistics, No. 97, 1980, table 106. (Pma description of "furtlwir education," see A ucational System of England and Wales (Ministryof Edueation Pamphlet No. 2, Great Britain, : 0, London, 1945, pars. 97-100.)B-2. Assumed to be 10 percent of such expenditures in Englandand Wales. Based on the total numberof students in "further education" establishments (Annual Abstrad of Statistics, No. 07, 1080, op. cit.,tables 97 and 109).
C. The published cost of teacher training includes maintenance. From detailed analysis, Vaisey suggestsa figure for expenditures by teacher-training colleges, excluding maintenance, of £4.6 million for the academicyear 1954-55 (John Valley, The its of Educatkm, London, George Allen & Unwin, 1958, table 26). Risingcosts suggest a figure approaching £8 midi in 1958-69.

4
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101 Questions for Investigation
Willard L. Thorpe

SOME ASPECTS of higher education have been explored exten-
sively, othem% have had only limited examination. Thus the

academic library shelves contain many more printed pages about
the philosophy of education than about the management of educa-
tional institutions. There is a much more nearly complete public
record of railroad conductors' salaries than of college professors'.
And we have many more sociological interpretations of trade union
behavior than of faculty mores, unless fiction is included.

The social scientist has tended to concentrate his attention either
upon the individual or upon the economic and political aspects of
society, and to overlook education, although it could qualify under
all three headings. The economist also has looked away because
the pecuniary calculus is not readily available and there is great
difficulty in defining and measuring the "product." Many of the
economists' technical devices, such as marginal analysis, demand
elasticity, prochict differentiation, cost behavior, comparative advan-
tage, and input-output analysis, would seem to be relevant to various
problems in the education field, but they seldom have been applied.

Similarly, the political scientist has concerned himself with only
a few fringe problems in this field, perhaps because higher education
has sucll a tradition of being a privnte operation even though State
universities now carry the heavier load. Some few, like some soci-
ologists, have studied the similarities of academic communities to
other groups, and their differences, but the study has been more
casual and episodic than systematic. The psychologist has been more
deeply interested in, the learning Foam than in the working condi-
tions of the teacher.

This state of affairs is changing rapidly. Although the problems of
education were important in the past, it seems clear that we are faced

*This paper was first drafted after discussions held at the IferrM Center for Illeonomles
In Southampton, N.Y., la inns 1958. ?Welty -tiro economists and edtcators assembled
for a week wan the auspices of Amherst cone& ant The Fund for the Advancement of
liduttaties to Mollify *West areas is the field of education where it was believed that
'beware,' might be valuable. The author. &roster of the water who presided at the
aseakea, wads hie own annunary at the thee, and has now amended and elaborated it
stmaewlat Mew.
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today with educational choices of increasing importance and difficulty,
in terms both of public policy and of organizational structure and
behavior: Greatly increased resources of capital, labor, and mftnage-
ment are being demanded to carry education forward and to rAise the
standards of the weaker institutions. We cannot disregard the impli-
cations for education of the rate of population growth and the ac-
celerating expansion of knowledge. The accumulations of data of
various types, development of new research techniques and methods
of analysis, and the recent availability of funds for research all suggest
that much will be done to shed light on these problems during- the
present decade.

It seems clear that higher education is and must remain a process
with wide differences among institutions. Although they may have
quite different objectives, they do compete for students, faculty, and
financial support. The wide spread in amounts of tuition in public
and private institutions tends to create another source of conflict. And
the national process of growth is pushing all of them to increase their
productivity, whatever that means, within their limited resources.

These conflicts and pressures raise problems and some of them are
listed below. It is obvious that it is an economist's list, although
luckily the interdisciplinary boundaries among social scientists have
lather low visibility. For the purposes of the list of questions given
below, a number of broad and basic problem areas are not included,
such as 4aVhat are the objectives of higher education ?" or "How much
higher education should there be and for whom?" or "What prepara-
tion is essential for teaching at various educational levels and in var-
ious types of institutions ?" Problems concerning the nature and scope
of the curriculum or the actual teaching process itself have been dis-
regarded. Finally, the infinite possibilities of comparisons over time
and space (especially international compvisons) have not been in-
cluded in the list, although some of them might be very fruitful.

Many of the questions may be asked in terms of all education, of
some type or level, or even Of a single institution. It is important to
note that research does not need to start with a broad coverage and
an electronic machine. It is quite likely that some of the problems
can only be stated properly after some individuals have made local and
limited studies. at their own college-level institutions or in their own
communities with respect to the public grammar- and high-school
level. Analysis of costs, for example, needs to be developed in a num-
ber of individual *institutions.

It is also important to realize that many of the questions asked
should be considered with reference to various time intervals. A
problem can be stated in its current phase, or a terms of a historical
perspectitre, or in itrms a forecasting the inture. All these elements

tvp
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need to be considered, for the spot survey is likely to be difficult to

evaluate unless one has some notion as to what the trends are.

The 101 questions do not present a complete or detailed set of prob-

lems in the field of higher education. They are intender to start the

process of inquiry, and often a dozen or more questions are hidden in

a single one. Although an attempt has ben made to group questions

that seem to be closely related, other schemes of arrangement would

probably do just as well.

I. Extent and Structure of Higher Education

1. What is the direct contribution to nationi income which is [has

been, can, should be] made by education ? Hoveshould it be defined

and measured?
2. To what extent does the demand for higher education reflect

general business conditions and employment? How does the business

cycle affect the resources availablethe yielas on endowment, legisla-

tive appropriations, scholarship needs, alumni gifts, and so forth.

3. What shares of various types of economic resources are devoted

to educational activity in the United States ? It might be useful to

develop such data both in a product and in an industrial classification.

Data as to capital employed are weak or nonexistent. In fact, capital

goods like buildings are often not treated like capital; that is, with

respect to depreciation, earned return, and so forth. LabOr input needs

to be examined in terms of degrees of skill and of divisions such as

teaching, managerial, administrative, and maintenance.

4. How are resources (using national income subdivisions) distrib-

uted through the educational structure by level and type of education

and by type and size of institu-tionf At what points would additional

resources be most productive ?

5. Is there unused capacity in terms of plant and faculty ? Where?

Why What appear to be present standards of use? Where does

[should] obsolescence come into the picture ? What motivatio

there for change ?

6. What is the relation between various inputs (and combinations

thereof). and the level of student performance and accomplishment?

Is it possible to develop meaningful concepts and techniques that

would permit comparisons of performance among educational units,

mein propriate allowance for differences in student potential I

7. What assumptions should. be ,made as to future demands for

higher education I What assumptions should be made .concerning

quality, quantity, and types of education I

8. What are the relative economic and other costs involvk in
creating a new institution, setting up a geographically separate branch
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of an tistablished institution, and expanding an established institu-tion I

9. What are the relative economic and other cis involved incarrying on higher education in urban, suburbap, and nonurbanlocations I
10. To what extent can the student "bulge" be filet by expandingtrade training and junior colleges? What effect would this have onresource requirements ?

11. At what level should various subjects be taught? Can anyappreciable saving be made by shifting the level and timing? Areextra costs incurred through not doing the right thing at the right timein the right place ? What shifts and changes can be made in languagestudy I What about remedial work and its proper location I
12. What adjustments may be nee(led at the college level if more"collage work" is done in the high schools l How will this affect costs?Is there a similar adjustment prOlem between the college and thegraduate or profeErsional school V
13. What resources are now used in nonformal types of education;for example, music lessons and clubs for young people of school or

college age?
14. What will be the future economic requirements for graduateand professional schools/ How do their resource requirements andcosts differ from those of college level institutions? How sensitive aregraduate and priSfessional schools to changes in demand
15. How much specialized training is given and never used Ielements in past training have_provw1 obsoletei
16. To what extent is there [will there be] further training 'addedafter the completion of formal education I Whit alternative methare possible for providing specialized training and "refreshcourses? How would the costs of these methods differ?
17. What is the relation of research to teaching time and to avail-ability of faculty to students? What is the basis for the financingof research and how much is contributed by the institution I To whatextent is research a source of supplementary income to faculty andgraduate students 1 What is involved in providing research facili-ties? How can [should] research interest be maintained in smallerihstitutions I
18. What peripheral activities affect income and cost and in whatway---athletics, dramatics, university press, soil testing, employmentageilcies, and the like,
19. Who participates in the decision-makiiig process in ?swims edu-cational institutions! In what wtys -do individuals or ommitteesor other groups participate, both muds Ind qutakk the butilattkill
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Is there any relation between faculty participation in decision making
and allocation of mounts as well as in the obtaining of resumes I

What are the limitations on freedom of planning in publicly supported
institutions I In private institutions?

20. What is the effect on colleges and universities of such market
situations as location and competition V What are the competitive
elements in the picture? To what extent and with regard to which
matters are there trade agreements and inter ate compacts # Do they
contribute to more efficient resource use

II. The Student Body

21, How can one define enrollment? What is the trend in enroll-
ment by type and level of education I

22. What factors affed the demand for college entrance, How
important are the tuition charges and other costs to the students
What is the likely trend of student costs? How is college entrance
affected by changes in the level and distribution of family incomes?
How many students are unable to. enter because of faulty preparation I-

2.3. What is the extent and character of the enrollment in private;
preparatory schools V What are the charges for tuition and other
costs I

A. What is the basis for student choice among various types of
institutions (public and private, rural and urban, large and small,
etc.) I To what extent and at what levels of educatioft do students
first leave home for schooling?

25. Are there established geographical controls indicating that a
locality requires an institution? To what extent do students go to
State universities outaido.their own States, despite tuitioh differen-
tials? Should there be a national travel allowance for students?

26. How much do differences in tuition charges among institutions
affect the distribution of enrollments? (In connection with the more
obvious facts, there might Ne an examination of multiple applications
to see to what extent applicants apply toand choose amongcolleges
of varying tuition levels.) Similarly, how much does the amount
offered for scholarships appear to 'control choice I

27. How extenigive art) scholarship programsf On what should
they be based I Ability I Need I High-school record I What should
the scholarship cover I How does the development of national scholar-
ship programs affect the operation of individual institutions' pro-
gram, Are sufficient fellowships available for graduate fAudyt

28. Row would ailvSitntkni.pf km-pixt, lcigtietim loans for direct
subsidisation of tuition (lw or t* tuition chutes) sker the oollegie
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entrance of students in various economic and social groups! Whatare the good and the bad elements in the various student loan plansin operation? What is the potential of a loan program and whatis its likely an a national scale, under various assumptions of
coverage I

29. To what extent are eductional institutions able to make intel-ligent selections among applicantsf What are the existing methodsof selection, their etTectivenet, and their cc---t (in dollars and in tension
among applicants) What is [should be] the extent of formal edu-cation obtainod by the high- school graduates of the highest brain
power (perhaps the top percent) f

30. Disregarding tuition and scholarship differentials, what othermethods exist for competing for students Advertising ? Bonuses?
Entertainment f Solicitation Alumni persuasion or pressure? Andhow much are all standards distorted by special abilities such as for-ward passing or oboe playing?

81. Is there a tendency for prestige institutions, including graduate
schools, to develop preferred sources for students ? Are there ob-
servable gOeographical, racial, religious diAiminationsf

32. To what extent, when, and why do students drop out I Howmany return after an interval ? What would be tlit saving if theattrition rate were higher or lower?
33. What is the possibility that junior-college graduates will enter

4-year college Y How much does [can, should] this happen?
34. How extensive (and how desirable) are transfers'?
35. What organizational requirements and costs are involved in thegiving of advanced credit of advanced standing or of acceleration?
36. What is the relationship of military service to the educationalprocess? 1That can be lAined from the Gil bill experience? Anyinsight into college education and age, marital status, and experimite
37. What significance, if any, does the summer vacation have forstudents as to economic costs or earnings, and experience! Could itbe utilized to greater advantage ?

88. To what extent do college students work on the side+ Wouldit be possible to substitute employment for scholarships to a greaterextent I
89. Are there any observable consequences when the educationalprocess is delayed or interrupted ! What about intervals betweencollege and graduate school?
40. What is the effect of early marriage on the students' financialneeds and financial rtsources I On attrition of audents in the col-leges? On the education of htu31.xind and wife?

141
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41. To what extent is there a trend for a semester or year. abroad to
be included for college credit ? How is this inclusion organized?
I% hat costs are involved i What are the faculty requirements, What
scholarships are required i Is such inclusion feasible on any consider-
able scale I

42. What are the apparent treuds in the enrollment of fore stu-
dents iu American educational institutions by level and type of insti-
tuition i What special burdens are involved? How much special
support is [should be] provided for this activity ? Should it be more
concentrated in a few institutions? Can the programs be evaluates?

43. What controls the enrollment in graduate and professional
schools? Can one compare the number who go on with the number
who might meet existing standards yet do not continue ? How is

Tr'selection made by students? How is their decision affected by t Lion
costs? Scholarships? Opportunities for employment I What q the
attrition rate and why ? Is there any apparent c in the ctu al 4
of applicants and if so why V Do they tend to In 'tilt° appli-
cations?

44. Is there any way of rating graduate and professional schools
on an objective his rather than relying on historical prestige V What
information might improve student choice? Is there a danger of too
much concentration of the better students in a few institutions?

III. Educational Costs
45. How adequate are present cost-accounting definitions and meth-

ods for educational institutions in terms of their relevance for mana-
gerial purposes, fir comparative purposes, and for social evaluation?

46. What controls allocations of pinds between departments and
among various functions '1 How can costs be ascertained when teachers
instruct at both undergraduate and graduate levels ? Is there any
basis for comparability I What variations in cost exist? Why are
high-cost activities tolerated ?

47. What has been the trend in the cost of education of various
types and at various levels in recent years? What has been the trend
in physical requirements, such as for classroom space, laboratories,
library books? How has administrative cost behaved? Are there
scabs refources which are more fully utilized than others?

48. What is the relation in marginal terms between cost and teal
number of students for various sizes and types of institutions ! What
is the relation in marginal terms between actual resource reiquiregtenta
and number of *admits I

49, What is the minimum cost of a 4-year college education and
what arejlie added costa resulting from additions, decorations, and

48114*-0-24
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diversions I What is the added moFt of emmunity living (dormitorittsand eatimg halls)
60. What is the cot of operating a college for each of the actidenneyr-ears? How do junior-c4Alege costs compare with 4-year ooliNve mast
51. What can be learned about the eik,onornics of claw. size ?
52. What ckx14-04 are involved in administering 'indepezdemt studyReading counw f Honors work I Doctoral thews if
53. What are the material requirements for college operation I Howcan pu = ping methods be improved f What but methods of buying

and handling books?
54. What is the relat ionship lx4ween wet and multiunit o ion
55. Are there improved methods of space utilization and cx:introl
56. What are [can be, will be) the effects on the ccklt of educationand on Nculty requirements of various innovations in instruotionaland administrative tetAhniques and in utilization of new media of

oommunication such as television f
57. What aro the economic implications of a thangtx1 wilege cal-

endar if Of an akx-veleratecitollege course reducing the time to 3 years .The we of reading periods on or off mmpus I A year abroad aa a partof the formal educational process
58. What is the actual elapsed time for graduate work I What is theestimated ck*--t of a Ph. D. and of the various professional degrees tothe inAividual f To the institution! To society t
59. Cain coats be reduoed by additional ot)operation between school:within a university and among universities I

Iv. Teacher Supply and Salaries
60. What can be said as to the derived demand for teacher servicesin tents of predictions as to enrollments I
61. What in fact does a faculty` nmmber do? What Is his realteaching load ? How much service does he give to the profession,

How much time is devoted to personal scholastie maintenance and de-velopment? To what extent are nonteaching demands made on thefaculty by the educational inEtitution I what are the noncompensateddemands made by the community I How equitably and by whomare these claims on the teachers' time distriteted t To what extentare teachers required to polo= tasks that might be performed bylessexpensive perscatnel I
62. What faders ailed the supply of teacimaisft-salaries and fringe

benefits, degree requirements, social position, and so forthI How sz-tenlive is the move of high-school teachers into college teaching
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68. To what extent have fac 1 tie43 alwrbeid fore ign -who and
what. level of the college oourse have the for eign wholars been

alxsorbed permanently or temporarily f In whi h fields At what
rank f Have any spocial ctiels been involved

64. To what extent are graduate studwts ezigak-v-eil in tkiak:1 in
In rwarrli f Are they teaehing elemer tary or ad v a.nee4i e -gimlet;

ith how much su At at les of
the overall lyudgot 1 Does it delay the rsduate work of the

fellow
re do 'late Rtuden ei finally go and why

What has been the hitItorical rvieorti of te.acilt-vr sal, r titc, with
Appropriate allowanmi for fringe beinefitg, conditions of work ( includ-
ing availability of outside employment and the a-Te and quahtications

the teacher I
67. How adeq &IV eat arrangemen for faculty and for
her employek- f
C To what extent do taa,them ern additional income through

employment How do institutions safegu_arti effective instru-
_ n I How much variation is there in their proct-Niuref on outside ma-

i loymmt and why f
69. 'row are faculty administrative pc6itions handled, Filth as that

of head of a deplirtment I Is extra compensation granted? Reduced
t.aaching load f What should he the division of labor between faculty
and administration f

70. wha would be involved in more "refresher" or developmemtal
activity for teachers? How costly, how nocessau , mill how valuable
are sabbatical leaves f

71. What are the trends as to leaves of abwim f How iruportaRt are
fellowships and grants for temporary abftnce from the campus as a
factor in reducing the supply of teachers on duty I

72. To what extent is faculty housing provided! How are housing
provisions administoved I What is their economic role I

73. What salary differentials areaishould be) found within in-
stitutions, and among institutions! By subject afea I By character
of preparation! By seniority I By type, character, and location of
the ingitutiont 'Mott would be the result of substantial increases in
the top salaries

II ow does thi

74. To what extent do civil service requirements reach into public
colleges.and universkies!

75. what costs would be involved in expanding the supply of
teachers for junior colleges I
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76. What is the nature of tie labor market for teachers! Can it be
unproved? Is there enough, too much, or too little mobility and
turnover I

77. To what deme does academic tenure prevera the managementof an educational institution from behaving like a rational employer,
removing "expensive" or incompetent employees!

78. To what extent do mature individuals otherwise employed
shift to the acatieznic world, and vino verital What fields have the
most mobility! Could not more women over 40 be attracted backto teaching or rftlearvli I

V. Financing
79. What are the trends in the sources of financing of privately

and of publicly supported institutions, including tuition as Bourret
SO. Are any considerable number of private institutions under

wvere financial sitain ! What is the death rate of private institu-
tions I Is the problem mused by competing low-tuition public insti-tutions, Is there similar pressure on junior colleges? On graduate
schools?

81. What is the economic effect of church sponsorship? On con-tributions, On faculty recruitment, Are special costs involved?
82. What is the actual burden on the taxpayers of public educational

institutions? Of private institutions via tax exemption of gifts?
83. What is likely to be the future trend of private gifts? How

Is this related to income levels? To tax levels? What economic
considerations enter into gifts from individuals, corporations, and
philanthropic bodies to private institutions and to public institutions!

84. What is the record of alumni contributions? How do theyvary by age of donor and by type of institution'? Do they bear any
relation to capacity to pay I To what.extent do alumni contributions
represent the equivalent of a delayed payment!

85. How are educational endowments administered? What eownomic principles should be applied!
86. To what extent are State and local goeniments in a positionand willing to finance educational expansion at the junior-college orthe 4-year college level? At the graduate and professional-school

level I How would the situation be changed by various Federal pro-grams of guaranty, credit, or grant t
87. How much income is the result of using facilities for nonedu-

cational purposes (campus for srmer conferences, and so forth)
88. What has been the experience--advantages and diced

of Federal programs relating to education! What has been the
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experience in land-grant colleges? In Government contracts! In
the Rwerve Offloers' Training Corps I What base; might be used for
allotting Federal aid to higher education? To what extent and on
shat basis should public funds be available to private clone

9. On the basis of estimated future enrollments, what plant con
will be required in the future? What ok_ts are involved,

broken down into public and private, geographical location, and type
of facility,

90. With particular reference to capital requirexnents, what meth-
ods of financing, including tax 9011T" EthOUld be u*-mi for public
schools and public colleges f What has been the financial exAperiem-e
with dormitory and other financing up to the prent I When and
for what purpot do [can, should] various typt-v3 of institutions of
higber learn ing engage in borrowing?

91. What forms of aid from foundations appear to have had the
greatkv4 impact upon educational institutions? Can directed aid in
fact be prevented from spreading through the budget I

VI. Evaluation
Are there criteria and measurements of the historical develop-

ment of education which might indicate its relation to American
society V What seem to be the forces that sontrolledthe development
of education? Has education adapted itself speedily to changing'
needs In turn, what was its impact, f

93. Is it possible to break down the "product" into such elements
as training for citizenship, general tools for living, and specialized
tools, and then measure the allocation of resources to each purpose?

94. What part have institutions of higher education played as pools
of skilled' manpower and research resources in time of national
emergency f

95. What resources do educational institutions devote to the ad-
vancement of knowledge? What is [ought to be] their future role
in view of the expansion of industrial and governmental research
and development programs ?

96. What is the cost, or the benefit, involved in keeping young
people off the labor market f

97. What part can education [educational institutions, educational
resources] play in the development of less developed countries I How
can this activity best be organized I What are the chief cosie in-
volIrod I How much priority should it be given as compared with
other demands!

What is the level of eduitional input and output by Stites
(with particular reference to possible criteria for Federal oontribu-
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Siiittmon Fabrieant B=oric Fa=cta O Pradactit-ity GAflJer Nntional _,;renti of KiN)--nornie Re*rtmh, Oze-mk-fortal Paper No, ea. New York, Titre Bureau= la 9,
I Robert M Solow. Tochn teal Chang" and the kintregate Production our
Pc-cmoot4r4 and Statitttikv, a9 312-323. Aurost 157.
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into simply finding ways of measuring investment. in education in theUnited States and other countries at different points in time. Various
possible approaches. to the problem and some of the difficulties are
elucidated by Bowman and by Eckaus,'

One difficulty is that while factorie and machint are seldom wantedfor their own sake, apart from the goods they can produoe much
education is considered desirable in itself, as a contribution to the
good life rather than as a means to future income, Education ispartly invt-t4ment and partly consumption, and it is very difficult to
separate the two. It is so difficult that many economks have decided
to ignore the problem and treat all education as though it were
investmebt

The silflple-\Si way of measuring this invtment in education in a
given year is to add up the number of years of schooling acquired
by the population in the period. This, however, is nearly as unsatis-
factory RS measuring physical capital invastment in numbers of ma-
chines. It makKi about as much sense to equate a year in second
grade with a year of advanced chemical engineering as it does to
equate a small lathe with a turbine generator. The school years,like the machines, have to be weighted in some way if comparisons
bet W NM different t inws and places are to have any meaning at all.

One way to weight them is in terms of their costs-----a prooedure
often used in measuring physical capital. The COSI8 used may be
either costs of production or casts of reproduction; that is, a unit
of schooling acquired in a past year can be valued either in terms of
the miources actually devoted to its production in that year or in
terms of the resources that would have to be devoted to replacing it
with an equivalent unit.. in the prosent.

Another distinct po&sibilit_y is to focus on the yield of the education,
valuing a unit, of schooling either in terms of its expected contribu-
tion to productive activity at the time it was ac uired (its capitalized
expected earnings) or in terms of the expected contribution of an
equivalent unit in the present.

Schultz has taken the cost of production approach in making efti-
mates of gross investment in education in the United States in the
period 1900-56.5 He limits his attention to formal schooling at the
elementary, secondary, and College or university level. His estimates
include both the direct cost of education (outlays for teachers' sal-
aries, books, equipment, maintenance of buildings, etc.) and the indi-
rect cost, of the earnings forgone by students who would have been
working if they had not been studying. The main outlines of the pic-
ture emerging are that since 1900, gross investment in education has

' Mary Jean Bowman, and R. 8. Mun, cbs. 6 and 8 of this publication.*Theodore W. 8cbuits. Capital Formation by Education. Jountal of PoUtioal Economy,48 : 571-588, December 1960.
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been far from an insignificant part of total investment in the UnitedStates and that it has been growing rapidly relative to Rros physicalinvestment, rising from 9 percent to 34 percent of gross physicalinvestment between 1900 and 1936.6 11A-) income forgone by studtithas been an increasingly important part of total educational inveq-ment, partly because enrollment has grown fast4-,r at the high schooland college levels than in elementary schools.

Some refinements of this general approach are suggwIted by Blitz.'In particular, he has attempted to include in the mA4 of educationthe value of the free ,rvices rendersxl to tax-exempt educational insti-tutions by State and local government&---tAlich services being assumed tobe roughly equal to the estimated value of the property and sales taxeswhich these institutions would have paid if not exempt, Blitz alsobelieves that Schultz' estimates of income forgone by college studentsare too low, since they are based on the average earnii4713 of collNe-ageworkers actually in the labor force College students, with their gen-rrally superior ability could presumably earn more than this on theaverage if they decided to quit school in soarch of permanent full-timejobs. Blitz offers some alternative estimates. Schultz, incidentally,has pointed out that his own et4imates of earnings forgone may alsohave an upward bias, since he did not subtract the earnings of studentswhile they &robin college (income not forgone).*
Them has been some confusion over the question of whether foodand maintenance of students should be included in the resources de-voted to education. Clark and S(kkov estimated the total COg ofeducAtion in the United States in 1956-57, including on-the-job andadult education, as $59 billion, or 1 percent of the national income.'Over 40 percent of this startling total consisted of an estimate WOOeach) of the minimum cost of feeding,. clothing, and sheltering themore than 40 million students enrolled in the regular school systemfrom kindergarten to college. That: mit, however, is not properly acost of education. It: is simply a cost of having these young people inthe population. They would have to be fed whether they were in schoolor not.. On the other hand, the contribution to national income whichthese young people would have made if they had been working insteadof studying i8 a proper cost of education. It is a real cost, not onlyto the students but to the economy, which is deprived of a certainamount o production (roug14y measured by the students' forgoneearnings) if part of the potential labor force is in school.

O Ibid., p. 583.
* Rudolph C. Blitz. eh. 10 of this publication.
* For some other discussions of Schultz' estimates, :eft R. S. Eckaus, eh. 8 and app.B of this
* Harold F. Clark mad Ruth E. Sobkov. How Much Can the People of the United StatesAfford To Spend on Education? New York Teachers College, Columbia University,promised. table C. undated (about 1958).
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It is a real cc6t, to the e,-onomy which should be considered in
deciding whether it would be economically advantageous to increask
the number of young people going to school. The only question is
how this forgone income should be tnea,md.. As we have seen,
Schultz and Blitz take as their measure the ineme that an avera&-re
person with the characteristics of a student can presently earn if
he is not in school (although they differ in their estimates of this
income), multiplied by the number of student& This approach will-
yield a valid enough approximation if there is little unemployment
and if one is concerned with measuring the amount. of m fonal
invstment involved in small or gradual changes in the number of
AtidentA. It is not valid if there is stiWntial unemployment or
if one LS concerned only with large or rapid changw. If half our
present con7g-T-N population suddenly left college, for example., na-
tional inmme would not increaR_ by anything like as much as the
Schultz or Blitz eAimates of income forgone by theme qudents. Many
of them would be unemployed and would be absorbed by the economy
only slowly and at lower setae of pay than now commanded by
persons in the mme age group.

To go hack to Clark and Sobkov, another reason why their esti-
mate of the total cost, of education is so high is that Ulu/ include
not only the ctts of formal education in schools and collegm, but
the costs of other types of educationbusiness and industry cours(v
for employees, study in organized groin ((extension, adult educa-
tion, labor union and club coursect, etc.), and "systematic wlf-edu-
cation" (oonwpondmice coumas and the like). Clark and Sobkov
stress the unreliability of their statistics concerning theme other kinds
of education, but their study at least directs attention to the fact
that much educational activity goes on outside the regular school
and college syAem and to our new to know more about the activities.

One should not leave this subject without mentioning that parallel
efforts to measure the resources devoted to education are going on
in other countries beaides the United States. In estimating educa-
tional investment in the United ,Kingdom for 1953, Wiles attempted
to include the costs of industrial apprenticeships and of adult edu-
cation." Hid study was followed by a thorough attempt by Vaizey
to piece together estimates of total expenditures on education in the
United Kindgom in the years 1126--55." Vaizey has also attempted
some tentative international comparisons in a document prepared
for the Organization for European Economic Cooperation."

3. P. J. D. Wiles. The Nation's Intellectual Investment. isileffit of the O.ford Unversity Institute of Statistics, 18 : 270-00, August 1954.
LI John Veiny. Me Costa of /11seeties. Lon6on. Charge Allen & ruwin, 1968.1S John Veiny. Some Naos on the Relation Between Illecamnis Growth, Social Many,and Invertment is location. Pads. Organisation for European Cooperation* 11*.,processed. See oleo F. Mains. intersietioseis Tssidemeon les der intwiatlessi der Aus-gabe* fur lawless sad Ilookmatuien, Kiel, promised, 19 58.
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So far we have been talking about attempts to measure the gross
invivtment in education or the value of new education acquired in

given year. Them have also been attempts to measure net invest-
ment, or additions to the stock of education, minus depletions of
that stock -in a given year, and to measure the stock itself. There
!ire some difficult problems here, juft as there are in measuring the
stock (or net additions to the ttock) of physical capital. Among
other things it is necessary to distinguish between the stock of elu-
, Ation embodied in the labor force., which might be called the active
Aock,, and the stock of education embodied in the whole population
or the population of working age, some of which is not attively
In use.

Schultz makes a start by simply aggregating the number of years
of education embodied in the labor force at different points in time,
adjusting for changes in the length of the school ye4r." (He makes
tk similar computaticm for the population over 14.) Ile evaluates
different stocks in terms of the oost of reproducing them in 1956
prioes. The differentxts between these eslim&tea for succAsNaive years
would yield eetimates of net investment in education in the follow-
ing sellfle : the cost of education of new entrants to the labor form,
minus the met of the education of those dying or leaving the labor
force: This is the sense in which Wiles computtks net investment,
in education in the United Kindgom.

Schultz and Wiles do not allow for depreciation of human capital.
They treat a man's education as having a constant value over his
lifetime, a value which drope suddenly''to zero when he dies or
leavm the labor fore. Physical capital, however, is generally treate4
as though it were used up, not all at once, but gradually over its
lifetime, its value falling to zero over a period of time Human
capital ougy, to be treated in the same may if meaningful comparison.s
are to be made, either over time or with physical capital. Clearly
the same number of completed school years is more .valuable if
embodied in a relatively young labor force than if embodied in a
relatively old labor fotice, since the young labor fOrce will be produc-
ing for a longer time in the future----a point that Schultz recognizes,
but does not adjust for. Moreover, educational capital, like physical
capital, not only depreciates, it obsolesces. Some would question
wheeler the quality of education has risen over time, bpt few would
deny that recently acquired knowledge is most applicable to current
problems and procedures.

"Tbso6ore W. ElebuIts. Ifteatice and Seonotak Growth. is Nattoaal Society for theStudy of Education, Sixtieth Yearbook. Neilson B. Henry. M.. part 2. Roeiiti Pertv injtseactor Aularken 1,11, Mica" Outireestty et alleago Press, 1941.I' Wiles, op. cit.
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Hansen computes the value of the stock of education in the United
States at the college level in 1949applying Schultz' cost of produc-
tion estimates to the college education held by each age group and
then allowing for straight-line depreciation (but not for obsoles-
cence) .15

One way of avoiding the depreciation problem (and acquiring
some others) is to abandon the cost-of-production approach alto
gether and to estimate the value of the stock of educational capital

on the basis of its expected future yields, discounted at son ne appro-
priate interest rate. The value of a given amount of education em-
bodied in a young man in this type of computation is high because it
is expected to yield an income over a long period, while the value of
the same education embodied in an older man is less, since much of
the income yield is a thing of the past. There are at. least three diffi-
culties, however : (l) The only measure we have of the yi0d. of edu-
cation is the average difference in income between persons with
different amounts of schooling. This may not be a very good measure,
because amount of education is closely related to ability and to other
things that affect incomes. (2) One cannot predict future incomes
according to education with much confidence and must generally rely
on crcvss-sectional distributions of income by age and education at a
given momenta (3) The results depend heavily on the discount_ rate
chosen.

Renshaw has made some rough calculations of the present value of
the educational capital embodied in the labor force by this method
and finds that they do not differ d rt st all from Schultz' cost-of-
production estimates.'u

Along the same lines a recent paper by Weisbrod suggests some
interesting comparisons between re ions on the basis of the value of
their human capital.' lie makes the point that for some purpc8es
the value of human capital in different regions as measured by ex-
pected future income is a better gage of economic well-being than is
current income. A region with a hikh proportion of young people
may have a comparatively low per capita income, especially if a large
proportion of the young are enrolled in school and college, but it
may have much better income prospects than a region with an older
population, a higher proportion of which is in the labor force.
Weisbrod computes expected income, per capita for four cities on
the assumption that income, survival rates, and labor-force partici-
pation rates by age remain constant. He does not explicitly intro-

W W. Lee Hansen. Rates of Return on Human Versus Non-human Investment. Eco-nomies Department, University of California at L.k)s Angeles, draft papers October 1960.1 Edward 111. Renshaw. Estimating the Returns to Education. Review of Economicsand Statistics, 42 318-324, pt. 1, August 1900.
Burton A. Weisbrod. An Expected-Income Measure of Economic Welfare. St. Louis,

Washington University, Economics Department, processed, March 1961.
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duce education into his computations, although this would be a logical
improvement and might yield some interesting suggestions about the
incentives for interregional migration by people at different, age and
education levels.

Although the "expected income" approach has not been employed
very much in estimating the total value of educational stock in being,
it has frequently been used in computing the value of a specific
amount of education to an individual planning to undertake it. Sev-
eral years ago Glick and Miller wrote an article in which they esti-
mated the lifetime incomes of persons with varying amounts of edu-
cation, based on average (mean) income by age and education in
1949.," They were not the first to look into this question. Walsh,
for example, had written an article in 1935 in which he estimated
lifetime incomes by education, including specific types of professional
education, from an assortment of cross sectional age-income studies."
The Gliak and Miller study, however, received a great deal of atten-
tion and set off a chain reaction of other related work. The mgt
quoted figure from the Glick and Miller article was their estimate
that the lifetime income of the average male college graduate was
about $100,W more than that of the average male who never went
beyond high school. Despite the explicit objections of Click and
Miller to this interpretation, $100,00 was widely referred to as "the
value of a college education."

Some of the arguments against this interpretation were stressed
by others. Houthakker, for example, pointed out that estimates of
the Glick and Miller type were based on income before taxes and
that no attempt had been made to discount future incomes back to the
time at which the decision to acquire the education was made." A
dollar now is clearly more valuable than a dollar 10 years from now,
and the rate at which the future income is discounted is important.
The income of college graduates is more heavily concentrated in the
later years of life than is the income of high-school graduates, so
that the college graduate's eAvantage dwindles as the rate at which
the future is discount goy up. This is very clearly showri in
Houthakker's illustrative computations.

Bridgman focused on another dirficulty : the fact that college grad-
t*3 have higher average ability than high-school graduates.21 This,

t Paul C. Glick and Herman P. Miller. Educational Level and Potential Income.American RO0i0100044 Review, 21 : 807-M2. June 1956. Hee also Herman P. Miller.ch. 9 of this publication.
1 .1. Raymond Wash. Capital Concept Applhod to Man. Quarterly Journal of Boo-acute, 49 : 255-288. February 1935.
6° H. B. Houthakker. Education and Income. Review of 1300,4011.610 and Stetiottoo,41 : 24-28, February 1989.

D. fIL Bridgman. Problems in Photimating the Monetary Value of a College Education.Review of Economics an. Statistics, 42 : 180-1841 August IMO, pt. 2.
635105-62---25
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coupled with fragmentary evidence that persons with more abilityhave larger incomes even when they do not have more education,would indicate that part of the "value of a college education" is justthe value of being more intelligent. Bridgman also emphasized thevery wide dispersion in the incomes of both high-school and college
graduates.

Whatever the interpretation of the differentials between college andhigh-school graduates' lifetime incomml, it would be interesting toknow whether they have been widening or narrowing over time. Thenumber. of college graduates has been increasing so fast that onemight qxpect their relative advantage over high-school graduates tohave declined. According to a recent article by Miller, however, thereis no evidence of such a decline since 1939.22 In fact, after adjustmentfor price changes, the ratio of average, lifetime income of college grad-uates to that of high-school graduates (as shown by cross-sectionaldata for 1939, 1946, 1949, 1956, and 1958) has been very nearly constant.
between 1.5 and 1.7."

Renshaw' suggests that there may have been a subkantial fall inthe lifetime-income advantage of college graduates between 1926 and
19'39, but the reliability of the data for 1926 is open to question.

The main reason for wanting to know the "value" of a highereducation is to compare this value with the cost in order to see whetherhigher education is a profitable financial invqtment. Another way oflooking at the same problem is to compute the rate of return obtainedon the cost, of a higher education and conipare this with rates obtainedon alternative investments.
The profitability of higher education can fie looked at from thepoint of view of the individual or from the point of view of societyas a whole. The individual, presumably, is interested in the relation

between the expwted increase in his own income if he invests in highereducation and the cost of that education to himself. This, among other
considerations, is relevant to his choice of career.

Walsh, and Friedman and Kuznets, looked into the profitability ofvarious types of higher education from the point of view of the in-dividualthe average individual, that is Walsh found the averagevalue of a college education, as well as of legal and business schooltraining, to be considerably greater than the cost to the average recipi-mt (discounting at 4 percent)." Friedman and Kuznets, thoughcritical of some of Walsh's procedures, supported his general con-

a Herman P. Miller. Annual and Life-time Income In Relation to Education, 1989--1959. American Economic Review, 50 : 962-985, December 1960.a Ib14., p. 984.
ig Renshaw, op. cit. (Note that Renshaw's estimates are of median, rather than man,lifetime incomes.)

Walsh, op. eft.
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elusions." They were principally interested in explaining the ex-
ist ing income differentials between professional and other workers
and among the various professions. They came to the conclusion
that training costs alone explained only part, of these differentials.
For example, they estimated that in order to earn a reasonable return
(4 percent) on the average direct, and indirect cost of the additional
training required to enter medicine, the average physician would have
to have an annual income 17 percent higher than the average dentist."
In fact., the average income of physicians seemed to be about 32 percent
higher than that of dentists in the period they were examining, indicat-
ing that the average physician was receiving a good deal more than
a 4-percent return on the costs of his training.

More recent and more complete evidence on rates of return in the
professions and their implications for career choice is being examined
by Hansen."'

A thorough review of the evidence on rates of return on investment
in higher education has been...undertaken by Becker at the National
Bureau of Economic Research." Becker is not much concerned with
the rate of return to individuals on the casts to them, although he does
compute such rates. After adjustments for differences in color, abil-
ity, unemployment, and certain other factorsadjustments not made
by Walsh or by Friedman and Kuznet&Ilecker estimates that the
mean lifetime income advantage (after taxes) of college graduates
over high-school graduates, as computed from age-income data for
1940, represented about a 12.5-percent return on the average private
costs of college attendance. This estimate is for urban white males
only, the returns for other population groups being apparently some-
what lower. By 1950, the private rate of return seems to have dropped
to about 10 percent largely because of increases in the income tax.

These returns seem high enough to encourage a considerable increase
in college going, but as Becker points out they are not really relevant
to the question he wants to answer : Could national income be increased
by changing our level of investment in higher education ? To answer
this question one needs to know what rate of return society as a whole
is getting on the resources devoted to higher education and how this
compares with rates of return obtained on resources devoted to other
types of investment. The social return on education will differ from
the private return for two reasons : (1) because not all the costs of
higher education are borne by the individual, and (2) because not all

"Milton Friedman and Simon Kusnets. Income Frees hodependent
ttce. New York, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1945, chi. 8

171b1d., p. 126.
" w. Lee Haman. "Shortages" and Investmeot in Professional Tr

Department, University of California at Los Angeles, draft paper, 1961.
"Preliminary results are reported in his article, Underinvottment in

America* Iceisess4o Rev.w, $0 : $4S -854, May 190.
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the income produced by the education accrues to the individual who
obtains it,.

The first point is easier to cope with than the end, since reason-
ably good estimates can be made of the total resourms going into
higher education. On the second point, one component of the social
return on educational investment is the income tax paid by an indi-
vidual on additional income Attributable to his education. Other com-
ponents, such as the spillover effects on the incomes of other people,
are not so easy to measure, and Becker does not attempt to measure
them. He simply computes the rate of return that equate,s, the average
total coet, of oollege Klucation per student with the value of the average
difference in lifetime incoines of high-school and college graduates be-
fore taxes (after adjustments for ability and other diffrences).
Becker estimates that for urban white males, this rate was about 9
percent both in 1940 and in 1950, and that for other population
groups it was probably lower. The 9 percent does not wem very high
when compared with Becker's estimate of an average rate of return
on business capital of about 8 percent. Becker concludes that, if his_
computations are substantially correct, persons who argue that inmes-
ing investment in higher education relative to other investment will
enhance economic growth will have to show that this increased educa-
tional investment is likely to contribute to raising national income
through effects on the incomes of others than those educated.

Even though Becker's full study has not yet been published, it has
already amused considerable _discussion. The discussion centers on
the implications for economic growth of his comparisons between rates
of return on educational investment and rates of return on business
investment. Becker has been criticizedperhap; somewhat unfairly,
since he explicitly limits himself to consideration of direct returnsfor .-neglecting the indirect economic benefits of educational invest-ment. If investment in the education of individuals raises, not just
their income, but the whole income distributionthrough its effects on
research and development or through other indirect meansthen the
total rate of return on education wip be higher than the private return
measured by Becker. Attention has also been called to Becker's omis-
sion of the fact that education is desired as a public and private con-
sumption good for its own sake, not just as an investment in future
income. If a part of the resources devoted to education is intended as
consumption, then the rate of return on that part which is intended
as investment is higher than the rate of return on the total."

In this connection, Denison has pointed out that whether the persons
spending for education think of themselves as consuming or investing

so Both of thee. points are made In lienry H. Vi lard's MMUIU11011 at Bolter's paperin the America* lloolsonao Rte, 50 556478, May 1000.
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is not as important as whether these resources would have been used
for consumption or investment if they had not been spe4t, on education.
Families that reduce their consumption in order to pay for education
might not do so to make other types of investment even at a higher
return; and the taxes that support public spending for education re-
duce consumption as well as investment. Hence, additional invwtment
in education may make a positive net contribution to economic growth
even if the rate of return on this, education is c_onsiderablI lower than
that on business investment."

On somewhat more technical grounds, Becker's juxtaposition of
different types of rat of return has been questioned. Hansen points
out that Becker averages the return on the stock of business capital
(current income expressed as a percentage of the value of existing
business capital) and compares it with an internal rate of return on
education (the rate that equates the present value of expected income
from education with its cost). According to Hansen's computations,
the average rate of return on the stock of educational capital is con-
siderably higher than the comparable rate of return on capital in
manufacturing."

It should be noted that even if one could compute comparable rates
of return in education and in business for the recent past, one would
have to be cautious in their interpretation, not only for the reasons
already stated, but also betaufse the education "industry" is not com-
posed of ptofit-maximizing fu-ms. When one compares rates of return
in two segments of the business sector to see"ivhich one seems to be
more profitable, one is assuming that the firms in the industry are
already exploiting the most profitable opportunities since they are
forced to do so by the necessity of competing with each other in the
marketplace. This assumption is dubious, even in manufacturing, and
it is much more so in education. Heavily subsidized educational insti-
tutions are not forced to compete with each other to increase the
economic benefits weed on to the student. They may be missing
opportunties on which the rates of return are high.

Taking quite a different apprcach, Denison has attempted to meas-
ure the role of education in economic growth in the United Stites
from 192947 and its pos3ible role in future growth." In a series of
computations too complicated to describe here, he uses adjusted income
differentials between education groups in 1949 to convert changes in
the. amount of formal education embodied in the labor force into
changes in the size of the labor force that are estimated to have the
same impact on output. He assumes that a given percentage change
- Idward p. Dadra". Te Hoerodro of Boosonsto Growth in the MOW Mato end tie

Altensoilves Baton Us, draft of a book, Mrs 1161, p. 1211-128.
° Hamm op. eft. lloo footnote 11.
M Theh op. Ott., m. T.
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in the size of the labor force and in the value of capital produces a
constant percentage change in output throughout the periodwhat the
economists call constant returns to wale. On the assumptions he
attributes over a fifth of the 2.9-percent average annual growth rate in
the period 111429-57 to increases in the quality of the labor force as
sociated with more formal education. He also indicates that prospects
for further contributions from education to raising the growth rate
in the future, while by no means negligible, are 1e spmacular than
in the past, on account of the high level of education already achieved.

Before leaving the subject of human capital, we should mention
other studies that have looked at somewhat the same information from
the opposite point of viewnamely, studies that attempt to explain
features of the income distribution on the basis of difference in educa-
tion (generally assuming constant returns to educational investment).
In a theoretical article, Mincer has shown that, on some quite plausible
a&sumptions, the fact that different occupations require different
amounts of training can be used to explain the well-known but mys-
teriously unsymmetrical shape of the distribution of personal into

Others have looked at etlucation as an explanation of income differ-
ences between particular groups. Zeman, for example, found that
differences in education went a long way toward "explaining" (in the
statistical sense) the differences in income between white and non-
whites in the United States." Friedman and Kuznets' efforts to
explain differences in income between differentiaqmsions on the basis
of education have already been mentioned. A reeent article by Keat
focuses on the narrowing of wage differelntials between skilled and
unskilled workers which has occurred in this century and the pcesible
role of education in explaining this phenomenon." Keat indicates that
the costs associated with apprenticeship to a skilled trade (mainly
income forgone) are lower than they used to be, presumably because
much of the training formerly given to apprentices is now acquired by
almost everyone in school. If rates of return on the apprenticeship
costs had been constant, one would have expected the differentials in
later-life income between skilled and unskilled workers to have nat.
rowed over time, which is exactly what has happened.

All this adds up to no more than a good start on a very difficult
set of problems. After years of neglecting the obvious, efxmomists
have finally "discovered" investment in human beings. They have
begun to think of the resources devoted to education as, at least in
part, a type of investment., to be considered alongside other types of

M Jacob Mincer. Investment in Human Capital and Personal Income Distribution.Journal of Political Economy, 66 : 281-802, August 1958.
se Morton Zeman. Quantitative Analysts of White-Nonwhite Inmate Differentials in the

United States. Doctoral dissertation, University of Chicago. 1955, ch. 4.N Paul G. Keat. Long-Run Changes in Occupational Wage Structure, 1900-1956.Journal of Political Economy, 68 : 584-600, December 1960.
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investment as a means of achieving evonomic growth. They have
begun to look for,i'vays of measuring this invesUnent in education at
iost and for,wayiof estimating its yield.

A grffit deal remains to be done. Much of it will be grubby,
unglamorous workdigging out statistics and making estimat of
grc v. and net investment in education and the value of the educational
stock in the United States and' other countrieks for a sufficient number
of years to permit some real analysis. Very hard work will also
have to go into obtaining better measums of the economic benefits
of education both to the individual who gets it and to society as a
whole. Estimating private returns is the east:er problem, but we
must have much better information on earnings according to type
of education, ability, and other complicating factors before we can
have much confidence even in the estimates. Estimating social re-
turns is much harder and it will probably never be pmliblfi to do it
very satisfactorily. Nevertheloc the social returns must not be for-
gotten and an effort must be made to identify them and to find at
least approximative ways of estimating their magnitude. This is
absolutely necmsary if economists want to give any kuidapee to policy
makers on desirable levels of national investment in education.

II. Supply and Demand Problems : Students and Trained
Manpower

The first question which who make decisions about education
generally want answered is: How many students do we have to plan
for? What will enrollment be 5 or 10 years from now? Perhaps
because college enrollment_ has grown rapidly and fairly steadily for
a good many years, educators have come to think of it. WI having an
inexorable trend of its own with which they have to cope, rather than
as something under their control. They have clamored for enroll-
ment projections on which to base their future plans, and the Office
of Education and others have attempted to produce such projections.
The usual method has been to estimate enrollment ratios (college
enrollment as a percentage of the population in the college age group,
sometimes broken down by sex) for the recent past, to fit a trend to
the ratios and project it into the future, and then apply the pro-
jected ratios to estimatm of the college-age population in future
years."

Such trend projections can be useful if they are not taken too seri-
ously, but several things about them should be remembered. One is

°For sow raommeate of this metN)d, 94m Louie Conger, ch. 1 of this publication.
Earlier examples include: Pond for the Advancement of Education, Teachers for To-
morrow (Fund for tbe Advancement of Education Bulletin No 2), November 1955 ; Edu-
cational Mickel Coassission, Mew Bdisoetion bt Don& of Boobies, Washington, the
Commbekm, 1967, p. $1; Ronald B. 1mm:et "Projected College Eartdiments, 1964--
19?9" [by States), coutio Blew Boob, ninth edition, 1969, P. 919-934.
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that. the tendency of yO'ung people to go to c=oflegt is influnced by
their family incrne. their parents' dueaion, their etimat of job
opportunit.ies and soforth, not just. by the march of time Project-
ing a time trend in erwoflrnent is therfor n substitute for trying to.
stimat* the. effect of chaiies in th&e other vriabk Furtherzinore,
enrollment pmjec=tion canno 1* very useftil to dtc ision makers uiti1
they are hrt'kt'n dowr into dit1eriit types of enrollment (full time

. . ,

4arid part tune, gniduiit& and etc). A beginning has
bIM?n n'iadt toward recornition of variab1t's in projections of enroI1
mBnt &c illustrated by Coiigers tiniates in chtpttr 1 of this
publicat ion.

Finally, and most irnportarit enrollmtmt itlf depends on the
polic1ies adopttd by ducationa1 institutions, particularly as to the
1ev1 of tuition, the availability of holartthips and loans. the tistri
bution of colle faci1itie and the tyj of education offertd. When

' educators ask, "W}at. is enrollrnent going to 1x?" they art real1y &sk-
ing the wrong qntstion. Tht right qustions are, "Wh&t would
enrollment be if ertin pollcie were adopted?" and "Wt policies
should b chon in order toobthin the size and quality of colleg
enrollment the ation nesY

Much effort has gone into studies of collegt. going among high
school graduate; in reent ye=*rs, dirctod at. finding out how many
able students do not go on to colletr and why they do notu In
eral, thet3 studies have shown that th probability of a student's
going to college is strongly rlatd to his ability, his , axtd his par=
ent1s' educMion or occupation. The nearness of a college. also ems
to exert a positive influenct. Tliee studies have not yielded much
direct evidenc on the influence of financial factors on co1legc attend
ance, since little information has been collected on the income and
a;ets of the students' pftrents or on how the college cos of thestudents

that attend are financd.
A few surveys have been made of parenth. One wa directed at

finding out how many parents expect. their children to go to collegehow much they think it will cost, and what plans they are making
to pay the ot& Another focused on the costh incurrtxl by students

- Th. moat Im port*nt TL tlon&I *thdy Is rpo rted In h&rIee C . Cole, I r ,3o.nt4fte New York Co1I.e Entrance Eziminatlon Board, 1q56. and Edueath,n*1Tet1iig SerVIce, Bec*grOV4 Paetor* Re1atffi to Coueg. PIa*i d 0oU I*roUwetA%9 P.Mdo HdQk Htkooi Rtsdt., Prtheeton, NJ.. April 157, proeeseed. There havebeen at Iaat a diu-- Stat. itudlet, Indudhig : Ralph F. BerdI AJt H4k lokooiWMS? k1nnspoH*, MInn., UnI,erIty of M1nnota Prei, 154 ; 1. Keonth Uttle,Ir*Uoøa 1*10 1 e CU.. P.øa .d Rzpi.soe. of H-SOO.J Grdtu; . St atew441. I%'7, University of Wlaeonsth, Sehool Zdut1on, September 1959 ; W.deII W.Wright a*d christian W. Jung, Why apab1 Hlgh4ehool Students Do Not otI Tb.trSebooIthL P%UIUN of tk Sco& of Ddsoat4on, Blooalngtoa, In&, 7ad1aa UU1IUI1tJmvlalon of eaet and PIId S.rvle.i, voL 35, Jinutry 1bL. mo Roper e*d £uocatu. Par.sit.' 7oUeg. PL.. Rtwiy (a report to the FordFoa4at1oD), proee.,ed 159. Alao aes Brsa.r and David, . 2 M this publication.
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actually or recet1y in coI1eg. the incemts of their families, and the

waYs in which the expens&s were paid.''

Theso st.udi of college going, a1thoiigh numerous, have been of
1iinittd ufu)ne xaue most of tht ampes have been too small

tO SU1))OVt Statistical ana1ysis of veral variabl& at once and no one
study has col1eted information both from the udents and from
their faini1i.' 11enee we art= still a long way from being able to

tstirnatc the sepiirate effts of ability, achievement. farniy asources,
J(rJ1 of a cofleg csts of diffennt kinds of eo1Ieg &ntj so forth,

ofl tIit probability that a student will apply for col1eg entrance, and
froni being ab1e to u* tho timatcs to make projedions of what
enrIIrnent might amount to if certain po1icit wert adoptei In other
werdis, we have not uceeedki in making uefu1 estimates of whai
e(onomisLq would call "the demand for college education."

We hfve iT$Mfl Lalking about the market for col1egt education=a
market in which potential students furnish the demand and co11eg
and universiti furnish the supply. When the students complete
their tducation mt of them move on into a new market--the market
for labor ervic=in which they are among the suppliers. A gxxl
deal has been written in recent ve=ar about &shortes and 'sur

in this market, not all of it enlightening.

Iiarrii publislut1 a book in 1949 in which he prtdicted that by the
end of the 1D60's, there would I a suhstantia1 'surp1us" of college
graduat41 fly this he meant that large numbers of college graduates
would be king profeional and executive jol, would be unable to

find them, and would have to settle for lower atus jobs in which they
would be underutilized and diatisfied. Harris estimated that 70
perce:it of all employed college graduates in 1940 were in professional

occupations. He assurnth that 70 percent of future graduates would

continue t ek profeional employment. If they were forcid into

other oxupations by lack of profeüona1 openings, they would con-
stitute a "surpluE."

Harris was right in predicting that as the number of college grad
uates increased, the proportion going into the professions would
declinea trend already discernible at the time he wrote But there
is no evidence that ma.ny of the college graduates now going into other

ooupations are disappointed seekers ofprofessionad jobs What Har

M John B. LtUInL Tbom Lorlmer *d CbIk**bI MorIpcbL Hew Ptope Poy for
Coflegt Untvenity of Michigan, Surrey Risurb Ctnter. September 16O RH @LaO,
Ernest V. EoI1. Uta of 4*t*$4*9 OOUg& U.8. Offlee of £dutIot, Bulletin 1957,
No. 9. WashIngton. U.S. Gwernment Pttutlnj Offlee. 1957.
U 8oe of the.. dectndes may b re.dIed by & stDdy In prorre*. at the University

of PItturgh. This study, referred to a. "Project T&knt" I. baa.d on a large national
Kample of hIgbBehoo1 ItUdBtL
. Syour . ifarrin. T Mkt for CoUee Ordetu. c&mbrldse, Mass, Harvard

UDIYerIIty prI, 1949.

ru r1'-_ '-
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ns did not for was the growing akx-vptance of wilege as prepara-
tion for a wide variety of occupations outside the pro -----sions and
the accomi anyin-r shift in college curriculums toward preparation
for these oc-cupations--witness th,e growth of business education at the
colle,t;T level.

Even if colt persons in jobs outside the professions are
not manifestly dissatisfied. one might quegtion whether theirbimiuca-
tion is being fully This suggests the ,--Awibilitv of try
t&) measure the amount of education required to operate the eiconmny
at its present level nd comparing that amount with the educat:
actually emk-belled in the lA ior force a problem to which Eclkarks
acidrts himself."

Predictions of "surplu" have beien much 1ts frequent in rot7ent
years than predictions of "shortages" parti(-7ularly predictions of
shortagrs in particular pr-ofeiti6s such AS teaching, medicine, anti
engineering. "Shortage" is an ambiguous term and has beien useti
in several different svm-wr5., often without adequate definition."

By a "shorta*-re" of alparticular type of manpower, an economist
usually means a situation in which the demand for this type of
cialist t current wares has suddenly increal so that FOO e jcvhe at
going unfilled Iil there are wage controls or other rt-iirictions
imp(-1- on the market, this situation will not persist for long. The
firms or clients to whom thesv specialists are tact y-aluable will bid
them away from others andjor induce more of them to enter the labor
market by offering higher wages. Firms or clients to whom it would
not he profitable to pay the higher wag e-A will have to reorganize their
activities so as to use less of these sperialists' services. To find a short-
age in the economist's sense, one would look to see whether there were
large numbers of positions open at current Fialaries which could TA
be filled, and then one would inquire what kinds of artificial restriction
or market stickins were preventing the pay from rising and elimi-
nating the "shortage" by attracting a larger supply of specialists and
allocating them to activities in which they were most valuables

The word "shortage," however, frequently appears in the literature
in quite a different sense, meaning a situation in which there are fewer
of a particular type of specialist_ than the person alleging that a silort-
age exists thinks there ought to be By "teacher shortage," for
example, most people do not mean that there are many unfilled posi-
tions at current salaries, but that the positions are filled with persons
who are not as qualified as they should be or who are teaching a larger
number of students than is pedagogically desirable. Those who pre-
1p

a Richard B. Rekaus. CV 8 of this public-Adm.
" For a diseusstion of various possible !smuttily" and their insplieltiona, toe A. A.Alebian. K. J. Arrow, and W. M. Capron. As Economic A nalteirie of the Yard for HaUsts and Biestimurra. Banta Monica, Calif., The Rand Corp.. processed. Juni 11068.
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dict futurr horta in priicu1r proftions usu1v nan that if
pre-flt rates of ent rv into t he pnfessicin (ii)fltiflUe:, thE'I'? Will flOt IX

many doctors per thous:rid population or many c1Ieg profes
fUN r*r thousand thidents as they be1iev tIer should
::Th-3ning of 'hor oud be carfu11v 1tnuhi1 frini tJ'
i!&iI tTconornist's meaning cau the nmwdy fort i: quitt. differtnt=.

This will not disajpcar if tJit market mechnism i. 1

lE)wtd to tJj)1t4 frwiy. That rnechanirn rny Ix operating vrv wefl
dt-ML The 'shiriartt will cir1v dimtnih if U (i t1emnd für tft

peja1ists iflCreAeS enough to bring about an incrae in tJir pv ad
k) C&11 forth an iricrtaed supply. Th t4t8acher wi1 b
abated only if iiciety deids to devote moni our*s to hiring
tt-tcheri! and whethtr or nct it will do this dttpemls on how it vue
t}i' akinst other of the. *une sourr*'s"

T1e word 'shcirtiig' beri ui n th.rd ind1ttig nv
!tutic1ri In which the wages of a particular group rising, that

riven um of rnontv dcxs not purh:e as gri:t. a vourne of tLeir
rvies ft it ui to This is rMber unfortunt u of tht ward.

bi: a ftw e:onornisL have adopted a.. B'ank and Sr 1er. for exnmph
detned a hortAg a sitution in which tte num}sr of workers
iixai1ftb1t [the supply] incr& rpidv than the. number dt
nianded a! tA' ta!ari pzzid in th rieef 7klit" tth.ir italicl, and
hnc sarie &r rising" App1ying this tandrd, I1rik &nd
flgr found that ther hd In no "short&" of ngniners in th

period 1D'29>4 In fad., nginers' salaries had dedine5l rativt to
thcs- of all workers and to those of some ther profeions-. however,
1Iann has rexamincd this and rnor rent evidenc and he: ifl(1jCRtS,

among other things. that ubstanta1 B1nk and Stigler type "shnrt
ar' of engineers eped&11y tho sarting in their prnfeon, did
develop between 193 &nd 198
The re&n the Blank and Stigler use of the term "shortage" ni

unfortunate is that. "thortage" is definitEly a pejorative word. If
one allegs that there is a "shortage" of mething, one is implying th&t

thre is some misallocation of reures, which should be crri.
But. a ri in wages is no evidene of that. Indeed, it is through

a For eum o thiR type of mnpow.r projectton see L)*,I WoIe. Aerka R
uwrea of RpwM4L:ed Tk1 (The RtIXrt of tb. Coum1on on Hum&n Rour*a and
Adv*nc*d TraIning) New York Harper & Br. 194 ; Fund for the Adanenrnt of
Educ*tIon4 Te&cAera fo, ToMorrow (Fund for the Adian*ment of Education Bulletin
No 2), 1V51 ; and Nattona] Manpower CounriL A Foifry for Reti14C osd Prfea9AOR4J
MeftpoIrer, New York. Columbia Untv#rilt7 Pr 195L eb. 7-11.
- Fist a dtwunton of tb.* potnt see Procter Thompson. Manpower Allocation and the

Pr11ni Proee J..rII.J of PoIUk*J Hro*e, U : 441-445. Oetot*r 15.
Da vld M Blank .4 Oeorge I . B tIg.r . The De.a*d .4 Rwppl of Bce* ttfte P erao-

tt New York1 National Bureau of Eeonomfr Rarh. 1V57= p 24.
w. n.nn. The '8hOrtge" of EngifleerL Rft4eW ef R*o.4s ad Btaftat4ts

43 : 2L1 =25& A ugust I WI.
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changes in wages and prices that a free market operates to insure
optimum resource allocation.

hiere again, economists have just made a start on 9ome very difficult
problems They have begun, belatedly, to apply the usettil tools of
supply and demand to the market for oollege educatisp and the mar-
ket for collegeAucatod pelople. But a great deal more work needs
to be'done before we can gain much understanding of hoit the two
markets work or of the interrelations ilween them, and before we
Can use this undeNtanding accurately to predict the effect of policy
changes on the numbers of persons aeleking higher educations or the
job opportunities that will confront them.

III. Financing of Higher Education
American higher education is financed in an extremely complicated

fashion. Anyone who is not already impressed by this should try
explaining it to a foreigner. Our system, if it can be described as a
"system," consists of nearly 2,000 institutions of widely different types,
supported by various combinations of student fees, gifts and grants
from private 90 umet,. and subventions from at least three levels of
prernmeni Ideally, economists would .like to be able to provide
answers to two sets of questionsquaitions about how the present
system works and quftl ions about the probable advantagm and die-
advantages of shifting to different methods in the future.

Even the first set of questions is hard to answer. The main source
of informition on where the money for higher education comes from
and how it is spent is the Office of Education's Biennial Survey of
Education. This provides some facts about the amounts obtained by
higher educational institutions from different sources (student fees,
Federal payments for research, State governments, etc.) and the broad
categories of expenditure to which the funds are devoted (instruction,
organized research, libraries, etc.). Although the categories are
broad and may not be consistently interpreted in different years by
different institutions, the Biennial Survey data provide a useful ttartp
ing point for studying higher educational finance, and it is surprising
that they have not been analyzed more thoroughly than they have.

For example, the Biennial Survey data have received only limited
examination on a State-by-State basis. In 1952 the Council of State
Governments published a useful volume, based primarily on the
Biennial Survey, giving State digit:tics on income and expenditure
of educational institutions, by sources of funds and type of insti-
tution, as well as information on enrollments, migration of students,
and Ohey subjects. Unfortunately, the last year covered by time
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tabtatt was 1960 and no attempt has boen made to keep them up to
date," 6

Some State-by-Statp comparisons were made by Hung-ate, using
19M-52 data." He produced tablN3 showing State rankings in ex-
penditures for resident instruction per full-time equivalent student
and per college-age per9on in the State i>opulation and in relation to
State income.. 110 also studied the financial implications of student
migration, indicating which States were "deficit" States--in the sense
that they spent lms on the education of out-of-State students than
(ther States spent on the education of the .students from de:leit Statkvi.

A more detaile study of higher education expenditum and sources
of income by -ts.5t4N4 (19)7-48) was made by Mushkin and M I
for 16 States." They separated out amounts speahby higher educa-
tional institutions in actually educating students (as contraed with
other activities) and compared the St '.tee with regard to the amount
of such expenditures per oollege.age person in the State and per
full-time equivalent student.. They examined the SOurees of such
funds in the different States and noted especially the extent to which
students and their families contributed through tuition payments and
the amount of tax support. They included some information on the
tai support of private institutions and State Seholarship aid to stu-
dents, and related both the tax support and the private contributions
in the 16 States to per capita personal income.

This kind of basic. statistical analysis of public and private efforts
to finance higher education in relation to needs and rsourc is use-
ful and ought to be available for all States on a regular basis.

The role of the Federal Government in financing higher education
has recently attracted particular attention, and considerable mearch
effort has been devoted to studying Federal programs that affect
higher education and in trying to establish what their impact has
been. The American Assembly held a session on "The Federal Gov-
ernment and Higher Education" in 1960 and published a volume of
backgroundd-papers giving a brief history of the Federal programs
and discussing some of the issues they raise."

The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching is
currently supporting a study on the relationships of the Federal
Government with higher education, directed by Reuben Gross. About

Council of Stets Goversaaantz. Higher at eciettesi in tit* Fort 111 fitotoo. Chicago,the Council, lin&
M Thad L. Haniate. A NOV Beata of Support /or B4 .or ilducattovt. New York, Teach-

en College, Columbia University, 19NT.
a Selma I. Maabkla sad &great P. McLeoae. /Wont 1141r irdigeotiost ; Itypeo4B-tom sad Seeress of Income 4. /Wm" Bolocted /Attu. WasbinSton. D.C., NatiooalMasan Associatim 1980, promos& Boo ado* Selma Mushkin., ch. 14 of this publication.

Douglas M. Killed, ad. Tao Psdsrsi thovermaisai sad Hyphor Edsooloois Tba &mid-
eaa Assamably. Baglewood Cilia, NJ., Preatice-Hall, 1 960.
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20 representative instittions are participating in the study, providing
information on the ami.unt and type 4 of Government sup- they
receive according to department., the extent to which their faculty
members are involved in federally financed programs, the criteria
used in accepting or rejecting Iovernment money, and other subjects.
A report on this study is ex ted in 1962.

The U.S. icc of ducat on is also engaged in
programs, with J. Kenneth Little of the t niversi
charge of the review. Under this proaram the

review of Federal
of Wisconsin in
ce is supporting

study by Harold °Hans at the Brookings Institution on the impact
on higher education of Federal activitit. As in the Carnegie Foun-
dation stuiy, information is being collected from a group of repre-
sentative colleges and universities. The emphasis is on ways in which
Federal activities ha e affected the quality of education, especially
the teachil-,- of dergraduates, E,rid the extent to which greater use.
could be made of eges and universities that are not now participat-
in tO anv great t tent in Federal mgrams.

ITwo other general studies of the Federal Government and its rela-
tions to higher educat ion have recently been completed ; one by Homer
D. Babbidge, Jr., and Robert Rosenweig (to be published in 1962)
and one by the author 9, the present chapter." Both of these have
used information obtained mainly'from Federal sources, rather than
data collected from the colleges and universities themselves.

While these various studies of Federal activities in higher educa-
tion have somewhat different emphases, it is clear that there has been
some duplication of effort here and that more might have been learned
with the same expenctiture of time and money if there had been better
communication among the organizations supporting research in this
field. It is also clear that many questions remain unanswered, largely
because no one can ELay what would have happened to American higher
education in the absence of Federal programs.

By comparison the effort devoted to comprehensive study of State
and local financing of higher education seems to have been dispropor-
tionately small. Many States have recently made studies of their
own higher education systems, some covering all the institutions in the

to Alice M. Rivlin. The Role of the Federal Qovernment is; Financing Higher Educa-tion. Washington : Brookings Institution, 1961. In addition to theme general studies,there have been a number of more intensive studies of the development and functioningof particular types of Federal activities affecting higher education. Hee, for example,Charles V. Kidd, Anterican Universities and Federal Res Porch, Cambridge, Mass., Har-vard University Press, 1959 ; Edward D. Eddy, Colleges for Our Land and Time; TheLand-Grant Idea in American Education, New York. Harper & Bros., 1957 ; Gene M. Lyonsand John W. Masland, Education and Military Leadership: a Study of the ROTC, Prince-ton, N.J., Princeton University Press, 1959. Bee also Roy E. Moor, ch. 18 of thispublication.
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ate and some just those receiving State support." These studies are
of varying quality, but many of them contain information about costs
of providing different types of higher education and the ways in
which State and local governments contribute to these coststhe
use of earmarked taxes and general appropriations, criteria for appor-
ioning State money, forms of aid to private institutions, etc. No one

has tried to bring together the data presented in these studies to form
national picture, or to fill in the gaps by obtaining information di-

y from the States.
Ntany of the State studia9 contain projections of higher educational

'needs" 10 or 15 years in advance, with recommendations on how to
inet these needs, and there have been some attempts to make this type
_f projection on a national level." Typically, needs have been esti-
mated by taking one of the trend-type enrollment projections men-
tioned earlier in this paper, making an arbitrary assumption about
costs per student, and multiplying one by the other. Then amounts
to be expected from sources such as tuition payments and contributions
by private philanthropy are roughly estimated and the rest of the

is assumed to be picked up by some level of government. The
amount expected from private sources may reflect, implicitly or ex-
plicitly, the views of the person making the projection about how much
of the burden of higher education ought to be borne by such sources.

Making projections is a hazardous art at best, but clearly necessary
to rationtal planning. It would be useful for someone to do a more
thorough and better documented job of projecting costs of higher
education and revenues for meeting them than has been done to date.
The effect of specific assumptions about the future on the projections
should be indicated ; for example, of alternative enrollment projections,
of different proportions of full-time and part-time students, of dif-
ferent proportions in junior colleges and other types of institutions,
of alternative assumptions about class sizes, faculty salaries, and other
components of costs. It should not be forgotten that enrollment itself
will be affected by the means of financing (especially by the level of
tuition) and by the type of facilities provided, and that costs per
student may be affected by the size of enrollment.

Considerable effort has gone into estimating the capacity of the
States to meet future demands for public services in general and

,' Council of State Governments. Report', on Higher Education: An Annotated Bib-
liography of Recent Reports of State Study Commissions and Other Official Agencies.
Chicago, the Council, March 1958, procesxed. More recent ones are listed in the Office
of Education's monthly publication, Higher Education. See also Selma 3. Musbkin, ch. 14
of this publication.

48 See Dexter M. Keeser, ed. Plogancisg Higher Education, 1960 -70. New York, McGraw-
/Jill Book Co, 1959, especially the papers by Seymour E. Harris and Robert D. Calkins;
also Council for Financial AM to Education, Where's the Money Coming Prom? New
York, the Council, 1959.
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public education in particular, often as a background for decidingwhether or not increased Federal aid to the States would be desira-ble." Higher education by itself, however, is a small item in Stateand local budgets, compared with elementary and secondary educa-tion or roads or welfare programs. Hence expenditures on,higher ed-ucation by State and local governments need not be closely relatedto their overall fiscal capacity, but depend on the priority assignedto higher education in the hierarchy of State and local netKis.One study of State and local taxes, however, should be mentionehere because of its specific focus on higher education. Pitchell ofthe Bureau of Government Rewarch at Indiana University is con-ducting a study of State and local taxes in a group of repreeentativeStates, with the object of determining the extent to which corpora-tions support State institutions of higher education through theirpayments of taxes. He is endeavoring to estimate the portion of Stateand lots taxes (exclusive of some earmarked for specific purposes)which a by corporations and the portion of these taxes thatgo to support higher Klucation."
Lastly, mention should be made of a few of the many recent prq-posals for altering the means of financing education, especially high4education. One of the most frequent proposals involves changing theFederal tax laws to allow parents to deduct part or all of the collegeexpenses of their children from their taxable income or even fromtheir Federal tax liability."
A much more fundamental change in the tax treatment of educa-tion has been proposed by Goode." He points out that the Federalincome tax discriminates against persons who choose to invest inthemselves through education rather than in physical capital. Hesuggests that the student himself be allowed to write off the cysts ofcertain kinds of education against his taxable income over a periodof years, just as he is presently allowed to write off investment inphysical capital goods.

For general studies of State capacity, .see Selma J. Musbkin, "The Fiscal Capacity ofthe States," National Tax Anociation, Proceeding* of the Piftr-fiat Annual Conference,1958, p. 297-306 ; Dick Netser, The Outlook for Fiscal Needs and Resources of State andLocal Government, American Economic Review, 48 : 817-327, May 1958. For specificfocus on education, see Procter Thomson, "Federal Md to Public Education," a StudyPrepared for the Committee for Economic Development, January 1959 ungmbliabedSeymour E. Harris,' More Resources for Ettstmtiots, New York. Harper & Brtml., 1960;Jesse V. Burkhead, Financing Education, American Economic Review, vol. 47, May 1057.Burkbead has a study in proms at Syracuse University entitled "State and Local TaxBoma for the Support of Education."
See Robert J. Pitchell, ch. 15 of this publication.a John F. Meek. The Tax Credit Proptwal, in Seymour IL Harris, ed., Nigher Musa-Non in the United States, the Economic Problem's. Cambridge, Mass, Harvard Univer-sity Press, 1960. p. 93-95: Homer W. Turner. The Prospects for Private-Sector Supportof Higher Education in Dexter U. Keeser, ed. Pineacing Higher Educetion 1,410-70.New York. McGrawHM Book Co., 1959. p. 248-250,

w Here Richard Goods, ch. 17 d this imbileation.
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Among the many other tax proposals is Robert Ile Der's suggestion
to encourage State and local governments to raise taxes for education
by allowingindividuals to deduct these increased payments from their
Federal income tax."

Harris has argued for substantial increases in tuition at both pri-
vate and public educational institutions, accompanied by greater reli-
ance on student borrowing."

Friedman and Vickrey separately have made suggestions for en-
couraging students to borrow to finance their education by allowing
them to repay a percentage of their future income rather than a fixed
sum with interest"

In addition, there has been an abundance of less original, but pre-
sumably fore feasible proposals for expanding or otherwiw altering
existing programs of scholarships and loans, Federal and State grants,
etc. Unfortunately, the legislators who must act on the proposals
are seldom given more thin sketchy guesses about their possible effects
on higher education nnd its distribution. Economists have a great
deal more work to do before they are able to provide projections of
the probable effects of alternative policies so that appropriate deci-
sions on the financing of higher education can be made.

"Robert Heller. A Proposal for Financing Tax-Supported Education. Harvard Edu
mtional Review, 28 : 214-215, summer 1958.

el Seymour 8t. Harris. Charging the Student Tuition on the Basis of Costs. Edum-
tional Record, 40: 24-29, January 4959 ; and College Salaries. Financing of Higher
Education, and Management of Institutions of Higher Learning, Bulletin of the America%
Association of University Professore, 44 : 559-595, summer 1958."Milton Frkdman. "The Role of Government in Education," in Robert A. Solo (ed.),
Economic, and Ike Public Interest. New Brunswick, N.J., Rutgers University Press 1955;
and William Vickrey, ch. 16 of this publication.
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APPENDIX A

Summary of the Sampling Procedures Used in
"Patterns of Family' Change" Study

Harvey E. Brazer and Martin David

THE MAJOR OBJECTIVES of the study "Patterns of Family
1- Change" required a versatile sample of the United States popula-
tion which would net three major requirements. First, the sample
was to provide reliable data on a group of families with relatively low
incomes. For these families the study attempts to determine causal
factors related to their income position, aspirations of the family,
the probability that their children will receive an adequate education,
and the attitudes that might be related to planning horizons, depend-
ency, and achievement motivation. Second, the sample was to pro-
vide a group of middle- and high-income families whose aspirations,
attitudes, and accomplishments could be compared with those of the
low-income group. This would establish the extent to which differ-
ences in these attributes were connected with income position. Third,
the sample was to provide an unbiased representation of all families
in the United States for the purpose of determining the distribution
of nonmoney income, property taxes, benefits from public education,
and other measures which were developed in this study or which have
not been available for a crow section of the United States population
for some time.

These three requirements for the sample can be aerie ed by a vari-
ety of sampling plans. The sample design selected i eluded inter-
views with a crow section of the United States and supplementary
interviews with low-income families. The supplementary interviews
were chosen in such a way that they could be combined with the
crms-section interviews by suitable weights.

The low-income families are thus represented by twice as many
interviews, reducing sampling errors of statements made about them,
but these interviews have weights half the size so that they do not
dominate and bias statements.about the whole population, or about
groups containing both low and high incomes.

In fact, the weights also adjust for differential response raft* in
substrata of the sample, reducing possible bias from this source as well.
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We chckw to oversample families with a spending unit head of work-
ing age (under 6 ) wha,v per capita income was low :

/file !ait4, rantarand

1! 2 or 3 men.bers
4 or 5_ _ _ _

6 or - _

8 or mort

The criteria fo

Sed&-t 1 e of Lt-4
tdai Fa

tLtn--

4,

71-Ics-Asrmg low-income famili(ts sekcted a pproxr
mately one out of every eight families for the low-mckome supple-
ment. The supplement was clun from the 1M0 Survey of Consumer
Finances which interviewed about 2,800 families. When nonresponst
is taken into account, the supplement thus yielded interviews with
spending units in about 300 families. A new, independent crass
Ktction sample was drawn and added to bring the total sample to
approximately 3,000. It was felt this gample would be sufficiently
large to provide reliability in estimating the relationships which were
of interest to the researchers.

The cross-section samples for both the Patterns of Family Change
Study and the 1960 Survey of Consumer Finances were svleA7teii from
the Survey Research Center's national sample of dwellings.' This

TABLE 1.Sam ie site inte wws and noninterviews by pending Emit andfamily classification for the cross section and reinterview sample

Itnn

OcrupiA dwellings

All spending units _

at

Intrrykyrs
NmintervitYlli
Rettuals
Reepmdelits not at home, an4 maintn-c:kwa

otbAw ressan$

ba- I Patwm

& 390 100 0

All tarniimi

IntiTviwa_
Nmin terv-Wws

Refusals
hespcmdezts not at hüm. and ncnitnterrtrws

kw other madams

1 1.095
1110110-...,.=.

2, 513 al 2

5

296
90
38

64

41
Families not sektleti in the ngc1
WEINIMM....7.11 .111.

& 3

1 Includes $ whit* have double IreWas because they were se,Wicted at half the samiAing rate. 1netudes 1 caw whieb was eligible kw bah the MOW SKIM!) and reintivvWw eanpUs. Thus the admit numbffcl families intervkivred only 2,30(% i.e., I (2513 ---9)+;Nj.spiading units who were, interviewed are inch:toted in the nmir, because Intervkaws with c4h4wspending Emits in the family we not'coinNeted. Faiktre to npkt hitervkbw4 with all Waxling unitsin a family made it impossible to eabnate the htmily inctune and seversi other critical financial varhilAes.Reinterview mewls. rates shown tor family units ine*sie an Nahum* of the Dumber of low-hmxneil:tithes who w never emtattied during the find wave of intervkiwing on the 1960 Surveil of ConsunuwFinances. These families amid not be seIemd kw the rithttervkiw ample es no inbarmatkm was avalialge.

1 A detailed description of this national sample is available on request from the SurveyResearch center, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
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prtl)babilitv Sarnp e that gives equa
nits in the t,

Dwellings on military r-ese-r aL ions
AlsA) excluded are p
lu __ and hotel rtx
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Figurt of actual

Flies! nurawirs cf interview

xcluded from the universe.
mons living in large. rourninkz houses resident id

A
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APPENDIX B

A Calculation of Income Forgone by Students:Supplement to The Nation's EducationalOutlay"
ph C. Bltiz

ehul thod of Calculation

I N A RECENT PAPER Prof. Theodore W. Schultz estin atesI an ingenious rnetIici1 the earnings forgone on the part of high schooland collegv _students during the years 1900, MO, 1V20, 1930 119M), and 1956.1 His prt.-dure involves the following sl_eim:He a.,--urnes that there are no earnings forgone on the part of stu-dents while attending the first eight grw-des, Pecati.% of the avail-ability of certain key data he-takes 14 9 as the base year for hiscalculations. Treating separately male students and female stude.ntsin high sA7hool and in college and using four age grizimps, 14-120--(24, and 2-'29, he takes the actual earnings of each of th aggroups and etAirnates from census data that show the proportion ofeach group that worked a certain number of weeks per year, and theaverage weekly income earned by each age-sex group. He -&um gistthat students have to forgo on the average 40 weeks of such earnings,and he therefore estimates that in 1949 a high school student had toforgo $583, and a college student. $1,69. lie then expres th -esv- for-gone earnings in terms of the average weekly.earninp of workers inmanufacturing in the United States_ in 1949, which amounted to$M.92. This means that a highschool student had to forgo the equiva-lent of 11 we*ks of average earnings in manufacturing, and a collegestudent the approximate equivalent of 25 weeks of average earnings.Assuming that the same relationship prevails between (1) the earn-ings of the various age groups that make up the high skhool and coilpopulation and (2) the average earnings in manufacturing, Schultzcalculates the income forgone by students for each of the I years pre-viously mentioned. Thus, according to his calculation, in 1966 theaverage high school student, while in school, had to forgo $881 andthe average college student $2,003.
I Theodore W. Schultz. Capital Formation by Education. Journal of Polittemi 10011-

tray, 68 : 5V-83, Deomber 1060.
390
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c-a_sual workers from the of rvg-ular workers. Since three-quartersof the population of hig i=whool age are actually in hiei Fuif hoo1, the
.-iajoritv of them hod only cagual j(-)t-rs and do not real:- their full

enti-al in the labor market, and this- in turn will cu f* a down=
Ni Ara bias_

Seritily, mt of the ctsual workers, who tentiin *lit-14i1 at
Ole mine time, are not working a full 441' hour
Itvm than 40 hours; yet the census calculation
earnings" makes no allowance for this.

Thirdly, even if we had, for the populati_in of

but el-insider/ably
Limediai wevii 1 y

SA7_11 00 I
tirate data on the median income of the "casuals" in the. labor market

actual highs-41o°1 population) and on that of workeN einpioyfull time (NO weeks or up) who do not attend wilool, a calculationof income forgone by the ,_tidents on the tmsis of the income earned
F nonstudents would still contain a downward bias. This couldoccur heA7ltuw racial and environmental factors or the lower intelli-gence of the full-time workers of high=K_hool age will reduce their

income potential in comparison with that of students.
Fourthly, in the case of students the casualness is especially bunchedduring the Kummer months. In earlier years long Rummer vacations

were largely justified by the wasonal needs of farms. With pu
sive nwhanization of agriculture, the neetis for casual agriculturallabor have probably decreased, but the proportion of young perwonsof high-school and college age who are actually attending school isgrowing. It is therefore likely that comparison of the incomes of the
casually and the permanently employmi high-school and college age
ix-vulation is becoming more and more unfavorable for the casualworkers who are actually attending school.

Fifthly, Schultz calculates the income forgone by the school popu-
lation by multiplying the median income of each group by the num-ber of students in the group. This procedure, however, is bound

11011NENV

I It is naneeenary tosdesertbe here in any detail the boom and nature of rarlousauxiliary data amid by Schultz, !ways* they have sio Ofe-tt on the biases wadereansideet tioa.

6151--413-47
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to introduce a further downward bias, since for income-distributiondata the mean is generally above the median. At the same time
the mean would appear to be the appropriate measure for calculationof the income forgone by students as the mean represents the total
income of the group divided by the number in the group' In oom-
puting the arithmetic mean from the income-frequency distributionin the wtimates prt\sented below the problem of open-end distribu-
tions was met as follows: If the lower end of the distribution was
open, the midpoint was set after consideration of such factors as
overall distribution, type of employment, and income supplements
such as tips. If the upper end was open, Pareto's income law was
used to determine graphically the midpoint of the highea group.'

II. Empirical Studies
Drawing on five studies of actual earnings of the school-age popu-

lation, an attempt is made Ilre to ascertain the historical trendsin such earnings as s basis for estimating earnings forgone by thosein school!

Empirical stud kbs u for ccomparison with Schultz' calculations
Yaws fir w41114 dabs

1899-1923 Brinenden study "
(Iry rims

(VW* IP
1907_ . _ _ _ 1907 study
1947 Louis %ilk study
1968 Harrison County (W. V.) study_ ____ Indiana study.

a Eorroa's 'kora:
Prot of Schultz in commenting on an earlier draft of this study noted that fourbeton, were omitted from his ansirsis of Clepital Psramitise E4soaties: namely, (a)differences in ability and eerning rapacity between young pobople at school age at wort aD4those of similar age in school. (b) the lower earnings levels of young persons in the laborforce for brief periods only, (c) earnings of the students while they attend school, (41) thehigher nnemploynsent rate among young people than is the labor force as wild,. Thefirst &two of these factors -would lacrosse earning torgone.an0 two would decrial* theta."&butts palsied out that in the study preeented here, account is net taken of the factorswhich tend to decrease average earnings forgone. partkviarly `earrings trots )otas thatlattes_ students hold while they attend schoolearnings that are not forgone." Th. earn-ings garters on which the present study draws also generally do not reilect the lowerearnings of agricultural workers.
For a discussion of this Nwthod. see R.. 0. D. Allen. Mat heinattool laaipte tor Dom-oaitota. Loados. Macmillan Ltd, 1056. p. 222. 401-408.
These eve source* are : (1) P. F. Bdeeenden. Bersistoo of Factory Worker., 1899-1927,Census Monograph No. 10, Washington. D.C., 1929 (referred to bereafter as the Briesenthtsstudy). (2) Ropart sa Coa4littoas of Women out Ch414 Wags-Ramer* in the United Illtsta(la 19 volumes) . Vol. 7, "Conditions Under Which Children Leave School To (k) to Wort."8. Doc. No. 645, 61st Congress, 2d sees. (referred to hereafter as the 1907 study).(3) U.8. Bureau of Labor Standards, "Hunting a Career, a Study of Out-of-School Tooth toLouisville, Kentucky," Bureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin No. 115, Washington, 1949(referred to hereafter as the Louisville study). (4) Naomi Riches, "liducation and Workof Young Nogg. In a Labor Surplus Aral.," Monthip Labor leardeio, 80 : 1, December 11M7(referred to lwreafter as the Harrison County (W. Vs..) study). (5) Wendel W. Wright andChristian W. Jung, "wki Capable High School Students Do Not Their Bekellig."Otslistia of Ma Bokoal of /dud:lanes, Indiana Univera10, vol. 115, January liNl* (referred tobereaftw as the 'Mita* study) .
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These studies indicate that the income forgone by high-school stu-
dents is substantially larger than was calculated by Saultz, the dif-
ference in es.tirnates of income forgone by college studenta, is not as
great as for high-school students. Schultz' calculation of income for-
gone by high-school students is more affected by downward biases
than is his calculation concerning college student& However the
data drawn faun the empirical studies include agricultural earnings
with the exception of the Indiana study, Particularly in earlier yean3
a N.ery large proportion of children were employed in agriculture. It
is conceivable that the discrepancy between Schultz' estimate and the
data of thtvie empirical studies could be explained by the difference in
earnings between children in agricultural and other jobs in
aviculture are substantially lower than their wages in other oc-
cupations, and a large proportion of employed children historically
were in agriculture, the wag reportM in the four studies that
exclude that occupation are higher than the ineorne data used by
Schultz.' Unfortunately we have been unable to di$cover any sy-s-
tmatic study of children's earnings in agriculture. The problem is
sufficiently Important, however, to justify a few brief comments.

In spite of the large proportion of young people employed in agri-
(-ulturtt, lei than 10 percent of the total labor force were in agricul-
tural employment in 19N6 and only 23 percent of persons aged 15-24
were living on farms.' The figures are relevant to the understanding
of a hypothetical situation in which the entire high -hoof and college
population would be in the labor force. Although it is difficult to in
an accurate conception of such a situation, these figures suggest that,
if the entire student body entered employment, the proportion em-
ployed in agriculture would be smaller than the proportion of
employed young people in agriculture today. The fact. that the latter
proportion is so large may be explained in part by the relatively low
agricultural income* which caules young people living in rural areas
to seek early employment. Other factors accounting for this Ole-

The Brissenden study is limited to manufacturing; the 1907 MO Includes all Intim
trios except asriculture the Louisville study and Um, Harrison County study cover trails
and service Industries and manufacturing.

Eve-n as tate as April 1047 one-half of the employed juveniles of 14 and 15 years Inthe United States were in agriculture, and a fourth of those 16 and 17 years, armrdins to
Elizabeth 8. Johnson In "Employment Problems of Out-of-Fiebool Youth," Monthly to kw
Review, 65: 6711., December 1447. The Current Population Revert at January 1966 (Berle
P-60, No. 64), P. 8, states that In October 105-4 month of high demand for agriculturallaborone third of the employed boys 14-17, both enrolled In school and not enrolled, were
employed in aviculture. Of the employed 38- and 19-year-olds, 13.8 percent went In agri-culture and enrolled In school, and only 9.6 percent of those not enrolled in school. For
more detailed information on the proportions of adolescents employed in agriculture between
1870 and 1930, H U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 11.8. Census at
Populatioic 184O, and Comporotive Oottspation etatistios for titi Unita( /totes, 1117 -1410,
Washingtma, 4C., 10411, p.

Ststietteal Abstract of tks Cattail States, 1!s #, P. 34, 211.
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nomenon may be the institution of the family farm and the lax
enforcement, of school attendance laws in many rural areas.

THE BRISSENDEN AND THE 1967 STUDIES
The Bri.wlenden study of the eangs of factory workers.between

1899 and 1927 gives figures on the altteage earnings of children under16 in the years 1899, W04, 1909, 1914, 1919, 1921, and 1923. On thebasis of payroll statistics published in the Cenmm of AfanufactureA
and of other data, liri&senden estimates full-time annual earnings forvarious age-sex groups based on a 51-week year. I have chosen to usehis estimate of "full-time annual earnings" rather than of "actual
earnings," that is, full-time earnings corrected for unemployment, sincethe former figure is comparable with Schultz' "unadjusted" figures.

Data reported in the 1907 study are from a Department of Com-
merce and Labor survey of 622 children between 7 and 17 years of agein two Northeni and two Southern States, who had left school and
were employed. Their median age was 14. They were employed in awide variety of manufacturing, trade, and servi( industries; themajority, 56.5 percent, worked in the textile industry. In 190-7 the
weighted average weekly wage of these boys and girls was $4.41.In the following table, figures on annual earnings of children.
quoted from these two studies, are compared with Schultz' figures for
the years in question.

TABLE 1.--Earnings forgone while attending high, school, as calculated bySchultz, compared with such forgone earnings as reported in two empiricalstudies, selected years, 1899 --1923

Year
Average wefekly

earnings, all
manufacturing!

Annual earnings
forgone while in

high school
(Schultz) 1

Annual earnings
forgone while in

high school, based
on two empirical

studies"

1 2 3 4

BRIWENDIN STUDY
1!__ --

19 90.00 140.401904 9.17 100.87 186 801909 9.94 109 56 174.001914 11.15 122 65 191.201919 27.7 244.97 382.001921 22.99 249.59 894.001923 24.12 255.32 411.60

1907 Bruin 0
1907 10.04 110.44 176.4011p.m

HiSiOffeal Statistics of The United Stales, 1789-1945, a suppkment to Statistics: Abstrod of de UniteSlates, 1949, Series D p. 134-144.
'Col. 2 items multiplied by 11, equivalent weeks of manufacturing earnings.I For 1 iN19-1923: P. F. BrWenden, Earning/ of Factory Brokers, 1899-1917. Census Monogriph 10Washington, D.C., 1929, p. 94.
'Report on Conditions of Women and Child Wage Earners in tie [MU! Steles, vol. 7, op. cit., p. 11*-11114.*NOTE: For complete comparability with Professor Schultz' findings, only the earnings of &Whyte 14-17should be included. However, Brissenden does not give income data by age, but dmply for "childrenunder 16." In the 1907 study, wage data are given by age. For oonsistency, we have not used this clari-fication in the body of the table. Tie text sa that the children studied in 1907 ranged in age from 7 to17, and it is probable that Brbmenden's age cover a similar range, Time amp weekly wage ofchildren 14-17 in the 1907 study was OM, or Wpm, 40-week period.
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For each year the empirical studies give a figure for income forgone
that is more than 50 percent higher than Schultz' figure for the same
year.' In evaluating the results, however, a number of points should
be kept in mind.

Different methods are used by Brissenden and Schultz in the con-
struction of the wage series on which the figures are based, and these
ditTerenms account for about half of the variation in findings. The
series on average wage in manufacturing which Schultz uses in his
calculation of income forgone is taken from a study by Paul H.
Douglas, in which Douglas also compares his method with that of
Brissenden." Because of differences .of method, Brissenden's figures
are for the years used here consistently about 23 percent higher than
Douglas' figures. The figures we have taken from the Brissenden
study are, however, for the various years between 55 and 59 percent
higher than those of Schultz. This explanation does not apply to
the 1907 study. The data on children's wages presented in that re-
port were obtaineeby direct questioning and do not depend on any
estimation procedure. For this reason it is particularly interesting
to note how consistent the 1907 figure is with the figures from Bris-
senden's study. The 1907 figtirw are, in fact, 60 percent higher rela-
tive to Schultz' figures and thus, slightly higher than are
Brissenden's.n

THE LOUISVILLE STUDY AND INCOME FORGONE BY
HIGH-SCHOOL STUDENTS

The Louisville study, made in the spring of 1947, contains much
information on the very youngest workers in full-time employment;
that is, of the 14- to 16-year-olds. The study has the additional ad-
vantage that the proportion of whites to Negroes in Louisville is close
to the national average.

Almost half of the school dropouts had withdrawn because of
some dissatisfaction with the school environment or because of dis-

*In calculating income forgone by students, 1 followed a procedure adopted by Schnitz ;
namely, to calculate income forgone on the basis of 40 weeks. This assumes, of course, that
students are unable to earn an income for 40 weeks because they are preoccupied with
studies for this period ; they are able to earn income for 11 weeks and 1 additional week
Is lost because of holidays.

To the extent students hold part-time join during tlieya, this framework exaggerates
the income forgone. To a certain extent, however, this double counting is corrected : Many
of the students cannot obtaii employment for all of the summer, as we assumed. Their
seasonal unen2ployment is molly the malt of being in school for the rut of the year.
(See the asttimore Bun, July 18, 1080. p. 1.) 4,* Paul H. Douglas. Real Wages in the United State., 1890-19111: Boston, Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1930.

11 Both the Brissendili study and the 1907 study use the arithmetic mean rather than
the median. This may account for some of the difference between the estimates based on
theft studies and admits' findings. For a discussion of the method of computation, sew
p. 25-80 of the 1907 study and p. 269-284 of the Brissenden study.
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couragement about poor grades; only about 20 percent had with-drawn primarily for economic reasons. This indicates that thevery young full-time workers constituted an academically inferiorgroup for this age cohort, not a representative group. The intellec-tual, scholastic, and economic contrast between the dropouts.and thestudents who remained in school is brought out more clearly in theHarrison County study, to be discussed subsequently.
The mean incomes listed here were computed from the data arrivedat through interviews with n sample of 524 boys and girls who wereout of school and in the labor market.

Earnings of juveniles, Louisville study
Permit of

Mean wn4veraeAge income Os sample14 and 15 years
$18.32 5516 and 17 years
2& 76 718 and 19 years
81.36 4

1 Data from Hstatittg a Career, op. cit., p. 7, 47. 40 percent of the oldest group hadactually graduated from high school, but of the youngest group almost 90 percent bad notgone beyond the 8th grade (ibid., p. 20). At the time of the survey, unemployment amongthese youngsters was heavy. It is probable that the "intensity of jobseeking" in this groupwas considerably below the average intensity that prevails among the rest of the laborforce, since over 90 percent of full-time workers of high-school age live at home.
If we now use the Louisville study for the calculation of incomeforgone by high-school students in 1956 and compare the findingswith Schultz', the following factors should be considered : (1) TheLouisville study represents a potentially low-wage group, which isnot representative of the high-school pepulation of the United States.(2) The sample contained a preponderance of girls over boys of about20 percent, but in the actual aggregate high-school population of theUnited States the ratio of boys to girls is about even." (3) Of thehighest age group, 40 percent wire high-school graduates. No goodmethod could be improvised to correct for this. However, the upwardbias this may cause can only be very minor. Of the aggregate high-school population of the United States, only 7.3 percent were 18 and 19years old, so that the oldest age group will have a very light weightin our calculation.

Applying the age weights just cited we obtain from the Louisvillestudy an average weekly wage per high-school student of $23.50 for1947 ; for the same year Schultz' estimate of the average weekly wagewould come tot$13.75. From 1947 to 1956, average wages in manu-facturing increased froth 9.97 to $79.99, or 60 percent." Assuming
k" Ibid., p. 11. Since in the Louisville study the income distributions an given only byage and not by sex, it was impossible to correct for this factor.11 U.S. Department of Commerce. Booty's.. Statistics (1959 ed.), Supplement to Stirveyof Current Business, p. 7
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then, as Schultz does, a proportionate increase in the income of the
high-school population, we obtain for this group an average 1956wkly wage of $37.60, or an annual income, based on 51 weeks, of
$1,918." This compares with Schultz' figures for the same year of
a weekly wage of $22 under assumption of full, employment, or $21.38
allowing for a 3-percent incidence of unemployment. The Louis-
ville study therefore yields a figure for income forgone that is 70.7
percent higher than Schultz' full-employment figure. Income forgone
per student, calculated on the basis of 40 weeks, would come to $1,504
compared to Schultz' 81, or *.55 with allowance for unemployrnent.15

THE HARRISON COUNTY STUDY

The Harrison County (W. Va.) study deals with a recent year,
1956, which is also the last year covered in Schultz' paper. It treats
as separate groups the dropouts and the high-school graduates and
thereby allows us to get a picture of the relative earnings of the
graduates and of the dropouts. In this an'A other respects, it supple-
ments the Louisville study well.

Harrison County is an area with a high incidence of unemploy-
ment. The study in that county includes all who graduated from
high school between 1952 and 1955, but did not go on to college, and
also those who were enrolled in the 8th to the 12th grades between
1951 and 1955 and dropped out before graduating."

The population of Harrison County is 98 percent white and 97 per-
cent native born. At the time of the study it was subject to little
inmigration, but heavy outmigration. One-half of thesoriginal study
sample had left the county by the middle of 1956, and over 60 percent
of the outmigrants were boys. For the great majority of boys, out-
migration represented entering military service. By the summer of

14 Income forgone per student was oleo computed, using the median weekly incomes givenin the Louisville study, op. cit. (p. 46). Income forgone, computed using the median, was2.88 percent less than income forgone computed by the mean.
In 1955-56 the annual pay of an unmarried private in the U.S. Army came to $980.According to information obtained from the Department of Defense, the cost of food cameto $400 ($1.10 per day), and of clothing, $190. Thus the total income of a privateincash and in kindcame to $1,570. This figure falls short of any allowance for quarters,medical care, and retirement benefits. Under conditions of a draft one would expect thatthe military pay should be below the market price.

Some calculations that I made, which cannot be presented here in detail, lead me tothe conclusion that the cost of subsistence for a single individual at this time was approxi-mately between $1,400 and $1,500, depending on the age of the individual and the location.It can thus be seen that the figure used for the potential full-time income of the averagehigh-school student, namely, $1,917.80, is well above the subsistence level. On the otherhand, Schulte corresponding full-employment income figure would come to only $1,122. Inthe face of a great deal of historical evidence pointing in the opposite direction, it doesnot seem plausible that the average high-school student in the United States in 1968 wouldfall short by such 'a substantial margin from earning his subsistence.
I. There were 3.305 students in these categories : 2,108 were high-school graduates and1,199 were dropouts, The sample-940 boys and girlswas made up of 25 percent of thegraduates and of 33 permit of the dropouts.
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1956, 44 percent of the males of the original sample were in military
service, as compared with a national figure of 20 percent for 17- to
21-year-old males.

The proportion of high-school graduates going on to college fromHarrison County, and its wondary school retention rate, are very
close to the national averages. Of the total group of 3,305, mentioned
previously, 1,741 were girls and 1,564 were boys. However, becauseof a high marriage rate and consequent nonparticipation in the laborforce, the proportion of girls in the labor for was much smaller.Because of a requirement of work permits for dropouts under 16,only 9 percent of the total dropouts were less than 16 years of age atthe time of leaving school. One-third of the dropouts left school assoon as they reached 16. However, another third--mostly repeat-erswere 18 or older at the time they dropped out. Of the gradu-ates, none was younger than 17, almost two-thirds were 18, and 26percent were 19 or older.

The dropouts had lower scholastic achievement and lower IQ
scores than the graduates. Many of the dropouts we peaters,and more than one-third of them, compared to 14 percent (1)7tbee gradu-ates, had IQ's of less than 85. The dropouts had taken fewer voca-tional courseA, and in this respect were less prepared."

Becatm Harrison County was in a state of Ewen depression in
1956, the earnings of these groups were probably markedly lowerthan those we might obtain from a nationwide sample. By the
method described previously, I again calculated means from the given
frequency distribution. The values of the medians and means areas follows: 4

lb=

Median I
Mean

Source : ladies, op. eit., p. 1412.

Orsdustes Dnyouts Chadtmlos Dropouts

1116. 00
76.M

$44. 00
44.

Olk CO
Si 44

Therefore, the mean weekly wage for all the graduates wouldcome to $60.05 and the comparable wage for the dropouts would
come to $44.43. The corresponding annual full employment incomesfor 51 weeks would be $3,068 and $2,266. It will be rememberedthat from the data reported from the Louisville study, I calculated apotential anntial income for high-school students in 19f03 of $1,918.

" Kleine, op. eft., p. 1459-14.0.
II In the summer of 19560 13 percent of the edwol tamersboth gradutmi and artgomte---were unemployed (Ibid., p. 1443), a proportion much above Ow eat al averags.
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It appear, howeverto the extent that this can be determined
that the dropouts in the Harrison county study, at the time they
earned the annual income of se,056, represented a group whose
weighted average age was about 3 years above that of the total high-
school population of the United &atm

The Harrison County study gives the age distribution at the time
of leaving school for all whool leavers, boys and girls, both gradu-
ates and dropouts, for the years 1951-55." From this I calculated a
weighted average age at the time of leaving school, of 18.21 years
for the graduates and 16.88 years for the dropouts, I assume that
each year's group of graduates and dropouts between 1952 and 1955
had an age distribution closely similar to that of the aggregate group
for 1952-55. On the basis of this assumption, which moms reason-
able, I um the resulting weighted averagm to obtain an average age
for thew group; as of July 1956; the date of the income figure
cited previously.

In July 1956 the average age of all who graduated between 1952
and 1955 could be determined as follows :

Gredstatisig cleft Ago at of My 1951
1966 18. 21+1=19. 21
1N54 18. 21+2=20. 21
1953 18. 21+8=21. 21
1952 18. 21+4=22.21

The average age of Oe graduates in July 1956 was W.71 years, and
of the dropouts 19.38 years. During the period of heavy outmigra-
tion from the county, the outmigrants probably consisted mainly of
older youths who had found the job market at home unsatisfactory.
To make allowance for this, the average age of both the graduates
and the dropouts who were in the labor market in the county in 195,6
was reduced by 1 yftr--to 19.71 and 18.38 years, respectively. We
observe that while the high-school graduates are approximately 1 year
and 4 months older than the dropouts, their income exceeds that of
the dropouts by about 85.2 percent

It does not appear possible to correct quantitatively for difference
in intelligence among the group; studied and to make calculations of
the income forgone by high-school students more representative of the
actual capacities of the entire high-school population. The excess
of inanne of high-school graduates over that of the dropouts found
in the Harrison County study results from superiority in both intel-
ligence and education, but it is easy to determine how much should
be allocated to one and how much to the other of these two fac-
tors. The boys and girls in the Harrison County study are too old

a Edna, op. cit. pi. 14511.
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to provide a suitable basis for an estimate of income forgone by high-school students, and at the same time, since no members of this groupintended to go to college, the earnings of this group would not be suit-able as a basis for calculating the income forgone by college students.The findings of the Harrison County study, however, support thedata of the Louisville study and the Indiana study, both of which aresmall sample studies. The Harrison County study thus helps to roundout the broader picture of the wage structure of adolescents and in-
creastv3 our confidence in the findings of the other studies used here.

THE INDIANA STUDY AND INCOME FORGONE BY
COLLEGE STUDENTS

On the basis of data from two sources, I have arrived at a figurefor the income forgone in 1956 by students while they were attendingcolleges and universities. For ages 14-24 these data were obtainedfrom a study of high-school graduates in Indiana who did not con-tinue their education beyond the high-school level. This study wasfocused on the upper 10 percent (in rank in their graduating class)of the 34,343 boys and girls who graduated from Indiana high schoolsin the spring of 1955. Of this group, considered to represent potentialcollege material, 908, or 21 percent, did not go on to college. At thetime of the study the median age of these high-school graduates wasabout 19 years. This compares with a weighted average of 20.4 forthose between 14 and 24 who were enrolled in colleges or universitiesin 1956." The mean weekly income of the boys was $49.21 and that ofthe girls $55.83.2' These weeicly income data were weighted for theproportion of boys and girls aged 14-24 in the college population,and the two figures were averaged, giving a figure of $51.75 as theincome forgone by college students during 1 week. During the schoolyear of approximately 40 weeks, they would forgo $2,070 in income.These- data, together with other calculations, are presented in thetable that concludes this section. It is important to point out thatthis figure of $2,070 represents the 40-week income of a group that aredirectly comparable to college students in age, in education (in that
Statistical Abstract of the (Jolted States, ME, table 126.a The mean income of the graduates was $54.9 per week. At this rate they would haveearned a mean Income of $2.810 for a full year's work (51 weeks). This is close to themean Income of high-school graduates in the Harrison County study, which was $3,063.The median age of the two groups of graduates is very similar, 19.78 in Harrison Countyas compared with 19 in Indiana. In respect to other important characteristics these groupswere significantly different: the Indiana study represents a very select group of high-school graduatesthe upper 10 percent of the graduating class---and the Harrison Countystudy does not. The Harrison County study represents an area of high unemployment,at the time of the study, and the Indiana study does not.The phenomenon of the girls earning more than boys in the case of the Indiana sampleseems to be explained by the factbrought out in other parts of the studythat a largerproportion of the boys than the girls who were in the upper 10 percent of their elan anddid not go on to college were social deviatn.
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they have at least graduated from high school) and in intellectual
capacity.

The calculations of income forgone by students aged 25-29 are
based on data from the 1950 U.S. Census of Population spevial report
on eklucation." Although the income figures given in this report for
the younger age oups included so many casual and part-time work-
ers that the da not appear useful for my purp(xses, the bias
appears to be m eAs in the 25- 29 age group. After age 25 there
is a sharp drop in the twrcentage of employed males who work less
than 40 weeks of the year." A similar drop occurs among females
after age 20.

The first step in arriving at a figure for income forgone by college
students in the 25-29 age group was to average, separately for males
and females, the 1949 incomes of persons aged who had com-
pleted 1-3 years of college and thcvse with 4 or more."

The 1949 figure was adjusted for the increase in wages between 1949
and 1956 by applying the pei'eentage increafm3 in wages in manufac-
turing between these years to my data." For 195-3 I obtained a mean
income of $4,435 for males aged 25-29 with the specified education and
$2,743 for females.

In order to arrive at a figure for income forgone, it was necessary
to know the weekly income that theme total figures represented. The
census report on employment and personal characteristics" gives the
percentage of thas* employed in 1949 who worked f-13 weeks, 14-26,
27-39, 40-49, and 50-52 weeks. The midpoints of 7, 20, 33, 45, and
M weeks were used, following Schultz' method in calculating the
average number of weeks worked. For males the figure was 45 weeks
and for females 36 weeks; this gives a weekly income for males oi
$98.57 and for females of $76.19. As was done with the Indiana
data, these weekly income figures were weighty for the proportion
of males and females aged 25-29 in the college population, and then
averag4, giving a figure of ;%17.84 as the income forgone by the. Stu-

s2 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. U.S. Census of Population, 1150,vol. 4. RINklidli Reports, part 5, ch. B, Education. Washington, D.C., 1953, table 12,p. 109.
Ibid., part 1, ch. A. "Employment and Personal Characteristicith table 14.*I assumed that at least half of this group consists of graduate students and that noone in this group is a freshman. For supporting evidence see Biennial Surrey of Educa-tion, 1 t54-1141, ch. 4, table 22, p. 49. In his calculations of the income forgone by collegestudents, 8chults uses the median income for each age group as given in the census reporton education, weighted for the proportion of that age group in the college population, with-out regard to years of school completed. An esti to of income forgone by college students

should, however, take into consideration the fa t they have all completed 4 years ofhigh school and could earn an income at least eat to that of a high-school graduate.
si The pPreentage increase was calculated from data given in U.S. Department of Com-

mert4i, Office of Business Economies, Business Stotts:My, 1959 end., a supplement to theHwy*, of Ciwrent BititilieSS, Washington, D.C., 1959, p. '11.
0118. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Oonais of Popolationt 160, vol. 4, Special Reports,

part 1, eh. A. Employment and Personal Characteristics, Washington, D.C., 195 , table 14.
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dents during 1 week. During a 40-week school year, $3,914 of poten-tial income would have bin forgone by tilft* college students."To calculate income forgone by all the college students, the figurefor each age group was weighted according to the proportion of thatage group in the total college student population the final figure was

14-24
25-29

ricome forgone by college students, 1966

Wel teti o% ernI1 averag-
3S0 4q7

iI have uwed the data from the Indians study relating to a group whose median agP Iscomparable to that of college students aged 14-24. to reprtvEent the income forgone bythese students_ The figure is mot. of evurse, an actual weighted trerase of the incomeof ptraortt 14-24 yoNars

III Concluding Observations
Thus, on the ba,sis of the data previously discussed, my estimate ofthe income forgone by high-school students in the Uniteti States underthe a.umption of full employment would come to $11,581 million,as compared to Schultz' figure of V3,784 million. For college studentsthe estimates would be $7,041 million and $6,0N million, respectively."Schultz' calculations have the advantage of being bati on thelarge and reprentative samples tiwt-1 in the collection of census dataBut since the categories were intended for other ums than thaw towhich he put them, it is necew5ary for Schultz to subject the censusfigures to considerable statistical manipulation and to make a numberof assumptions concerning them, thus introducing a substantial down-ward bias.

The main weakness of my figures is that they are bawl on sampledata for special regions of the Nation and a question may be raiwdabout their representativeness for the Nation as a whole. The figures
it Insofar as it applies to graduate students, this figure it undoubtedly exaggerated, sinceKMe graduate students hold research and tracking jaw Graduate students. however,amount to len than 10 percent of the eollege population. If we &IMMO that one-quarterof the graduate students, excluding law and medical students, bold such jobs, the over-statement would affect less than 2.5 pereent of the total college-student population.Since the proportion of the tboiieg-age gro©p attending college is approximately one-half of the proportion of the high-school ago group attending high school, it is probablethat the estimate of the income foregone by the college population is significantly moreaccurate than the estimate of the income forgone by the high school population. Theinability to allow for the falling marginal product is a kin serious shortcoming in theease of the college population than it is of the high-school population. This means thata more accurate calculation than can be produced here would probably show a greater dif-ferential between the earnings forgone by high-school studrats and by college statkntsthan is indicated by my drum,
It his paper Schultz ammo's an incidence of 3 percent unemploymnt. Suck anallowance, of course, would not change the relative differenee between our respectiveflitimates.



obt.&in1 from the five fparate studies em t dovetail closely. For-
tuitous e=iretimst&nce may have caused this consistency, but I hope it is
rather due to the fact that the study areas were well chosen and are
in their basic characteristics repreinative of the univert°
The figures presented her* bsed'tn the five ernpiric1 sthdies ex
ed Schultz' timate. The figur for ineom forgone per high
school students in 156 are 71 percent above his estimate

; for college
studars the difference is only 17 rci However, more recent date
on part-time employment of students hive been called to my attention
by Schultz &nd th= new data suggest revisions in the estirntttes of
eMnings forgone, which reduc the difference in estimates to 675 per.
eent for earnings of high school students and 12.5 pei'cent. for earnings
of coUege

student&11

- Drn)*t8 NOTI:
P raf r uI ti In em tn,n finj o n tte tiidy no ted : ' 1 t Is ei &ed I rgty dl eu I t to gtri:rn I ttw studies of small communItie to tbe United Ststta s.* a whol,. Mcrovtr UidrtdoptDg o rnIngi torgon. by students. ects nt *gr1i1rura1 rnIng andif tbe teunts itud,nts reche tro lob. wbIl tb.y ar In boI boud not b. rniu4M."*3 Tb ttmats n.ed to be correctd to reect addIdoa1 LnftwaUon on rnIngi oftlldeflt* lb parttitms p)oymcnt both during the hooI yr and during summ#r vaes-tIonL Arnold Kits ID I 8p4d41 Labor Fore Report n Tb. pnment of Studrntz"(rg Burese of L*b4r Stattitin Report No. 6. Octiber 1flP), tudlcstd that fl.8 prentof the studints 14 to 17 y.ar* of age worked for 11.4 hours per week. and 3.8 percent oftbf tudenta 1$ to 24 7rs of a. wert.d 2&7 hours pr wiek on 1b aertge In v1waf t-h fact that Octot*r Is ot a typIea mouth In a ,tuôts work-andatudy ttrn andL1O th prior aflowant for parttlm. empIoymeøt. the mailmum corretton calld for&pi:*ar, tn be about bait that indicated bj the Oetober esttmates or 32 p.rnt In rnIn p btgbkooI vtudet and 128 pert per eot1e sod unlvtrstty tu4ent (Tb.tull allowance for the or.r..ttate, auumtng October were prcent*t1ie of tht wholeKboo1 yr, a.y be lrulat*d a follows : if 22I of every 100 ItUdenti 14-17 years oldwork 11.4 bOUFI *-T wk, they rn wu*. toT 25744 boon : ilnee ft Is auum.d that tbeforgo w.eklj earningi for 40 hours eacb. or 4O bour tn the nggr*gate for eeh 100Fludenta, the umbr of. hour, not workM uit be redu&d &44 peienL Tb. sameeaktilat4on for the studeta of cofl.ge age (1&-24 yara of age) su&esta a correction of25T6prt)
Acordtug1y, redudng the amrage earnings toron b7 high sebc*) arid eo11e or untrwIt ttudts by 3.2 perrent and 12.8 pernt. mptt1reIy. the reu1tant ftgures are11,451 for 1955-fe and tl519 for 167-6S a., the ernIngs forgone per high sehooltudet and $Z049 for 1P5-M and $2189 for 1957-8 per college or university $tudeDt.
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APPENDIX C

Qualification on Estimates of State Tax
Moneys

Selma usAkifi

DESPITE THE IMPORTANCE of State governments in up-porting student higher education, the facts about this supportare far from precise. At time, in fact, information used to recordthe amount and importance of State financing otwures rather thanclarifies the issues. For example, Bureau of the Census dataon expenditureq, of institutions of higher education are used to repre-sent the amounts of State tax funds. The expenditum, howevrr,are financed partly by tuition fees, partly by gifts and grants, andpartly by tax funds.
Even data on State and local funds weived by colleges and uni-versities as tabulated by the U.S. Office of Education are not ade-quate to repre.vnt State tax ftmds for student higher education.State and local governments finance a number of activities beyondthose included in student higher education. These activities rangefrom materials testing centers used by industry to public concertsand art exhibits. State universities and colleges are nod as a basefor research on public issues by both legislative and executive agen-,cies and as experimental laboratories for types of farming and indus-trial operations. They help to carry out programs of rehabilitation,

medical assistance, and child health. They have been an importantadministrative arm of both State and National agencies in agricul-tural programs All these and many other similar activities are ad-ditional to both teaching and research.
The part of any source of income, such as State and local appro-priations, that may be allocated to one rather than another activityof colleges and universities cannot be exactly determined. Thereare some guides and some information on sources specifically relatedto a function, for example on gifts set aside for research, or ODreceipts from products and services, such as sales of creamery productsor fees received by a dental school clinic. But necessarily a largeelement of approximation is involved in attempting to estimate thesources of income used to finance a single function in a multifunc-tion enterprise. A beginning toward identifying State and localfunds for student higher education was made by the National Plan-
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ning A.fociation Audy in which information tabulated by the US.Office of Education on "current income for educational and generalpurposes" was used as a base, This fig-11N exehides receipts fromoperating auxiliary enterprises and amounts received for scholarshipsand other student. aids. Amounts spet-iitically designated for re* archwere excluded from each of the sourves of income reported for edu-cational and general purposes. Furthermore., only that part of in-come from siorganiald art iv It leS related to educational departments"And from "salts and services of these departments that was in exmcksof expenditures for the same purpost-ls was included. In additionto funds set aside for research customarily reported to the U.S.Office of FAucation, research funds from State and local govern-ments and Federal funds for agricultural experiment stations wereexcluded Et1).
Additional work is needed in order to provide information auState and local government tax moneys for each of the functionsof the institutions of higher education student education, ret-Nv7arch,and public services. The data -pmsented in chapter 11 are a begin-ning toward the development of such estimates. In that chaptera method was developbd that offers some promise toward the separa-tion of student higher education from other functional expendituree.The method, in brief, requires the determination of the total expendi-tures for student higher education and a balancing of receipts tomatch the aggregate expenditure by identifying receipt items ap-propriatd with purpooes clearly other than student higher educa-tion ; for example., research. The remaining revenue items are thenprorated to balance the expenditure total. One exception is made tothis proration, namely, tuition, becau* tuition paid by the studentsis intended by the students to be used exclusively for their education.Table 1 shows local funds for higher education and the percentthat the funds are of total State and local current funds, for thevarious States, for the regions, and for the Nation as a whole.

TABLE 1.---Local funds for higher education (current funds only) : amount andas a percentage of total State and local current funds, 50 States and Mitrictof Columbia, 1%7-48
(Armints in taitart4

State and relkin

Total SO States and District al CoMmabia.
Ntw

MIL/011
New Hampshire
VermaaL
Ntamattinasettt.

Whiscle Istand.Or. - Ws!. .4W,FM _ :41.40.4.4b 40 cp.., a-m WM. Mo-W -Sw0000111411.1a. .110.4".--ft ilk=40-1-ft !- 0.-.am,...4.
Sesto at d of table.
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